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Abstract:
This thesis was written to be used as a text for M E. 508, Atomic Power Engineering and consists of
declassified material released by the Atomic Energy Commission, as well as this student’s original
ideas end presentation. The presentation is on a level for a graduate student. All of the complicated
mathematics and physics have been eliminated and only a straight-forward engineering approach
presented.

The introduction starts with the basic concept of the atom and its structure. Also in the introduction are
a table of definitions and conversion tables for converting energy, mass and charge units. The brief
review in the introduction is then used as a background for the remainder of the thesis.

The discussion then turns to a brief history of the findings of radioactivity, isotopes, isomers, artificial
radioactivity, nuclear reactions, neutrons and positrons. Nuclear energy is explained and the type of
reactions needed to produce energy by means of nuclear reaction and fission.

Separation of isotopes and the detection of radiation must be understood before a useful reactor may be
designed. The types of reactors are discussed showing the advantages of one type over the other.

In conclusion all of the aforementioned material is compiled to use nuclear power for industrial uses.
Nuclear power is put to use in aircraft, power stations, locomotives, industrial processes and heating.
Calculations show the amount of nuclear fuel required in comparison to coal and oil, as well as a cost
comparison. 
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Abstract
TMs thesis was written to be used as a text for M». B. 508? 

Atomic Power Engineering and consists of declassified material released 
by the Atomic Energy Gommissioti, as well as this student’s- original ideas 
and presentation. The presentation is on e level for a- graduate student. 
All of the complicated mathematics and physics have been eliminated and 
only a straight-forward engineering approach presented,

The introduction starts with the basic concept of the atom, and 
its structure. Also in the.introduction are a table of definitions and 
conversion tables for converting energy, mass and charge units*- The 
brief review in the introduction is then used as a background for the re
mainder of the thesis-.

The discussion then turns to a brief history of the findings of 
radioactivity,- isotopes, isomers, artificial radioactivity, nuclear 
reactions, neutrons and positrons, Huclear energy is explained and the 
type of reactions needed to produce energy by means of nuclear reaction 
and fission.

Separation of isotopes and the detection of radiation must be 
understood before a useful reactor may be designed. The types of reactors 
are discussed showing the advantages- of one type, over the other.

In conclusion all of the aforementioned material is compiled to 
use nuclear power for industrial uses, Huclear power is put to use in- air
craft, power stations, locomotives, industrial processes and heating. 
Calculations show the amount of nuclear fuel required in comparison to 
coal and oil, as well as a cost comparison.
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INTRODUCTION

ANOTHER LOOK INTO THE ATOM
Before the turn of the century (1880-90), the Physicists were 

content to believe that nothing new could be found and that they had ex

plained every phenomenon. The future technical outlook appeared as If 

all experimental and research work would have to be along the lines of 

already existing theories. This belief did not last long, because a 

series of discoveries starting with Wilhelm Roentgen's discovery of 

X-rays in 1895, Henri Becquerel's discovery of natural radioactivity in 

1896, also the work of the 

Curie's, J.J. Thomson, Max 

Planck, Rutherford and Soddy,

Einstein, Bohr, Aston,

Compton, Chadwick, the 

Joliot's, Fermi and 

Opnenhelmer, with the final 

result being the Atomic 

Bomb. ( The above mentioned 

scientists and their work will 

be discussed in the following 

pages.)

Before continuing

with our discussion let us examine the present concept of the atom. 

According to the present concept every atom consists of a small heavy 

nucleus approximately 10 cm in diameter surrounded by a large empty

Figure I The Hydrogen Atom
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planets W U l  # e  s#A Ifak W t U S  6 $>»sltit# ' m m f a

depmaittg bn the ItiatTiUueCL atom) Wteh Is ^ m n i e v h a l m ^  by an eq.Wa3.ent 
SiegatiTp Waasgs of W  aiebtrbtis t m  # # # # ) %  !B# Mass #  sue Sishttibn
is S«0i dc 10”30 lhs, Sr 9»1@6& ? I O ^  gms* Beeause. #  these awhiUta Utitts 
the physicists have used another m t t  wM.-'# these small %###&,&,*
heiag the. Utumiu mass unit (I mm .* '&$# iti hased' Oti the
most ahunSatit Isbtope8 p i  W g e a  Witig a mass Of 16 ̂ tbmis masS' units *8 

In SscaminatiOti of the smallest and .simplest of the atoms, the 
hydrogen atom* we find, that its simplicity is drawn from the- fast that It' 
has otily OtiU- eleWoti* &&: u result St tieedg only one pQsitim'.'^etige Iti 
its tiueieus (sue. .figure I) * B e  hydrogen e # $  h #  tin atomiti’ w#*y- #  of 

one, the next atom in sequence Se the hti|%# atom tilth an atomic timber 
of two, .

B e  helium atom has two electrons and two positively charged 
particles in its nucleus and therefore Its weight should he twice that of 
the' hydrogen atom,-, 'leferritig to the'##'#$ the hyUrogUti-' .at.omvl:$@0lii3 
atomic msm;W # . ; # # : ' #  # #  units -we #ti # #
* ■ : " 'c, V, " ■ ' •  " 1 ‘' y-■

10,000 times the diameter of the nucleus,, and that all matter is made of 
atoms, but only a Very small volume of the atom Is comprised Of tb# titiclOUS 
and electrons*, the rest of the volume being empty, -
8 Isotopes will he discussed later,
5 In chemistry. the mass is slightly larger, This Is because the unit Is
established .by .astiigtiltig. the valut iŝ ol'o sot to- the predominant J r *  iso# 
#pS* but to oxygen as. it -oocurs ia nature* # #  ratio of- the mas# of ** 
ob ject on the physical scale -to- its ,mass on the chemical scale is .
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that the mass ratio is approximately four and not two as we assumed. (At 

the present time the physicists have accurately determined the masses of 

the atoms and various isotopes). Our assumption was erroneous and there 

must be something else in the nucleus besides these two positively charged 

particles (nrotons). The other particles were found to be neutronsf a 

particle with no charge and a mass approximately that of the proton.

Therefore, the 

helium nucleus is made of 

two protons and two neutrons 

with two electrons moving in 

their orbits (Figure 2). The 

helium atom has an atomic 

number of two, an atomic mass 

number of four, and atomic 

weight of 4.003 emu. For 

future reference the atomic 

number, atomic mass number, and 

atomic weight will be designated Figure 2 The Helium Atom

by the symbols Z, A and K respectively.
The atomic number (Z) is the number of positive charges in the 

nucleus. It determines the number of electrons in the extra-nuclear 

structure, and this in turn determines the chemical properties of the atom.

4 The discovery of the neutron will be discussed in detail later
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.40W,W&; r  ais6sm.se Ĥ3?W2lW Ip <# $&$ k Se. th$ SlfIsctrIb 4&&*
Stant-* % #  significance ct this law la to calculate the force between 
bhafgsa pertlblea, w h b t W  t W  W #  the MJW <& eppdsite charges* #  we 

alreai^- W>w,, W k w  # @ % w  repel ewh ether W  eppesite charges attract* 

Sie nableaa Of the helltm atom Is comprised Cf -We protons and twb sea* 

trohs-. ## Charge $h a proton is pits «&»$$$- % io""̂  eWWeoalbiahs * There 
are W  protest he# having a positive charge> therefore^ frost seulomhW 

Ian6 there mhst he .% force of' repnlSi'oa*
i  present mhlagy is that there are two types of opposing, forces 

in the ansi ess j those of attraction and those of repialsios* The .electro - 
static force of repslslon, [long range force) is  Am. to, the like charges 

Of # e  protons*, this force may he fairly laS?gS|. it has. been calcuiated 
that two grams of protons placed at opposite poles of the earth would
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repel each other with a force of 26 tons. The forces of attraction in 

the nucleus, called nuclear forces (short range forces) exceed even the 

electrostatic forces. These forces of attraction exist between protons, 

between neutrons and between protons and neutrons. These forces are not 

predominate except at very close range. If we were to graph these two 

forces against the distance (r) between the charged particles, the long 

range force would decrease exponentially from a distance of approximately

gxlO-12 cm to where the force approaches sero at a distance of infinity.
-12The short range forces are only in effect up to approximately 3x10 cm.

(Figure 3). The height of the curve x is generally referred to as the

potential barriet; any

positive charged particle

moving toward a nucleus

must have sufficient energy

to overcome this potential

barrier to enter the nucleus.

But neutrons have no charge

and are not effected by this

long range electrostatic

force, therefore, a neutron

moving in the direction of a

nucleus will not have to

overcome this potential

barrier and may move 
directly within range of the nuclear

D M -T A N c e

Figure 3 comparison of Electro
static Forces to Nuclear Forces 
as plotted against Distance
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.% 'S&Stti. di- a@p95lditii@ <&& t w  W H t W m A  nnalw* ' %#» ̂ amgea
■ -stibsayt -m# Other v#ry to1 form a hydrogen (Hg): \
■ #*# then W  #**#* ' W  fiast&w # d

# * &  #  # ! # - ' # #  'Se' MXiss Miz^hS' irlth' Satehtienfv̂ fehta.-*.
# ' 'iMttfftipM "# '18# # #  , 9 ^  w&l'kW* S  it® W3&69-8& % ## 

# #  w& % #  ne%tr#a W t  Iht #  * e w # W  'Se forq# aetlng on-thise -g&%#+ 
olehf Whe assiW' etom. has an aW d t  3##er' #  ft and &% atomSe weight a,£ 

S@3>07»: .(Se force on a proton in the center &£ the nucieas Sn S n  nuclear 
fwen Of ifor m f  of its partinlea ■.(other'protons w
nentroWy a W M '  A*#' #)###$-*' M t  * #roSm on S e  onsite nnrse.e- of S e  
nucleus is Hi honSnt -with, less neutrons ant'- protons^ ant a proton on S e  
opposite site- of.S e  uranium nucleus -may1' he 'heyord S e  short range snd tie 

in S e  range for th# electrostatic fereet c& repulsion* -Wateing' this into 
• conslteratien it can he seta S a t  some of these heavier atoms, although 
sShiCf maf he SiespSt W t y  Oasily-I #  -#a#le Of what may- Mppen in 

easily shown %y taking a 'drop' of water and IettSg: i t  fall - from- ,son̂ - high 
point (the gravitational force acting CU S e  drop will be* f t» mg)* S e  
drop will splitv into two halves»:

go--far'Sis tseushion M h  two main purposes, first S  give a 
Tery brief reaumo of S e  - atom {for a me#' detailed diecussioh see @ry. 
-eollege phyelo#- # # #  and eecond to gife'-se .-reoder- e e w s l -neir IhSge' - 

S  sin tt Sow* ' •" '
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Figure 4 A Typical Heavy Atom (U) 
showing the Protons and Neutrons

The presentation is only complete enough for a Mechanical Engineer's 

first study in nuclear power and not intended for a study in nuclear 

physics. Before going further I believe several definitions and 

tables should be presented.
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m&#a#r TO OBTAIli ■ ' ■

6m, Cal# 16W l  % #
V-

BMX

2.62 Sc 10
v4,18 x 10

Mev "vVA • .
ergs

-̂0-- 1.16 SC 10 Kw-hrs,
-SS.S6 sc 16 BTE

Kw-hrs, is% m earn
M$T

3.60 % 16^ ergs
8,60 x IO6 0m. Ga!,.
3.413 x IQ9 BTE

BTE 7.06 SC IO18 amu
6,62 x 16^ Mev
1.094% 10^ ergo
2.99 % ID̂ Gm, Gal,
2,95 X IOct4 KWvhrs.

Table II shows only the eonwraioia of energy unite. - Ibf units 
of electric charge mass*, etc, refer to Tables 111 and If#
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.. TABLE III . .
, I .

. / . . ■

.. '' MBLTlfty BY TO OBEAl#

Stbtcoulombs (esu) • 1/3 x IO-*10 . AbcoulombS (emu)
Stateoulombs (esu) 1/S X 10**" Coulombs
Goulombb S x IO9 Statcoulombs (esu)
Coulombs ' G+l'- Abeoulombs (emu)
Volts 1/300 Statvolts (esu)

Tfolts M 8 Abvolts (emu)
Statvolts (esu) 300 Volts .

Statvolts (esu) 10S x  10 • ■ Abvolts (emu)

AbTrolts (emu)\ - . id*8 .Velte : . .

Abampere (emu) 10 Amperes

Ampere ■ ■ 0,1" ' ' Abampere

Statvolts/ cm I Bynes/esu. (field)

Volts/cm 300 lynes/eau

Electron*volte i;094 x 10** Amu (Phys.)

B&B&B.IV.
. :

■ ' --ioElectron charge. " » 4*80S % 10 stateouloinhs

s* 1.608.% 10 15 coulombs

ss' 1.608 x 10°"^ abeoiilombs 
n

ss 1.7592 '% IO tbs etito/@a<Electron, eharge/xnasB
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SIestfZ1Onil rest

- Electron volte

Aim

Teloolty of light

a 0.3.066 % 3.0 ^  ($&4 \
-4e 5*4862 x 3,0 amii' (phy©«)
. 4= 5.4347 x 10 amu (cnem,)

= 1,161 x lO”6 deg. (ags) ' 
4^ 1*768 X 10 #a,

« 1,708 X 10 ' gm. '
- M  ■ ■•;1.65995 x 10 ■ git,
10=s 2,99776 X 10 #*/#&*

AftSr examination of Tables XI and IT It ia interesting to note
• : ■ ■ ■ • •'f .that there are. odavefiloh factors for SdhvSrtihg mass wits .to energy wits,

and vigs Versa,' this'is. .the basis of the energy from nuclear reactions.I "
The name, Atomic Tower,.'has been' misused because actually the energy

' . . ■■ ' ' f - -
■comes from'the.nucleus a,W  not' the atom, this test will referif:-.as a

nuclear power, .This first came, about when' nontechnical g #  ,.wrote, the 
original publicity directly after the first bomb was dropped' on. Japan..

AS Mechanical Engineers*' we are interested in the power .■avail

able from the'..nucleus, how it may be obtained, and in what form it exists. 

Therefore, this text will eliminate'the complicated nuclear physics 
behind this new type of power and only toucher the more important' issues, ' 
This textfS primary purpose is to present basic material for,Kechaniedl ■ 
Engineers so they will be able to- discus's- intelligently and have, a,
Working, knowledge of 'nuclear power* The following material'is'presented at 
a. level for seniors or graduate" students in Mebihaalcal, Engineering and

.:,/

■T
■
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reviews their background in nuclear physics and features some of the uses 

of nuclear energy as directly related to Mechanical Engineering problems. 

For a more detailed discussion on the subject of nuclear physics there 

are numerous texts, but they are beyond the scope of our study and are 

intended for a student majoring in physics. As Mechanical Engineers we 

are interested primarily in using this energy for our power plants, steam 

generation, heating and gas turbines.

RADIOACTIVITY

In 1895 William Roentgen, a German physicist, discovered some 

new invisible rays with very deep penetrating properties which he celled 

X-rays. This discovery 

came about while using a 

Crookes tube, the rays 

emitted passed through a 

variety of things, including 

his own flesh. For when he 

placed his hand in the path 

of these rays a clear out

line of the bones of his 

hand could be seen on a 

fluorescent screen. A

series of experiments Figure 5 Typical X-ray tube showing
position of Anode, Cathode and 

showed these rays easily Target in Vacuum Tube

passed through substances of low density but were stopped by very dense



elements such as lead. The use of photographic plates also played a pro#.- 
i'nent part in the detection Cf X-rays, Figure 5 shows & schematic sketch 

of a typical X-ray tube. X-rays are produced, in this tube, hy the bomb

ardment of the target (T) by high speed electrons,' A difference in po

tential (T) between the cathode (G) and the anode (A) cause the electrons 

emitted from the heated cathode to have an energy in ergs of
E = Te (8)

E will be in ergs if T is in statvolts (esu) and e the charge on one 

electron in statcoulombs (esu, 4,803 x 10“^), see Tables I, III, and IT,

The X-rays produced by these Zaigla speed electrons bombarding the target will 
have a frequency as calculated by the equation:

I hv* (3)

I again being in ergs, h Planck constant (6,684 x I O ^  erg-sec,) and y
the frequency of the produced X^rays in cycles per second. The wave

length of these waves may be calculated from the equation;

A = c (4)V"
Abeing the wave length in cm, G the velocity of light in cm/sec =, andV  

, *>
the frequency in cycles per second, 'Under certain conditions it may be 

necessary to calculate the velocity of the initial electrons by means of 
the equation:

E * W 5 (U)

B again in ergs, m mass in grams, and v in em/sec». Combining equations
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Is the velocity (v) of the elections approaches'the speed of 

light (see Table IT), the lav? of relativity* as derived by Sinsteih Wst 

be taken into consideration to determine the mass of the electron at lt& 

high speed. The equation for changing rest mass, taking into consideration 

the inertia at velocity v is;
%m  *

I  ~ v
i *

(6)

where Sttt0 is the rest mass in grams* r the velocity of the particle in 

em/sec., 0 the Velocity of light in crn/sec*, a being the corrected mass* 

IiOr a more detailed discussion of the elementary physics equations consult 

and study any College physics text*

Example Ho, I. M  X-ray tube has a difference in potential of 

SOO volts between the cathode and anode., Eind the energy of.the electrons 

in ergs, the electrons velocity and the frequency of the X*fays«

Y s --- - *$ I Statyolt
SOO Volts/Stat-YoIts

from equation (S)

E = Ye = (I)(4.805 X 10"10)

= 4*803 x I O ^  ergs*
from equation (5)

_ i 3 'E ~ imv

_2 M  _ (3)(4*808 x IO"^)
% (9*1006 x 10~&W)



T =s 1*060 x IO9 om/aed*

but we Aid not insert the relativity correction for thd mass* 

Equation (6)

Hl = $.1066, X io"
(1.03K x 10* ) ~

(I .  IO10)*

9.1066 % IO*88 __ g.loss i  IOjgs 
/l - .00116 .9998 '

9^10666 % I O ^  gwe.
The difference in this case is negligible., Ebr ,future w r k  we toy say that

the relativity Correction need not be inserted unless the velocity of the:•
particle is greater than IQfs of the velocity of light, 

from equation (5) ■ ■

E = h v

v  = I  = i i S 0 L J U 2 ^  
h 6*624 Z 10

= 7»3§5 x IO16 cycles/sec.

we may further calculate the wave length of these rayst 

Eros Equation (4)

A C g % 10V  IQ$.255 X 10
= .,410 x 10 

* 41.3 A
O Owhere one Angstrom unit (I) =* 10 cm.

-6



RAIDIOAGyxvxtTSr. Wxthla a: yeah after RaetgWs discovery of x-faya, the

French Soieatistj Aatione Henri Beequerel, While exeailniag various sah^ 

stances for possible fluorescent and phosphorescent effectsfound 

uranium, its various minerals, and compounds emitted invisible radiation 

capable of affecting photographic plates and ionisation of the air% 

Becquerel then, found that several of the other heavier elements have this 

same behavior and no matter what he did to these substances he could not 

change this property which he then called radioactivity, He tried com

pounding uranium with various elements and even running experiments with 

powered uranium which lead him to believe that this property (radio

activity) must come from the atoms of uranium,. Shortly after this time 

Sir Ernest Rutherford-, a British physicist, carried on experiments to de

termine the penetrating" properties of these invisible rays and found them 

to be of two types,'■One type was easily stopped by a thin aluminum foil 

which Rutherford called alpha rays and the other wad stopped by aluminum 
sheet which he called beta rays» Later he found a third type of radi

ation which had very deep penetrating properties and reacted similarly to 

Roentgen? s jc-rays but were finally called gamma rays-*

Rutherford used an electrical method study these radiations 

based upon the ionization produced by the radiation in its passage through 

a gas (his later work, of a similar type, caused one of the first nuclear 
reactions)-,. Rrofessor Pierre curlfand M s  wife Mae*. Curie using a 

similar method showed that the amount of activity of any. uranium compound 

varied directly with the amount of uranium in the compound,.thus showing 
that this activity must come from the atoms themselves.
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IThe Guries then carried on & series of s%er%hnte with all 

airallabis .chemical materials to obiaift further1 evidence of the e#stencS'' 
of radioactivity- in other substances. In 1##, Gf G. Schmidt as ■well m

Gurie found the element Thoriuia to eSifbit radioactive properties' both 
emitting the alpha rays. While .ê erimenting #lth various, uranium- 
bearing ores and minerals, the Guries found these- unrefined uranium ' 
minerals exhibited greater radioactivity than the refined uranium metal 
they had produced in their laboratory. This load to the belief that there- 
must., ho -aitother radioactive -element present in these- minerals that had' 
greater activity than pur-0 uranium* -After careful study the Gurios Wre 
able to separate this &m radioactive- element with bismuth.. Its properties 
wre, similar to bismuth except f or radioactivity= Wmo. Ouric then named 
this 'elesent after her native home Poland., which .-she called Polonium in 
189S. The- Curies with several colab.orators discovered and named radium. 
Work, was also done to determine the atomic weight of radium Which was found 
to be a##+ Ta De&ieraa dieceverea another radioactive elem&qt which 
be called actinium. #W@r&l scientists wore working in all parte of the 
world on these newly discovered radioactive Clemente as to their atomic 
weights* chemical and physical properties. It ie interesting to note that 
every .new element had already been determined by Hendelieff3 s- periodic 
table in approximately i#$f Kea&eileffte periodic table had the ele#e&te 
arranged la periods* start lag with the lightest element, hydrogen, and 
that- at certain regular intervals e-l̂tasafes would appear with similar 
properties ;(bismuth- and pdlonirHaf, raidium SM barium)»- AU of Wsw- #av 
elements fell in an open space in thi# periodic table. Tpdayie Periodic
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Chart of the atoms, as designed by Henry D. Hubbard (National Bureau of 

Standards), shows how all the known elements fall into periods.

By 1903, Rutherford and Soddy in England had studied the 

emanations from radioactive materials and had formed a theory of radio

active disintegration. As 

previously mentioned, the 

invisible rays emitted by 

radioactive materials were 

shown to be of three types 

and named alpha, beta and 

gamma. Rutherford found 

these three types by their 

penetrating powers and was 

further established by 

means of letting these 

radiations pass through an
Figure 6 Paths of Alpha, Beta and

electromagnetic field, Gamna Rays in an Electromagnetic Field

Figure 6. This proved that the alpha rays were of a positive charge, that 

the beta rays had a negative charge and the gamma rays were of a neutral 

charge. Upon further study, Rutherford and Goddy found that when a 

radioactive atom emits an alpha particle, its mass decreases by four times 

the weight of a hydrogen atom and its positive charge decreases by two, 

thus forming a new element of two less atomic numbers. This also lead to 

the fact that alpha rays consisted of a series of alpha particles and that 

an alpha particle is actually thenucleus of the helium atom (two protons
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and two neutrons). However, when a beta particle was emitted from a 

radioactive atom, its mass is practically unchanged but the positive 

charge in the nucleus is increased by one. This fact and that bets rays 

were negative helped prove that these rays consisted of very small parti
cles (beta particles) 

which were essentially 

electrons. Figure 7 

shows graphically the 

changes that take place 

during radioactivity.

Gamma rays as they occur
t L

during radioactivity 

are found only in
NIconnection with beta rays 

and are never found alone.

For this reason we will 

call radioactive materials 

either aloha of beta 

emitters except for several cases that may emit both (these will be dis
cussed later).

Rutherford and Goddy also found several radioactive series to 

exist in nature, l.e., uranium emits an alpha particle and becomes thor— 

itlim, which is also radioactive, etc., until a stable atom is formed. There 

are four series as shown in Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12. Figure 13 shows 

the uranium-radium series graphed.

Figure 7 Radioactive Emissions
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The Neptunium Series (Figure 12) is one that existed in nature 

but its members had short enough half-lives that they long since have dis

appeared during the two-billion year history of the earth. This series is 

called the neptunium Series because this element is the longest-lived of 

the Series.

It is now

known that various elements 

emit alpha or beta part

icles. The Curies found 

Polonium to be more active 

than uranium, this also il

holds true for all 

other radioactive N|
elements each one 

having its own rate of 

emitting alpha or 

beta particles.

The rate of emission is generally in terras of half-life of the material, 

the half-life being the time required for half the number of atoms to change 

by emitting alpha or beta particles. The number of particles emitted per 

unit time is inversely proportional to the half-life. Taking one gram of 

a radioactive element the emissions may be counted and the half-life de

termined, but if we were to separate one atom from this original gram the 

time elapsed before emission could not be predetermined because this em

ission is haphazard and the exact time when each atom is going to change

Figure 8 Nuclear Reactions
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TSOEim SERIES

M K B B T mas
Hmnber

ATOMIC
Humber RARIATIOR

9?]3.0Z' Ufifli » » .«i * e » ‘t * » e e * .9 * 9 e • 832 90 a 1.389 x IO10
Radium (Mesothorium T) »>*» 828 88

years:(longest) 
6.7 years

Actinium (Mesothorium %),* 288 39 6*13 hours
Thorium (Radiothorium). 228 90 a I »90 years
Radium (Thorium X) 0 284 88 a 3.64 days
Radon (Thoroal. . . . . .... *. 220 86 a 54.50 seconds
Rolonium (Thorium a ) » 816 84 a Oi145 seconds
lead (Thorium, 1 3 ) . . . . . . . . . 218 8$ 0 “ 1 0 . 6 hours
Bismuth (Thorium-CHn...... 818 85 a»9- 60,6 minutes
I Rolonim (Thorium CnK.. . . « 218 84 a & x IQ sec*

(shortest)
phalliURi (Thorium Ott)/...» 808 81 0 311 minutes
Lead (Thorium 208 62 Stable

li'igure 10

Hotei' The traditional names fox the disintegration products' aye given inparentheses,,- These names were assigned before the products were ad
equately identified, and they do not, in general, correctly name the 
element of which the disintegration product is an isotope*

(Courtesy of Westinghouse Electric Corporation)
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AGTIMIW S B B W

BLEMBBT

UratLium (Actinium U) 

Thorium. (Uranium Y) * t»*»* • 

Protactinium i 

Actinium . * > *»»*̂  * * i  ̂> i' * ■»
I JTtioriumf (Baaioactinium).«.
I \Pranciumy(Actinium &)•„**•
& yBadium (Actinium X)

Badon (Actinon)

Polonium (Actinium A), *  

lead (Actinium B)

Sismuth, (Actinium G)^..,, 

[polonium (Actinium OitH «t* 

ball turn (Actinium, GnU  ♦», 

jead (Actinium, ,,,»

MACg
amber .

ATGMIO
Humber BADIATIOlT

605 92 a 7.13 x-IO^ yrs
251 90 U 24*84 hours
201 91 a 8.0 x 10  ̂yrs

22? 89 e,(B~ 18*4 yrs
227 90 a 18.9 days ,

820 87 Si minutes

280 88 a 11.2 days
219 86 a. 0.92 seconds

215 84 a 3.1 x 10 .see,

211 82 9 " 06*0 minutes.

211 88 2.16 minutes

211 84 a -U8 x IP sec*
20? 81 0' 4.71 minutes

807 88 Stable

Figure 11

Uote: The traditional namea for the disintegration products,are given in
parentheses, .These names were assigned 'before the products were ad
equately identified# and they do not# in general, correctly name the 
element of which the disintegration product is an Isotope*

(courtesy of Westinghouse Electric corporation),



BEFTtmiD# 98RIB8

mss
Humber

ATOMIC
Humber RADIATIOH

— -hr  —

Plutonium *i*«,,,».« 241 94 ' S ’ Relatively long

imericium 341 95 a 500 years

neptunium «*.* 237 95 a 2*25 x IO6 years

Protactinium* 253 91 9 ‘ 27,4 days

03)8,113. tUH* **#$*k*̂ *̂ w«( 833 98 a 1,65 x IO5 years

Xib.0 3?Xlllti.* * ̂ * * * * * -*s f * * 229 90 a S7 x 10 years

Radium**....**.*.,*» 225 88 9' 14,8 days

Actinium. 225 89 a 10 days

,PranciiMe * 881 87 a 4.8 mj.nutes
-2Astatine* 317 83 a 1,8 x 10 second

213 83 a* 9 " 47 minutes

Polonium^,..... 213 84 a 4.4 x 10 second

T3x8.xixt31tij/* > e 6 «****«• 209 81 <F I hour
iTîQvd.* **#*■»»•-»•#•-**** 209 88 0 " 3,3 hours■

!BisBHiiiii* ***4, ******** 809 83 Stable

figure IS
Hamed tlie Heptmim Series because of the long half-life of Heptunlw• 

The other elements Iu the series Include the net? '’mu-made'' elements ameri-- 
cium (Ho, 95) and uranium-S33, as well as the recently identified elements, 
astatine (Ho*. 85) and the francium (Ho* 87), The series differs from the 
three found in nature in having an end product other than lead. ThO 
final stable product of the neptunium series is biemuth*gG9.

(courtesy of Westinghouse Mectrie Corporation)
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Figure 13 Uranium Series, plotting Mass Number against Atomic Number



is SQawkat of a quantum secret. Also the rate of radioactive disinte

gration is. independent of ail physical and chemical conditions, fake e. 

sufficient number of radioactive' atoms of any one element "and during a
v

small interval of time, dt, there will 'be a certain number of atoms dis

integrating, if the number- of atoms present at time t and S is the 

disintegration factor-, which varies with each radioactive element* The 

following relation exists:

-elH » S Mt (7)
Separating Variables

M N  = 5 dt 
' N

integrating
lo g  H -  S t  + lo g  c (7a)

0 being, the constant of integration, to evaluate, when t 

%  - 0, where %  is the -initial number Of atoms;

lo g  N = - S t  = IrOg Hi  (7b)

— 0,

- St
M * HiS (8)

Equation (8) shows that the number of atoms present at any time 

t disintegrates exponentially* The number of atoms present is a direct 
relation of the mass of the atoms therefore equation- (8) may also be 

written:

M = MiS^st (8a)

whore M is the mass remaining after time t and Mi the initial mass when
N-rt = 0* faking equation (7b) and substituting ̂  for.N and T for t, the 

capital {$) must be the time required for one-half of the initial.number 

of atoms to disintegrate, therefore being the half-life:
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Log = - SS -i- Log

T a & 0 3  g = 0*993

m 0*695S =r (9)
TTndor contain conditions the average lifetime of a radioactive 

atom ,may be desired which Mil be denoted by S and found by integrating 

the product tdlT over the limits of from 0 to and dividing by SF̂ i

, - J fli wa
"i

from equation (8) by differentiating?

as ̂  -S1 s 0

combining the two above equations (from page, 55) 1

sQ S% S 00 i. At-Wit=/ i S e At r  6=; y\i & e
oJ

by means of integration by parts:

T» =S *tBj W + a * 6* l V ° °

,te*1*6 - „-t6'
S

Ho)

Taking equations (9) and (10) and equating the half-life may be 

put in termb of the average life?

T  « 0,695 T (11)
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Figure 14 shows equation (8) plotted with N as the ordinate, 

also showing the points of half-life and average life. One method in de

termining. the half-life of radioactive elements is by means of counting the 

number of emissions per 

unit time and then 

graphing this activity 

against time. The 

slope of the curve will 

be Si and using 

equation (9) the half- 

life may be readily 

calculated. The 

counting of emissions 

may be achieved by 

means of a Geiger 

Counter which will 

be discussed in detail 

later.

Figure 14 Equation (8), plotting N 
against Time showing the points of 
Half-life and Ta

Example No. 2. A radioactive element emitting bets particles 

was placed within range of a Geiger Counter. Emissions were counted at 

intervals of one minute and the following counts were tabulated after 

making corrections for background readings: 626, 508, 416, 354, 290,

240, 198, 164, 133, 111, 90, 76, 63, 52, 43, Calculate the disinte

gration constant and the half-life.

Using equation (7b)



Sfey be ?a*lIitenl

,Log H e - S t  + log N, (7b)

■Log H =  -6t

Because we aye only interested in calculating s , which is the slope of an 

activity (log M) time curve, the tem log will only shift this curve 

and not effect its slope*

Figure 15 shows the curve of Log H plotted against time, The 

slope of this curve will be calculated by;

Slope t= 6 = Alog M 
AT ' ~

-'5*8? - 4*14 = 1,70 (Values taken from 
1 3 - 4  = 9 graph)

= »198
For halfr-life;

— «192

(9)

T = 3*61 minutes

ISOTOPES:

figures 9, 10, and; Il showing tables of the Lranium-Badiumf 

Thorium,.and Actinium series have one thing in common and that being that 
they end with stable lead* 'The Atomic weight of lead had already been es

tablished as 207.31 aim but the lead found in connection with the Lranium- 

Badium series had an, atomic weight of approximately 306, At 'first there 

seemed to be some experimental error but trial after trial proved the same 

result. The atomic weight of the lead from the Thorium series was' found to
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\Figure 15 Graph for Example No. 2
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be approximately 208, and, the lead from’ the Actinium series was found to 

be approximately 207. The lead from, the Abfiniim series seemed to be the 

only one that agreed with the already established atomic weight of load*

Further experiments and study showed that normal lead was com* 

prised of three different atoms# their chemical properties being identical, 

the only difference being their mass*. This mass difference is taken ad> 

vantage of when separating these different' atoms. The different atoms of 

one element were named isotopes and much later a' fourth isotope of lead was 
discovered having an atomic mass number of 2 0 4 .

It has now been shown most known elements have at least two

isotopes* Lead has four with the following percentagesr

804 I*5%
806 . . . . .  . .23,6$
207 88.0$
308 •»»,*».♦ S3,3$

head has an atomic number (K) of 82, meaning its nucleus has 82

protons with 82 planetary electrons, and 804 minus 82 or 188 neutrons for

the lightest isotope of lead and 124, 125 and 126 neutrons for the other

three isotopes. This difference in the number of neutrons accounts for the

difference in the masses of isotopes of one- element., while the same atomic

number of the isotopes of any one element accounts for the. identical

chemical properties. Isotopes of the various elements will be denoted 
306by QgfPh where Pb is the symbol for the element-, the number at the lower 

left is the atomic (K) and the number at the upper right is the mass 

number (A).
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From Figures 9 and IS In the hr anIum-Radium Series, there Is a 

single line of disintegration until Bismuth {Sadlum ti) is reached, At this 

point the radiation may be either Alpha or Beta particles. In the case of 

Alpha emission. Thallium (Radium 0») is formed Tjhile when beta emission 
occurs, Polonium, (Radium 0) is formed. However, the distribution of the 
emission from Bismuth (Radium C) is only 0.04# Alpha particles and 99.96# 

Beta particles. When dual emissions occur from, one isotope, they are 

Known as isomers,

SEOhLAR EQpILIBRIhM;
Again in the hranium-Radlum Series, uranium {g3$S3S) emits an 

alpha particle with a long half-life of 4>55 '% IO9 years to form. Thorium 

(90Th2S4) which has a short half-life of 34*1 days. In eases of this 

nature, the rate of emission from the uranium may be considered constant 

and the amount of thorium builds up to steady amount where the same amount 

of thorium disintegrates as is formed by the activity of the uranium.
When this takes place the product is said to be in secular equilibrium 

and the following equations hold true;

Where „ uranium

^T, thorium
-dH^ - rate at which thorium disintegrates

cUSy - rate at which uranium disintegrate# or which thorium accumulates
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siibstl-bitting equation {7}

- S » ,
If secular equilibrium exists Hg. is considered constant

QNw

m -

( 1 3 ) ;

V t r  “ V f

Eultijplylng both sides by - 6

5A
a% = T 6̂  at

Integrating

Bog ( ŜyNg- " 'Sj-lfij ) ss * <S,pt + Log G

5 A  - %  .,Os' ̂

Solving for the constant of integration C 

When , t = O, H^1 ==0 

or . 5 , -  O =s G x I

C 9 iA

sA
lV t r  w V f  - "Vtie

Sjt
V u 6

Hrjl -

6A ■
s -6 i*5D S,, ( I, - e ), (3,3)



As t approaches infinity
- ■ e as 0

•fa----o®

stT = -f2- hO ' -

Hsing the half-life equation (9)

m _ 0.605 
& (9)

%  6 &PI - H as —
%  3% Bp

(14)

Example Ho, 3, In the TJranium-Radium Series, a aisin-ys
tegrates through a series of radioactive elements to 806ggPb » Where

a uranium ore is found, the ratio of the. amount of lead, present with 

respect to the amount of uranium is 100 grams to 1000 grams respectively* 

Calculate the length of time the uranium has been in existence 

and the radium present per 1000 grams of uranium.,

From table on Figure 9

Half-life of ITranium *> 4.55 t .10̂  years 

Half-life of Badium - 1690 years 
- 6tIT = Hie (8)

. 6±, = "695..
T 4*65 z 10^

The initial number of atoms (Ki) of uranium must take into con
sideration the loss in mass of the particles emitted.



1X15.6 grams1000 + 100 208
206

TS = 1000

St 1115.6 , ,
e — 1000 - 1.1156

t = (loa 1,1156)(4,S6 z 10^) 
(»698)

- 7*17 % 10® years 

The amounl' of radium preseht under conditions of secular 

equilibrium

Tu ICXJO
„  1590 z  1000®r ~    "q "

4.55 % 10^,

» 0*49 x 10 grams

Radioactive disintegration will he written in equilibrium form, 

for the remaining portion of our study. Taking the disintegration of 

uranium, into thorium by the emission of an alpha may be writtens.

238
98' 90%'b

804
•f 8,He

4:where pHe is the nucleus of the helium Isotope having the mass number 

four* Equations of this type will be written for the nuclei of the atoms 

neglecting the planetary electrons.



w o c m a  REACTIONS AND ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY
In 1919 Sir Ernest Hutherford, used the knowledge of Radio- 

aetivity to perform a series of experiments. His thoughts were to use 
these atocd-o "bullets" from radioactive substances and observe their re
actions when bombarding other nuclei * But first he wanted to study the 

range of alpha particles in air so ap, to be able to deal with his other 
work, more easily* One of the main'reasons for this work was to be able 

to understand more about the atom as to its construction, which, lead to 

our present day concept ,(as discussed previously).

Using a closed 'Chamber for his work Rutherford found that while 

measuring the range of alpha particles In air there would be an amount of 
hydrogen present* This seemed very strange, so he then tried nitrogen 

in place of air and again hydrogen was found, Bo explanation could he 

given at that time and further experiments Showed that when the air or 
nitrogen was replaced by several other gases such as oxygen, carbon di

oxide or carbon monoxide no hydrogen was found» Therefore the hydrogen 

formed must have some relationship with the alpha particles and the ni
trogen nuclei (or atoms)-. Later the Wilson Cloud Chamber showed this 

reaction to be the absorbtidn of the alpha particles by the nitrogen 

nucleus with the formation, of a proton and a much heavier particle* Re

membering that the proton is the hydrogen nucleus (-jlfS« (The use of the 

Wilson Cloud Chamber will be discussed in detail later)« The complete 

reaction may be written in equation form as follows:
X -IA ' TQ TD .Jl



the flotutihe is known ns the compound nucleus. Then© is not any proof of 

its exietehee but Is believed, to exist foi* a Very short periedf^f. time*

'Ihe and the gO^1' are known as the reacting and product nuclei

respectively, Iiuclsar reactions of this type are also written in a .more 

concise i?iet'ha&f for the same equation as abovei

B14 (CUp )Q17
In using this condensed method of writing a nuclear reaction, the sub

scripts may b© omitted because the chemical symbol establishes the value of 

Z * The symbols inside the parentheses designate in order the incident 

and ejected particles, but they are not the chemical symbols used in the
longer methodt A proton is designated by the letter p instead of H >■

I
The other symbols used to represent the incident and ejected particles are;

n * neutron 

a - deutepon 
d\ - alpha particle 
■y - gamma rays

This being the first time that nuclei of one element !were con* 

verted into nuclei of another. It might be said that this change was the 

dream of scientists in the past. This change also brought about numerous 

experiments by new scientists* The majority of this new work was in the 

form of bombardment with all the known particles on the lighter elements* 

The bombardment of beryllium, boron and lithium'by alpha particles emitted 

a very penetrating ray. At first this radiation wag thought to be gamma 

radiation although it was more penetrating than any gamma rays Icnown, and 

the details of experimental results were very different and difficult to
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lnterpret on this basis. The next important contribution was reported in 

1932 by Irene Curie and F. Joliot in Paris. They showed that if this 

unknown radiation fell on paraffin or any other hydrogen-containing com

pound it emitted protons of very high energy. This was not in itself in

consistent with the assumed gamma ray nature of this new radiation, but de
tailed quantitative analysis 

of the data became 

increasingly difficult to 

reconcile with such an 

hypothesis. Finally 

(later in 1932) J.

Chadwick, in England,per

formed a series of experi

ments showing that the 

gamma ray hypothesis was 

untenable. He suggested 

that the new radiation 

consisted of uncharged 

particles of approximately the mass of the proton, and he performed a series 

of experiments verifying his suggestion, Guch uncharged particles are 

now called neutrons.

A brief history of the experiments leading to the discovery of the 

neutron would start with the original gamma ray hypothesis.

,H' —

F^RaPFin CoumV i.R

Figure 16 Schematic Drawing of 
Chadwicks Experiment for the 
Discovery of the Neutron
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Calculations made by BqtM ,and BecKer f 3,930) showed that the 'gaasna' ray- 

pro tons to have an energy of approximately 6.8 Mey when absorbed in lead.

In the Curie-Joliot experiments the assumed gamma rays ejected protons when 

bombarded into paraffin with an energy of MbT (See figure 16};, Other 

experiments showed the energy to range from 15 to 90 Met using the con

servation .of mass j energy and momentum. rfhiq inconsistency lead to further 

study# which showed that omitting the paraffih (Figure 16) the count® 

were relatively small# then using a thin lead sheet only decreased the 

number of counts slightly. But when the paraffin is inserted the number 

of counts increases greatly., The explanation for this is that the par a ̂

ffin when "bombarded by these uncharged particles (neutrons) ejects protons 

which have a charge and may be counted. Wkqn the paraffin was replaced, 

by lead the reason for any counts at all is that the neutrons will 

collide with parts of the counter and eject nuclei which cause the counts#. 

When the lead is removed and the neutrons move directly into the counter 

the approximate number of"counts are taken showing that these high energy 

neutrons are not stopped by thin sheets of lead. 'This is just the 

opposite as would occur if this radiation were gamma rays* Chadwick then 

measured the velocity of the ejected protons from paraffin and then used 

nitrogen to replace the paraffin and measured the velocity of the nitro

gen nuclei.after the collision* Using the conservation of energy and 

equation (5)

W 2 -I-O = iamr' + Jvf(V-V)2
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fixers M and V aye the inaas and velocity of the neutron before collision, m 
and v the mass and. velocity of the proton, or 'nitrogen, nuclei after the 

collision. Taking the velocity of the proton and nitrogen as aero before 
collision,

e  +  J g y v

2Mi S= v(M -m)

v =s SM,
V ' M -i- nT

the velocities Chadwick found were
9tH ~ ̂ *5 % 10 am/sec * for the proton

Vjj " 4,7 r IO8 co,/sec. for the nitrogen

taking the two experiments- and combining in one equation

TgI =JSJLBK
%  M %

where a# and %% are the iriasses of the proton (hydrogen) and nitrogen re
spectively. Taking nitrogen-as being fourteen times the mass of the proton 

(14 ma = tojjj) ,

M = 1*16 aim

After more careful and detailed experiments this value for the mass.of the 

neutron was changed tti our present value of 1.00893 atmau

The most important property of the neutron is the. fact that it 

has no charge, which is the main reason for the. delay in its discovery* 

This also makes them, very penetrating, it is impossible to observe then 

directly and makes them very important as agents in nuclear change» An 

atom, in its normal state is also uncharged, "but it is ten thousand times
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larger than a neutron and consists of a complex Byatem of negatively 
charged electrons widely spaced around a positively charged nucleus,

Oharsed particles (such as protons * electrons'̂  or" alpha particles) and 
electromagnetic radiations (gamma rays) lose energy passing through matter. 
They exert electric forces which ionize atoms of the material through 
which they pass. (It is such" ionization processes that make the air 

electrically conducting in the path of electric sparks and lightning 
flashes)? The energy taken up in ionization equals the energy lost, hy the 

charged particles< which slows" down, or Dy the gamma ray, which is absorbed- 
The neutron, however, is unaffected by such forcesj it is affected only by 

the short-range force, i.e., a 'force that comes into play when the neutron 

comes very close to an atomic nucleus <■ This is the kind of force that 

holds a nucleus together in spite of the mutual repulsion of the'positive 
charges within it.. Consequently a free neutron goes on its way unchecked 

until it makes a "head on” collision with an atomic nucleus,. Since nuclei 

are very small-, such collisions occur but rarely, and the neutron travels 

a long way before colliding. In the ease of a collision of the "elastic” 

type, the•ordinary laws of momentum apply as they So in. the elastic' 

collision of billiard balls. If the nucleus that is struck is heavy, it 

acquires relatively little speed, but if it is a proton, which is approx!- 

.mately equal in mass to the neutron, it is projected forward with a large 

fraction of the original speed' of the neutron, which is itself corres

pondingly slowed. Secondary projectiles resulting from these collisions 

may be detected, for they are charged and produce ionization. The un*< 

charged nature of the neutron makes it not- only difficult to detect but hard
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to control. Charged particles can be accelerated, decelerated, or. de

flected by electric or magnetic fields which have no affect ofneutrons * 

Furthermore, free neutrons can be obtained only from nuclear disinte
grations; there is no natural supply. The only means we have of con

trolling free neutrons is to put nuclei in their way so that'they will be 

slowed and deflected or absorbed by collisions* As we shall see, these 

effects are of the greatest practical importance, Further experiments 

showed that the bombardment of" a series, of elements by alpha particles 

emitted neutrons. All of these elements being in the first two rows of the 

Periodic Chart (aluminum, argon, beryllium-, boron, flourine, lithium* 

magnesium, nitrogen* phosphorus, and sodium),,

TfiB POSITRON
In about 1910, Victor F, Hess found the existence of a penetrating 

radiation from sources outside the earth called cosmic rays, At first 

these rays were considered similar to gamma rays, but because of their 

greater penetration to have a shorter wave length, Later electrostatic 

and electromagnetic experiments proved the rays to be composed of charged 
particles, In 1938, 0* D. Anderson, at the California Institute of Tech

nology, using cloud chamber experiments found that a portion of these 

charged particles had the same 'mass as that, of an electron. This new 

particle also has the charge of an electron but is positive and are now 

called positrons. Also in cosmic rays particles have been found with 

electronic charge but masses from 800-500 times.that pf the electron which 

are called meson (Table I).



1932 also brought forth another discovery  ̂by B#, 0» F̂ey-,-. I', a> 

Bripk^edde, and G-» M* Murphy found that hydrogen.' had an isotope of mass 

number Zi present in natural hydrogen to one part in 5000* Becauae of its 

special importance this heavy specie's of hydrogen is given a name- of its 

ovjA, deuterium.,, and the corresponding nucleus is Called the deut'eron, The 

deuteron is not a fundamental particle being made of one proton, and Qtte 

neutron*

Curie and loliot in 1984 while bombarding various light elements 

with alpha particles with the emission Of neutrons found that the product 

nucleus continued to emit radiations even after the source of alpha 

particles had been removed. Further study showed this radiation to be 

positrons and the Intensity of the radiation was shown to decrease ex

ponentially with time, the same as natural radioactive substances. Wslttg 

this decrease in radiation Curie and Jollot were able to Calculate the 

half-lives of these artificially produced radioactive substances. They 

found that the alpha particle bombardment of aluminum, boron and mag

nesium performed this phenomena, with half-lives of 3*86 minutesi 14 

minutes and 2.5 minutes respectively* Shown in equation form

1 3 ^  + O s A - n s P ®  + Oal

T ,= 5,25 Mn-

Where ^e0 is the symbol used for the positron showing the positive charge

ana the zero mass number, the reactions from the boron and magnesium being
of the same type as shown for the aluminum,. Several, other unstable

.-i 25' -In- 2 B jj/l 7
isotopes that emit positrons have since been found ( ISu- , H sdi ■ * 9 f
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IV ) * At this time nueleai*'physics was well on its way.,, ■ and at %e

present time radioactive isotopes have been produced Qf practically all the
known elements. Typical examples are shown, in Table V. Note that in the

neutron induced reaction with 8 ' (Table T) the product nucleus Is 6

which emits a positron plus two neutrons* These two neutrons may in turn
olsbombard another 6 starting the reaction again with two neutrons as' its 

result * thus causing a continuous action or chain reaction. This chain 

reaction is necessary in order to produce a continuous supply of power as : 

we will see later.

With the production'of radioactive isotopes great advances- are 

being made in the fields of medicine, agriculture and engineering* ' "for 

instance radioactive Calcium may be fed to animals and then later the- 

radiation from the various bones of the animal may be measured showing the 

distribution of the original calcium. Similarly fertiliser made with 

radioactive phosphorus will show the distribution in plant life. AS 

Mechanical Engineers'we will be interested in wear caused from friction in 

internal combustion engines $• Work has been performed on piston‘rings which 

were made radioactive and then inserted in an engine. After several 

hundred hours of operation the oil is drained from the engine- and examined 

for radioactive radiation. From this,,- calculations can show the amount of 

wear the piston rings have undergone. This is one of the many Mechanical 

Engineering uses of radioactive isotopes. Table Vl shows a. list of 

commercially used radioactive isotopes*
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Tke forming of these x-edioaotiv© isotopes stinfljlated sittUar" ex* 
pefitoeiits all over the world. In particular, E.: J1Ormi reasoned that 

n,otitrons., beOause of their Iaok of charge, should to© Offeotivh^ in pmetra*

ting nuclei$ especially those nuclei of.high atomic number which
: ,Si,strongly repel protons' and alpha particles* fie was able to verify.his pre

diction almost immediately. Jiuding that the nucleus of the bombarded 

atom captured the neutron and that there was thus produced an unstable 

nucleus which 'then achieved ata'tdiity by emitting1 an electron.' th© several 

differences that exist between natural and artificial radioactivity are 

that positrons are never emitted from natural sources while, ,alpha parti* 

cles are very rare from artificial radioactivity. Also, artificial radio* 

activity under certain conditions undergoes E^eleetron capture.- Instead 

of the nucleus emitting a positron, it may capture .an electron from, the 

extra nuclear part of the atom, generally from the E shell of electrons. ' - 

With this there are several changes the electron now in the nucleus com* 

bines with a proton to form a. neutron* thereby increasing the atomic 
number by one, also an X-ray is emitted by this process. But careful 

calculations show that the law of momentum is not satisfied* therefore 

the physicist contends there is another very small particle emitted 

called the neutrino (Table I). The neutrino is still a theoretical pro* 

diction. As yet this particle has not been experimentally verified* though 

there is experimental evidence for belief in its existence.
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TAELS: Y
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S P r?I'T ^ 4 gHê "— (gp^)— SO1 7 -rpH"̂" Noae

» a gB .+ gHe (7H ) -5» ̂ l1 5  4 0%^
y ,e6
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a, p llB a 2 3  * Ih" -  (lBM®Se! ^ H ir&e4 ^ -*°

a, n gC1 2 4 3E2̂ - (yM14)-^ 4 Qp1 ■ Z
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USEBDL BADIOACTITE ISOTOPES

Element Isotope Half-Life Radiation
Ti HT I , nn i|i, • i nnr ■■ Ii...! ,.-r' - f , I I - I ,  , -I I — .  ■

TypiealfUses

Oalciym *,<»*
14

ISO days Q T 1V Research op fertilizers* 
bone formation,•

Carbon 6°
.06

4700 years Q> Study of photosynthesis., 
plant physiology, eapbo- 
ijydrate utilization in 
animals*

Chlorine P
I 
' IO5 years a, 9 :  % Research on the physi

ology of plants and 
animals*

Ooia ? 9 ^
iso

8.7 days a", v Treatment of leukemia.

Iodine 551-131 18.6 hours a  12O 
9',»J

Treatment of thyroid 
cancer and hyper-

Iodine SS1 8.0 days thyroid.! sm.

Iron 4- years K Study of anemia, disease 
of plants, blood circu
lation*

Phosphorus
. 38

15P 14*30 days a" Treatment of leukemia 
(including lymphocarooma 
and HodgkintS disease), 
polycythemia vera, skin 
cancer# Study of blood 
circulation and metab
olism*

Potassium
42

19^
84

18.4 hours a, y Research on diseases of 
the heart and nervous 
system.

Sodium n m 14.8 hours 9", Tr Study of blood circu
lation, cell function, 
congestive heart 
failures.

Sulfur 87,1 days (3- , Research cm plant 
physiology, proteins,.
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In the basic courses of chemistry and physics there ari two basic 

principles which govern all the reactions.* Ihe first— that matter can be 

neither created nor destroyed but only altered in form which has lead to 

the principle known &e the law of oonseryaticm of .mass'* fhe-secoad^v-that 

energy can be neither created nor destroyed but only altered in form* 

which is known as the lew of conservation of energy* These' two principles 

have constantly guided and disciplined the development and application of 

science, for all practical purposes they' were unaltered and separate until 

this past decade. For most practical purposes they are still so, but it is 

now known that they are, in fact, two phases of a single principle for we 

have discovered that energy may sometimes be converted into matter and 

matter into energy* Specifically, such a conversion is observed in the 

phenomenon of nuclear fission of uranium which is the basis for nuclear 

power* 

aa&ATIVITY:

In the development of the theory of relativity it was'shown that 

the inertial mass of a moving body increases as its velocity Increases 

(Equation 6)* This implies an equivalence between an increase in energy 

of motion of a body, i.e., its kinetic energy, and an increase in its mass; 

'fd most practical physicists and engineers this appeared a mathematical 

fiction of nO' practical importance.* Even Mnstein could hardly Mve fore* 

seen the present applications, but as early as 1905 he did clearly state 

that mass and energy were equivalent and suggested that proof of this 

equivalence might be found by the study of radioactive substances„ He



concludes that the amount of energy, B in ergs, equivalent to a mass, ■ m 

"ih grams.* vas given, by the equation

E - me2 ' (is)

•where c is the velocity of light in em/setii It is Ahtenestihg ^C.note that
'

Einstein’s work was accomplished, and published in Germany (1905) but the 

physicists and militarists at that time could'not foresee a use for energy 

formed from matter* Equation (IS) shows that one kilogram (2*3 pounds) 

of matter, if converted entirely into, energy# could give 35 billion 

kilowatt hours of energy* This is equal to the energy that would be gen

erated by the total electric power industry in the United States (us of 

1W?9) running for 'approximately two months* Compare this fantastic 

figure with the 8,5 kilowatt hours of heat energy which may be produced 

by burning as, equal amount of coal.

The extreme Sise of this conversion figure was interesting In 

several respects*- In the first place, It explained why the equivalence of 

mass and energy was never observed in ordinary chemical combustion. We 

now believe that the heat given off in such a combustion, has mass 

associated with It, but this muss is so small that it cannot be"detected by 

the most sensitive balances available (it is of the order of & few 

billionths of a gram per mole)* In the second place, it was made clear 

that no appreciable quantities of matter were being converted into energy 

in any familiar terrestrial, processes, ainee no such large sources of 

energy were known* Therefore we may say that the conversion of matter to 

energy has been taking place in numerous Mechanical Engineering 

phenomenon but- until recently we were unaware of its existence*
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BINDING MSffiaYs .
; ",

In the discussion previously, the energy of the particle's w s  

: purposely eliminated until this time when mass and energy conversion oa&

Pd discussed in detail* Also the discussion has been of stahle'. .and tm* •' 

stable nuclei 'made-up of assemblages of protons and neutrons.-.held t©«- 

gather by nuclear forces»■ It is a general principle of physics that -rWOrh 

must be done on a stable system to break'i t  dps 'Thus, if an assemblage 

of neutrons and protons is stable, energy' must bo supplied to separate its 

constituent particles* If energy and mass are really equivalent,- then the 

total mass of a stable nucleus should be less than the total mass of the 

separate protons and'neutrons that go to make At up* lliis mass difference, 

then, should be equivalent '■ to the energy required to disrupt the nucleus, 

completely, which is called the binding energy* It has been previously 

mentioned that the masses of all nuclei were.approximately whole numbers.

It is the small differences from whole numbers that are significant*

from the introduction we found that the nucleus of the helium, 

atom (alpha particle) is composed of two protons and two neutrons having 

a mass number of four. If this nucleus were pulled apart and the weight 

of its parts carefully taken the following would tie found--

gHê ' (the nucleus before taken apart) = -Ai1-QGSIB amu 

if one neutron la taken from the nucleus leaving gHe®*

.,Bh3 (5.01589) + 0ir (1*00895) ~ 4*02408 amu 

if the nucleus is split in two, leaving two nuclei of one proton and one 

neutron each (deuteron) *-

iaf (2.01418) + (2+01418) e 4*02856
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Xf the nucleus were divided into its basic particles«

8 ^  (8 % 1.00768) + (8 &r 1^00895) =, 4.03508 a # i

%8jaihirg the total masses of' the original nucleus and also - after being 

pulled apart in various segments* When the alpha particle exists .-..the mass is 

is the least 'arid should be the most stable of the four catagorfes-'shown 

above because there is'a tendency in nature for the nucleons to find the 

catagory of least mass and least energy* From this it would appear- that 

any of the other three groups would have a tendency to transform into this 

one of lowest mass but'as we know there are millions of ^Heu and deu- 

tenons in nature which seem very stable and contended. lIhe answer to this
5

question is that ti'eutercms and' ,He are- the nuclei of atoms and are * «
surrounded by a free atom or one chemically combined, tfbe electrons

forming a strong electrostatic field of repulsion to one another and even

if ionized the nucleus itself also has an electrostatic force of re-
S ^pulsion except when, two'nuclei come to WitMn 10 cm. apa^t tlien the 

short-range forces react-.

Again - examining the mass- we find the mass of the. alpha particle 

4.00376 aiau while dividing into the basic particles the total mass is 

4,03303 srau; expressed by means of an equation 

gSe " S= 4 4 v 0h

4*008?S *  4.05508

lhe lawwof conservation of mass does not hold true but previously It has 

been shown that mass and energy are interchangeable, therefore the mass 

difference must have been in the form of energy.*, 4.03503 minus 4,00376 

equals 0.05036 atiiu
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0ii03036 aiiiu 3c 931 Mev/atim. » 2Vi95 M<?-V

This mass difference being converted into energy now above the amount of

energy required to pull apart the helium nucleus into protons, and

neutrons or may be stated as its Binding Energy» This energy of 27.95
19 1■ ■ ■Mev is the energy per nucleus, or 8,7 x 10 ergs per gram molecule of

helium; In units more familiar to the engineer»■ this means that to break

up the nuclei of all the helium atoms' in a gram of helium would require 
11I«62 x 10 gram calories or 190,000 kilowatt hours, Conversely, if free 

protons and neutrons cpuld be assembled into helium, nuclei, this energy 

would be released, ■ Evidently it is worth explaining the possibility of 

getting energy by combining protons and neutrons or by transmuting one 

kind of nucleus into another.

By means of the mass spectrograph, E, ¥« Aston and others were 

able to determine the masses of the isotopes of many elementsFrom this 

and later work the binding energies of these isotopes has been accurately 

calculated* This binding energy, B is the difference between the true 

nuclear mass, M and the sum of the messes of all the protons and neutrons 

in the nucleusThat is,

B =  (ZBL + - M

where and ere the masses of the proton and neutron respectively^ % is 

the number of protons, Ef = A -* Z is the number of neutrons, and M is the 

true mass of the nueleus, Quite often this energy is in terms of B/A. the 

binding energy per particle. Figure 17 shows this binding energy per ~ 

particle (B/A) plotted against the mass number (A), . The graph shows that-,, 

apart from fluctuations in light nuclei % the general trend of the binding
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SA A65 M u MX BeR (a)

Figure 17 The Binding Energy per particle (B/a) plotted 
against the Mass Number (A)

energy per particle is to increase rapidly to a fla t maximum around 

A = 60 (nickel) and then decrease again gradually. Evidently the nuclei 

in the middle of the periodic table, nuclei of mass numbers 40 to 100, 

are the most strongly bound. Any nuclear reaction where the particles in 

the resultant nuclei are more strongly bound that the particles in the 

in it ia l nuclei will release energy. Thus, in general, energy may be 

gained by combining light nuclei to form heavier ones ( i . e . , nuclei in the 

melum range) or by breaking very heavy ones into two or three smaller 

fragments. However, not a ll of the lighter elements may be used to the 

best advantage as is  sometimes shown in connection with their packing
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Figure 18 Packing Fraction plotted against mass number 
showing positive and negative values

fraction.

Packing Fraction

It has been previously mentioned that the actual masses (amu) of 

all the isotopes varies slightly from whole numbers, their mass number 

(A). The isotopes with mass numbers from I to 20 (or 21) have atomic 

masses (M) that are slightly greater than their mass number. From mass 

number of 20 to 168 the atomic mass is slightly less than the mass number 

and above 163 the atomic mass again becomes greater. Various sources of 

atomic masses will sometimes use packing fraction or the mass defect per 

elementary particle in the nucleus. That is
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!P *? U * 4— ..—.. — . i..

4'

where P Is the packing fraction and M ■*' A is the Sass defect or the boss

difference from a whole number which will cause the packing fmotion to be 
' . ..
negative when using mass numbers of SO to 160* Figure 18 slsP shows that 

for the lighter nuclei two curves must be used to satisfy all the isotopes * 

RutherfordtS work in 1919 on artificial nuclear disintegration, 

has previously been mentioned, and was followed by many similar and more 

advanced experiments * ,High voltage apparatus used to accelerate particles 

was replacing natural sources of alpha particles from radioactive sub

stances ». The energy at which an alpha particle la emitted from radioactive 

sources vary with the various atoms, for instance, the alpha particle from
9

radon has a velocity of I»65 x 10 cm/sec* while an alpha particle from 

thorium C has a velocity of 1,71 x 10 cm/soc, this difference does not 

seem to be very great but we must remember that this is the velocity and 

from equation (5) S =s shows that the energy varies directly as the

square of the velocity which will cause a greater difference in the 

energy. In 1638, I. I). Cockofoft and I!. I1, 8. Wlton bombarded a target 

of lithium with protons of 700 kilovolts energy and found that alpha part

icles were ejected,. In equation form :

s11' + Sset * a ® 4

Taking the masses of the nuclei and particles in the above equation we find

7 »01816 f 1,00813 = 4*,00886 -)• 4,00386

Adding 8.0a639 = 8.00778 amu
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■ As can be seem, the•left hand side (initial) 'tif the heantion i$ 

heavier them the right hand side, therefore,something roust-bh added to 
balance this equation^ 9-.0S6BS minus 8*00772 equals *0185? qzimi this

toass has disappeared in the reaction and if converted to energy nnits
.n: eequals
v:

■ «01858 arm % 031 = 17,298 Mev ■»

Experiments have shown that the two alpha particles emitted each have an

energy of approximately 8,68 Mev or a total of 17»24 -Mev which compares

favorably' with our calculated value 17,898 Mev. However this is taking the
I

initial energy of the proton L #  ) as being negligible. It should, also 

be noted that the masses used in the above calculations were those of the 

atoms, not just the nuclei* Ihie is satisfactory because there is an 

equal number of electrons'on each side of the reaction therefore actually 

cancelling out their masses,

The energy.released during this reaction- (19,298 Mev) may be con
verted into more frequently used engineering units*

wSO -Wp1Q17. .898 x 4.45 X 10 = 76.98 x 10 Kw~hr/atom

76*99 z 10“S°
7*01816 X 1*66 X 10 84 66,200 ^'"hr/gram

from this can be seen the energy released per atom and also the energy per 

gram showing a source of nuclear power, 'But examining the source of this 

power (energy) we find that for each reaction to take place a proton is 

required that will bombard the nucleus of a lithium atom*. Hot all protons 

will cause such a reaction, the remainder just passing by all the lithium 

nuclei. The number of protons- required per lithium atom will be

'I



aiscnssed under cross-section in the following paragraph., ihia.probability 

could Well he in the neighborhood of I to 1,000,000 which shows the 

Onorraous supply of protons required to keep a steady supply of energy.

. However at this time it can be foreseen, that the most practical'method 

for continuous energy would be to' have a reaction where the .initial particle 

is the same as one (or more) of the ejected particles. S'or instance in 

Table V,
Is I  e I K1 11 I

6° ^ On (6C  ̂ f 8O2a
XSwhere one neutron bombards a ' nucleus and there are two neutrons

isejected which may bombard more 0 nuclei causing a continuous reaction 

(chain reaction)'. However, this reaction cannot be used because energy 

is absorbed not released, but it does show the type of reaction needed.

GBosa-aBOTiON

As mentioned in the above paragraph, not, all particles that move 

in the direction of a nucleus cause a reaction* This probability varies 

widely with the various particles, nuclei, and their kinetic energy, But 

instead of complex probability relationships, the interactions between 

projectile particles and nuclei are expressed-very simply in terms of 

nuclear cross-section* The-centers of the atoms in a very thin foil can 
be considered as points evenly distributed over a plane* The center of an 

atomic projectile striking this plane has geometrically a definite- proba

bility of passing within a certain distance (r) of one of these points*

If there are u atomic centere in an area A of the plane, this probability 

is n r '/A, which is simply the ratio of the aggregate area of circles of
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radius r draw# around the points of the whole area'. Let us consider these 

atoms (of area A) to he thin steel targets with a small impenetrable 

centers end for the projectiles let us use several calibers of guns» &

50 caliber shell would indicate that the cross-section of the target was 

just the diameter of the small impenetrable center while a bee bee gun 

would show the cross-section to be the full area of the target. However, 

in the case of particles and nuclei, sometimes (in the case of neutrons) 

the slower particles may have a larger cross-section to certain nuclei. 
Actually VB would say that we were measuring the equivalent stopping 

cross-section of the nuclei. For example, the probability that an alpha 

particle striking a beryllium, target will produce a neutron can be ex

pressed as the equivalent cross-section of beryllium for this type of re

action. From, the previous discussions we saw the long and short range 

forces and how they reacted with charged and uncharged psrtielca. The 

cross-saction of s nuclei also varies depending on the charge of the pro

jected particle, 1*6., the alpha particle has twice the positive charge of 
the proton while the neutron is neutral.

For all practice! purposes in computing cross-section the impinging 

particles are taken as having a negligible diameter. The technical 

definition of cross-section for any nuclear reaction is therefore;

number of nroceases oecuring , „ , . „ . 2, ,
= W T o f  iilcid^r^rticles = ^rget ^  ™  ) (nuclear

cross-section in cnT)

this equation is for cross-section per nucleus. In many cases, the number 

of particles emitted or scattered in nuclear processes is not measured 

directly; one merely measures the attenuation produced in a parallel beam



of laoiaeat particles by the interposition of & teovm thickness of a

phrticnlap mateielaLt fhe ’crosdHsection obtained in this w y  $6- Called the

total cposs-t-section and is usually denoted by cr,

Previously the diameter of a nucleus' was said to he in the

neighborhood of 10 ^  cm. Ie might therefore expect the crosS^seCtlons
. 3for nuclear reactions to be approximately 10 ' cm. . S1Or this reason the

nuclear physicist has taken 'the area of 10 cmS equal to one barn (I 

barn - 10 cm /nucleus). For example, slow neutrons absorbed by the 

(n, ) reaction the cross-section in some eases is as much as. 1000 x 10'
'. s 'cto , while the cross-sections for transmutations by gsnmm-ray ( ) ab

sorb t ion are in the neighborhood of .001 x 10 3" cm^ (.001 barns).

Oii the previous pages it was shown that a great amount of energy
7

was released when lithium (gLi } is bombarded with protons. But the 

difficulties are in producing the highspeed protons and in controlling the 

energy produced» As the experiments we have been talking about have been 

done with very small quantities of materials, large enough in numbers of 

atoms, to be sure, but in terms of ordinary masses Influitqsimal--UOt 

tons or pounds or grains, but fractions of micro grains. Ihe amount of 

energy used, up in the experiment was always far greater than tha amount 

generated by the nuclear reaction, Oompare this energy with common sources 

of poweri chemical reactions (combustion, of coal or oil)» sunlight and 

waterpower. Combustion releases energy as the result of rearrangements of 

the outer electronic structures of the atoms. Combustion Is always self-*’ 

propagating; thus lighting, a fire with a mateh/releases enough heat d# 

ignite the neighboring fuel, which releases more heat which ignites, more
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'fuel, and so on* Ja the nuclear reactions that we have described this is 

not general!# true? .. neither the energy released nor the he# particles 

formed are sufficient to. maintain the reaction. However nuclear energy 
for industrial and'military purposes was publicized as early as ISSO by 

I’rof, Arthur M* Compton, Hobel prize winner, in the Hearst newspapers* 

Soon after Compton’s article the University of Chicago installed a huge - 

atom smasher with all steel discs weighing over 164,000 pounds each, and 

containing more-than four miles of copper wire' placed between the discs 

to form a giant magnet, At Chicago, the gold nucleus was split* thus 
forming two other nuclei,

80&6R ERBRGI*

In 1940 Hans Bethe at Cormell University worked out a theory of 

the nuclear process that gives energy to the sun* Using the fact that 

astrophyalcal evidence shows' the most abundant type of nucleus: present in 
the stars (and sun.) la the' proton,. There.- are two types of reactions that 

Occur depending solely on the temperature, Shen the temperature is above 

about 15 million degrees $ as it is. in the sun, the following reaction 

takes place—-four hydrogen atoms change into One helium with carbon as a 

catalyst,

Ols 6°7 6 +

Sr

Cls IBT6: + I
JA. -IyH 4- 1H



I

g€i atom, which acts as the catalyst ipeapgeara in the pwamts

to be used again. Any gC^ atom that eatera the reaction wiil emerge,, again 

as pure carbon only after about 5 million years> ' Ihe t »  positions ( V )  

emitted will combine almost immediately with neighboring beta particles* 

and the masses of the particles completely disappears to form two gamma 

rays per positron reactions» The sun is oowerbiag its mass into energy 
at a rate of about 4 million tons per seconds But the sun is so huge that 

it will require a billion and a half years for it to lose-only OeOl^ of 

its mass-* In this process (solar) of changing protons, to helium, there is 

released only about one pert in 188 of the mass of the proton* This moss 
reappears in the form of radiant heat. The earth being 93,000,000 miles 

away from the sun, intercepts only two parts in one billion of the sun he 

energy*

■In the cooler stars, below 18 million degrees, a direct con

version of protons into helium appears- to give the stars its energy-*! This 

is the reaction that occurs- on the greater majority of stars* This re

action being the source of-a starts light but very little energy beyond 

this reaches the earth and occurs as the following" equation shows?

+ y

and is. followed by two additional proton reactions to' form a helium 

nuclei (alpha particle)

\
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He0 + H1-^ ( Li4) Jie4 4- e0
. 3  X o 3

and again the positrons will be anialated aft eh coining into contact with 

two electrons forming two gamma nays*

This may be a good time to calculate the amount of ehengy no* 
leased when a positron combines with an electron to form two gamma ray&* 

written in equation form,,
o oe + e -a. hy m h v4* w

h being the energy in a gamma ray* The mass of the positron and electron 

is *00055 amn each and the gamma rays having zero mass their energy .must 
be

M .=i 8 x .00055 ami =; ,sOOll -amn

S as .0011 % 901

te 1.0241 Sev (total' energy In gazmaa rays}
Going bade to the equations of the’reactions of the energy re* 

leased by the sun we find an ideal situation for a continuous reaction*- 

However,, if this same train of reactions were' performed in a laboratory 

here on earth we would find that the energy required to produce protons 

that would carry on such a reaction would be 'greater than the energy re

leased. on the stm temperatures of up to- 40 million degrees- are reached . 

being the reason for the reaction occuring*. OBierefore we are. back where 

we started, without a reaction that is self-sustaining and will release 

large amounts of energy*

Thus far we have discussed several sources of nuclear energy 

none of which were suitable for a continuous source of nuclear power*



Figure 18 shows a graph of the packing fractions against mass numbers of all 

the isotopes* Ebtlng on this curve -that mass numbers from l''-«ri,̂d ah4
W ¥from 190 - SiO have packing fractions greater than aero and the mass 

numbers of from SO ~ 190 have packing fractions of less than zero, ’phis 

should indicate that if one of the heavier elementsabove- a mass, ,number 

of 190, were split'in half a great amount of energy would be, released due 

to the maximum loss in mass* fhe problem now being the process’ used to■ 

split this atom. If protons* electrons or any charged particles were 

used for bombardment they must have a very great amount of energy to over

come the electrostatic forces of repulsion in such a large atom.- The 

larger the atom the greater the number of protons and electrons which are 

the charged particles causing the electrostatic forces* Therefore the 

neutron seemed to he the answer because it is not affected by th e  

electrostatic forces and may have Very little energy .(thermal neutrons) 

with a great amount of penetrating power, The neutron also seemed to be 

the answer because of the possibility of a chain reaction,- This 

possibility was formulated because the heavier atoms have greater per* 

centage of neutrons per proton than the atoms in the middle range,- There

fore if one of the heavier nuclei (atoms) are split in half by means of 

neutron bombardment there should be an excess of neutrons in the product 

nuclei which may be emitted thus allowing a -chain reaction. Suppose the
,808 nucleus is broken exactly in half; then#- neglecting the mass of

the incident neutron, we have two nuclei of atomic number 4.6 and mass 
119number 119 (,.Pd )„ But the heaviest ,stable isotope of palladium 

(0 <= 46) has a mass number of only HO,- Therefore to reach stability

I



each of these imgiaar?/ new nuclei must eject nine neutrons> becoming

nucleij or four neutrons %  each nucleus must convert themselves

to protons by emitting electrons''thereby' forming stable tin nuclei of"
119mass number 119 and atomic number 50 (c^Sn ) or a combination of such

I:;,-;.;.
.ejections and conversions must occur to give some other pair,-idfi>st:able 

nuclei*

Fermi and his colleagues, in 1934, bombarded uranium with 

neutrons but their results were misinterpreted and proved puzzling* 'lhe 

puzzling part being the product nuclei formed emitted four beta rays of 

different half-life periods, while it is known that uranium Is radioactive 

but emits an alpha particle,; QafafUl chemical examination showed that 

one of the product nuclei has similar properties (chemical homologue} 

of manganese*; Referring to the Periodic Qhart of the atoms an element of 

atomic number 95 would be in the same column as manganese. Other chemical 

examinations showed that none of the nuclei in the range of atomic 

numbers from 88 > 9S could possibly be p r e s e n t Ghemical examinations of 

this nature are extremely difficult because of the micro study nature,

I*e*, only a minute amount available. However, if was not until 1940 

after the works, of ,Bohr, Frisch,'Meitner, Hahn,, Stassmann, Joliot and 

Fermi Were known and discussed that the existence of trensuranic elements 

were definitely established* ' Ihe tfansuranie elements now known are, of 

atomic numbers 93 ** 96. was then bombarded by thermal neutrons and

the following reactions are suggested;
#38 839 9839

+ 8% (g%0 ) * 9 2  + Tf



the product nuclei being an unstable isotope of uranium qith a half-life 

of S3 minutes * with the fo llow in g  reaction ocowing;

HP339
92 98

KTp being one of the newly found tyansuranic elements of atomic number 93,

which was named neptunium. This neptunium isotope is also unstable with a'

half-life of 3,S days, with the following reaction occuring:

•n 239 o
98% - 9 4 %  ■" -6

Pu is the transuranle'element plutonium a torn! 0 number 94. This isotope is 

an alpha particle emitted with a half-life of 34,000 years

Pa289—  y=8 +
94 92

He
S

4-

This series of reactions are not a source, of nuclear power but plutonium

will warrant mentioning later. The original thermal neutron has a

resonance energy of 38 ev. Resonance energy being the energy Of the
238bombarding particle for which a nucleus (XT' ) is exceptionally reactive* 

Changing the energy of the incident‘neutron another isotope of 

. neptunium was found, with the following reactions occuring:
238 I U + a 92 O
23?

93'Hp
25?

95
25? oe

sSe4.

6
the half-lives of the Np and Pa being 6,8 days and 2,25 x 10 years re

spectively* Then another beta emission occurs
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9i 93

With a half-life of 37.4 dcyai ■ . '

In the above reactions it has been shorn that two different re

actions occur, depending entirely upon the energy of the incident neutron. 

A tabulation of the reaction that say occur when bombarding with 

neutrons of any energy, lIhe reactions will fall into several groups as 

shown in Table VI*

IABLZ! TI
Keutron 
Snergy 
in ev

J

Below .5 i tow degree Of absorbtion for _ 359

0.5 - 50 High degree of absorbtion for 339

50 - 100 ■Moderate absorbtion for 359'
Pu

100 - 1,000,000 tow absorbtion to yield _.339 or. 353.FU V
Over 1,000,000 fissions .

— ——   — — — ■—       — —
The fact that fissions when bombarded by high energy

neutrons is shown in Table 71« (fission is the reaction where one nucleus 

is broken down into two lighter nuclei, sometimes referred to as' atom 
smashing. This differs from previous discussed reactions where the result 

was a nucleus and a particle). The reason that this"fission is not con
sidered as a source of nuclear power :1s that the neutrons must be of very 

high energy.

In 1940 uranium was bombarded by deuterons in the laboratory of 

Seaborg, McMillan, Wahl, and Kennedy which formed another isotope of
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eliminated, from this discussion because of its scarcity^ Therefore we can

consider the uranium atoms, as produced or found'in nature* being I part
835 838U  isotope to 139 parts t? isotope. The- remaining pro'bletri being to 

separate the two isotopes * In the ease Of Ohemleal compounds ; (HaGl) 

there are several methods of separating the difference in theif' chemical 

behavior. But separating two isotopes of the same element, chemical 

means cannot be used because the isotopes are chemically identical*

There is only one property that exists which is different, this being 

their masses* However,- even their masses only differ slightly, a ratio 

of 833 to 238« This separation now being a problem for the physicists 

and engineers to solve * Prior to 1,940 isotopes had been separated in 

laboratories by means of spectrographs but only several atoms of each 

isotope being produced* The discussion of isotope separation will be 

discussed in full later. .

MJGLSAR HXSSXGU OF H ■
835

In the previous paragraph it was mentioned that U885 was
,838fissionable with neutrons of any energy* But it was shown that U re

acted differently when bombarded by .neutrons of different energies so 

does 'Cl" except that the only difference being the fission products 

(that is, fission always occurs but the nuclei formed and the number of

neutrons, electrons, etc*, emitted vary). Examining one of the possible
S35fission reactions from U using thermal neutrons of approximately *03 

ev we- found:
I JBS _  , 836.

Ipgk ' 54Onl + 9/
W b b  + g6® 95 + /  + /



the acfflaon and strontium isotopes are unstable beta emitters- tjitjj. halt-* 

lives of 41 seconds and 2 minutes respectively*,, I1M s  above reaction' splits 

into two' branches-,'- let-ns follow the tenon branch'first.

54
lsa . 139 O 
5 - S S 0s + .e

this isotope of caesium is also unstable and emits a beta particle with a 

half“life of 9 minutes to produce a barium isotope*

159
-Os 159 o Ba 4- e55"™ ^56

the half-life of the barium being 8 6 minutes

159 139 O ^.Ba — 5» La 4* e *

the lanthanima isotope being stable end big this branch, It may be noted

that there is a series of isobars  ̂Xe^u^, Gs^95 Ba^9 and ..54 55 56 5?
that is, isotopes with the same mass number (139} but having different 

atomic numbers * JSfow second, let us follow the strontium branch

95 J# . o JT + a38 ' 09'

the half*llfe of yttrium being 11*5 hours to form

95 95 O
39Y — 40Zr + *

the half-life of the zirconium being 65 days

95 95 o
40Zr * - e : ,

the colmtiblum having isomers with two half-lives of 35 days and 90 hours 
the longer emitting a gamma ray
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95 98 g
Nb — > Mo -I- e -j- V  . 41 42

The complete reaction-may be written

235I
tt V
o 92 B&05 + g al + 7 ^9 Gir

Hoisever, it must be remembered that this is only one of many of the fission
235reactions occuring when V fissions from neutrons, A general equation 

may be written for all the possible reactions as follows:

235y --SStr ( , S ^ '
x90 -!OS + ? !80-3,50 + e0 + a-t

*• O
This equation shows the two final product nuclei of fission as % and T

with mass numbers in the ranges of 90-115 and 130-150. (The average
255number of neutrons emitted during the fission of 11 is 2.3 high’ 

energy neutrons). Which means then that the product nuclei will generally 

(always) be.in these two ranges as shown in the graph on figure 19» The 

graph of Figure 19 being fission yield [f?) plotted against mass numbers 

(A). TIie most important characteristics of the yield-mass are * the def

inition of the fission nuclei into these two pronounced groups (heavy and 

light)♦ Over 19$ of the fissions fall in the mass range of -85-105 and 

189-151.» The- most probable masses are 95 and 139 being the situation 

used in the proceeding example» No satisfactory theoretical explanations 

for this asymmetric nature of the fission process has yet to be offered-.
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Example No. 4

U235 has a

packing fraction of 
~45.4 x 10 emu. Upon 

fission, one set of the 

products is  thought to 

consist of Ba138 and 

J36Kr with an emission of 

13 neutrons,

a) Write the equation 

for this reaction neg

lecting the incident 

neutron.
NA A t> I Ni u FA BtEQ (ft)

Figure 19 Percent Fission Products from TI235

J“i5 as1* 158 ♦ 36Kr84 tiV
b) Find the atomic weight of U235

P = M -A  = M -  235 = 5.4 x 10"4 
A 235

M -  235 = 0.1269

M = 235.1269

c) The Ba has an atomic weight of 137.9162 amu while Kr has packing 

fraction of -8.56 x IO"4 amu. Find the amount of mass that disappears in 

each fission process.

M -  84 = 8.56 x IO"4
84
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M' =? 80»9381 amu ( for Er)

205*1209 13?,9163 + @0^9281 + 10(1^00890) f %

Q = 166534 tml
80Scl) Hnfl the energy in Kw-hr for one pound of tf to completely fission 

•in the above process, ' ' V1- ■

To clarify the last eq,nd.fion it may he best to use dimensional analysis.

Kw-hr = gms/lb % amu/atom x Kw-hr/amn 
amu/atom x gms/emiu

The above example showed a mass deficit of .166534 amu which may be con

verted to Mev per atom

*166534 X *931 = 157 Mey/atom

this value of 157 Mev is father lows the average energy released per
335atom during fission of Tl is. approximately 8,00 Mev»■

nationally (most of the following has been previously mentioned) ?,

a) Uranium, thorium and protactinium when bombarded by neutrons some* 

times split into approximately equal fragments, and that these 

fragments were isotopes of elements in the middle of the, periodic 

table j ranging from selenium to lanthanium,

b) Most of these fissions fragments were unstable, decaying radioactively 

by successive emission of beta particles through a series of elements 

to various stable forms.

o) These fission fragments have very great kinetic energy *

d) That fission of thorium and protactinium was caused by high energy

By 1940 the following information on fission was known inter-



neutrons.
“8 S**

e) Fission in tiraniuic could be produced "by fast or slow (the energy of a

■ particle varies as the square of the velocity}' neutrons: '''specificallŷ

that thermal neutrons caused fission- in one isotope, , and that
. 2-95fast neutrons - had a lower probability of causing fission in iy than 

thermal neutrons,

f) At certain neutron speeds there was a large capture cross-section in
238 - 336TT producing U but not fission,

, 236g) The energy released per fission of a .XT nucleus was approximately

BOO B&v.
h) High speed neutrons were emitted in the process of fission.

i) The average number of neutrons released per fission was somewhere 

between one and three,

j} That high-speed neutrons could lose energy by inelastic collision with 

uranium nuclei without any nuclear reaction taking place.

During the years 1939-40 the above-mentioned studies were made in 

the field of nuclear physics and published in numerous technical journals 

and then all of the investigations became secret for security reasons 

until after the first atomic bomb was dropped on Japan. Soon after this 

the United States published the Smyth Beport officially called *A General 

Account of the Development of Method of Using Atomic Energy for Military 

Purposes Under' the Auspices of the United States Dovemmntv, August 1945, 

This document was written by Professor H* P, Smyth at the request of 

Maior UeneraX 1». Bi Groves, United States Army,



Vfe have now found a nuclear pro Oesri where the ejected parti el es 

are the same as. the incident particles. By bombarding n^.-gilt'h theoaal
neutrons fission occurs forming two new nuclei and an average of s*.5 
high energy neutrons* Thus ,we have a process capable of causing a chain 
reaction and there is a vast amount of'energy emitted per fission process* 

Itow let hs examine the process-, if one neutron causes a fission that pro

duces more than one new neutron,'the number of fissions may increase tre

mendously with the release of enormous amounts of energy, however, this is 

a question of probabilities* But neutrons produced in .the fission process 

may escape entirely from the uranium, may be captured by uranium in a 

process, hot resulting in fission, or may be captured by impurities* Thus 

the question of whether a chain reaction does or does not occur depends on 

the result of a competition among the following processes:

a) Escape . •

b) Hon-fission capture by uranium

c) Son-fission capture by impurities

d) Fission capture

It was previously mentioned that all we" needed in order to maintain a 

chain reaction was, if more neutrons were created by fission than were ab

sorbed* Evidently this was an over-simplification because as listed above 

there are four possible processes that the created neutrons may cause*

The fourth process being the one that will produce power and maintain a 

chain reaction* If the loss of the neutrons by the first three processes 

is less than the surplus produced by the -fourth, the chain reaction occurs;, 

otherwise it does not* Evidently any, one of the first three processes may



have auoh a high probability in a given arrangement that the extra 
neutrons created by fission mil be insufficient to keep the reaction 

yoing, For example, should it turn, out that non-fission capture, by 

uranium hoa a much higher probability than fission capture, there wula 
presumably be no possibility of achieving a chain reaction-. The problem 

now being the limitations imposed by the first three processes and how their 

effects can he minimised. This is generally referred to as having a 

factor-k greater than one, i,e.,, factor-k being the ratio of the number of 

reoccurring fission neutrons to the number of incident neutrons, It is 

quite apparent that factor-k must be equal to or greater than one in 
order to have a self-sustaining chain reaction.

ITOROIt i&c&PJS:

First, let us study means of reducing the number of neutrons 
that escape. This may be achieved by changing the size and shape of the 

uranium (this discussion will be for fission using uranium). This change 

should be so as to get the greatest volume with the smallest surface area, 

therefore a sphere seems to be the likely choice, In a sphere any sur

face effect is proportional to the square of the radius, any volume effect 

is proportional to the cube of the radius, The escape of neutrons from a 

quantity of uranium is a surface effect depending on the area of the sur

face, but fission capture occurs throughout the material and is therefore 

a volume effect. Consequently the greater the amount of uranium, the less 

probable it is that neutron escape will predominate over fission capture 

end prevent a chain reaction. Fission capture and neutron production is 

a volume effect and will increase at a greater rate than neutron escape.
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Therefore> there m m  b he a aphero of uraniw with a oertaia radius where I
faetor-lc is equal to oae« A smaller radius will not sustain a chain re

action while the greater the radius the greater the faetor-lc value, A 

sphere of uranium, of this radius is said to be of critical s$a@,

Critical size is defined as the size 'for which the production of free

neutrons by fission is just equal to their loss by escape and noA-ftesion

capture. In 1940 calculations of the critical mass' were made but varied

considerably beo-use of several estimates needed to complete their col-.

dilations. The results actually varied from I to 100 kilograms. Because

of this variation, it seemed not inprobable that the critical size might

bo too largo for practical purposes. The question may now arise that the

atomic bomb must bo greater than critical size but what keeps It stable

and. safe to handle, The answer is conporutively simple hoing that the

bomb is made in two parts, both being less than the critical size, but

when placed together wo have the bomb with r. greater than critical size. i

MOK^TlnsiON GAPTGKB BT V K t m W

Uranium, as found in nature, is composed of throe isotopes
254 855 208

U , U and If with an abmxdon.ee of 0.00518#, 0.719# and. 99,374# 

respectively, Tlxe U ^ " isotope present is in such small amounts that it 

Jttey be eliminated from this discussion, Tî Ĵ  undergoes fission with 

neutrons of any energy but its cross-section, for neutrons varies 

inversely as the energy of the incident neutron. Thorrml neutrons being 

the most accepted by to produce fission, on the other hand

fissions only with neutrons of high energy. But the probability (cross-
, 235soction) of fission with If and thermal neutrons is much greater than



S38fission -Mith tr and fast neutrons« rPhus far in this paragraph ' every 

statement seemed to be !medicated by the following statement making a 

olaain, reaction approach an impossibility* One more oomplieatidn ’ exists. 

because the neutrons produced by fission are of very high energies. Also- 

the energy at which non-fissioh is most probable is intermediate between 

the average energy of neutrons produced during fission and the energy.at 

which fission capture is most probable.

One method of decreasing non^fisslon reactions is to decrease 

the energy of the neutrons produced before they cotoe into contact with 

uranium, nucleus*, for some years before the discovery of fission, the 

customary way of slowing down neutrons was to cause then to pass through 

material of low atomic, weight, such as'hydrogenous material (Similarly to 

the experiment of Chadwick during the discovery of the neutron)» the 

process of slowing down or moderation is simply one of elastic collisions 

between high-speed particles and particles at rest* The more nearly 

identical the masses of neutron and struck particle the greater the loss 

of kinetic energy by the neutron*

Mixing uranium with a moderator in such a way that the high-speed 

fission neutrons,, after being ejected from uranium and before re-en

countering uranium nuclei, would have their speeds reduced below the speeds 

for which non>fission capture* is highly probable. The characteristics 

of a good moderator are that it should be of low atomic weight and that 

■ it should have little/hr no tendency to absorb neutrons* This would ex

clude lithium and boron because they have a large cross-section for 

neutrons* Helium is difficult to use because it is a gas and forms no
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eompounds, The choice of moderator therefore, was between hydrogen.,,,

deuterium and. beryllium until Fermi and Sailand proposed the use of

graphite (carbon) * All of these, possibilities were carefully studied by

the .government in their atomic research laboratories and will be mentioned

again under, Reactor Design, A Specific manner of using a moderator was

to use lumps of uranium Of considerable' size imbedded in a matrix, of

moderator material. Such a, lattice (arrangement) can be shown td have

real advantages over a homogeneous mixture, As the constants were more

accurately determined, it became possible to calculate theoretically the

type of lattice that would be most effective.

It has been previously stated that neutrons of■certain inter- ' 
S38mediate speeds, U have a large capture, cross-section for the production

239 ,of H (and then Kp and Ru) but not for fission. There is else a con

siderable probability of inelastic (non-capture producing) collisions

between high-speed neutrons and D3j8 nuclei:,. Thus the presence of the 
258

If tends both to reduce the speed of the fast neutrons and to effect the 

capture of those of moderate speed. Although there may be some non

fission capture by TJ8'50, it is evident that if we can separate the tj20®
. 238 258from the I and discard the u , we can reduce non-fission capture and

Can thus promote the chain reaction,' inis separation brings about two
235problems both of which have been previously mentioned $ first,, that. #

258and, TtJ are chemically identical which means that they cannot be sep

arated by chemical reactions, their only difference being their masses
255which are in ratio Qf 255 to 288; and second, that i f  is ■ only present 

in uranium of I part of TJ8'̂5 to 140 parts of » Isotopes had been



separated in the past but only in micro ̂amounts with laboratory, equipment^

But mass production techniques must be used to satisfy the demand for 
255 " ;

TJ- to be used in atomic bomb and nuclear power research (to be dis-

cussed later) i - \

&OMI8SIOM .GABTOBE BY IMFORITIBB: '
A typical analysis of commercial low carbon iron (ingot iron) 

made by the open-hearth process is about as follows:

Silicon 0,005#

-Manganosef^ “ &*08 -

Carbon OiOS

Phosphorus • OiOOS

Sulfur 0KO8&

In our case we want to refine' uranium and more difficulties will arise 

than in the process of refining iron* Th the ease of iron (steel).re

finement small amounts of impurties have'negligible effect on the physical 

properties of the final product. But the use of uranium as an agent of 

fission the metal must be chemically pure* If any atoms of foreign 

elements do exist they may have a cross-section for neutrons much greater 

than compared to the maximum fission cross-section of ■ uranium. Calcu

lations show that the maximum permissible concentrations of many impurity 

elements are a few parts per million*— lit either the uranium or t%e .moder
ator, When it is recalled that up to 1940 the total amount of uranium - 

metal produced in the country was not more than a few.grams (and eten this 

was of doubtful purity), that the total amount of metallic- beryllium pro

duced in this country was not more than a few pounds-, that the total -
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amoimt of eoxicentrated Aettte^iw produced ^as not more tiiaa a few poyttdg-#. ..

and that eafbon had never been, pro due ed in quantity with anything like ■;■•;

the purity required of a moderator ;> It must be kept in mind that when •

a moderator is used,it must be of the purity as the uranium because any ::

impurities may absorb the neutrons instead of a slowing down Sdtibh by . *

means of elastic collision*
.855

A brief summary of the above would be that uranium (TI ) 

spheres placed in a definite lattice arrangement surrounded by a mod* 

erating material,, the uranium would consist of only atoms of the H "
y

isotope and the moderator to be chemically pure, The use of small
235amounts of separated Ti in a lattice composed primarily of ordinary 

uranium or uranium Oxide and of a moderator or two different moderators 

is usually referred to as enriched piles’* * A uranium pile may be de

fined as a device using uranium to promote a controlled chain reaction 

. (the.name reactor has replaced the name pile).

Thus far our discussion has been frying to develop a chain re

action but now? the problem of control arises* The problem of control is 

different depending on whether we are interested in the steady production ;

of power or in an explosion* To control a uranium pile for nuclear-power •„ |

use is just the opposite as the creation of a chain reaction, i-e*, the 

factor*k is to be-decreased in order to keep the fission reaction from

getting out of hand*. Probably the easiest method of control is to use a 
I ' ;

material with a very high cross-section for neutrons*" This material 
( . , 

could be entered or withdrawn from the reactor thus controlling the value 
( ’ '

of faetor-ks Boron or cadmium rods are generally Used for control and will 
I .

(
C
v.
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be discussed in more detail in Beacton Design* - ■

Anotben liiniting factor in ■ controlling a chain reaction in a . 

reactor is that fission-producing capture varies indirectly as the te$ip-» 

erature of the reactor*, • This will tend toward, self limitations because 

some of the nuclear energy liberated will-be in the form of heat that 

will reduce the probability of further reactions. Iiowever, this limitation 

will not he enough to keep the reaction under control*.

PLUTONIDH:
335Another isotope that ttiay replace the U ' in fission is the

338 259plutonium isotope found when U absorbs a neutron to form U «

339 335Pu will fission with neutrons of any energy similarly to If * Plut

onium cannot be found in nature to any amount-and must be manufactured.
339The manufacture of Pu may be produced by the reactions shown, in the

835above equations. If pure, uranium* consisting of both isotopes y and 

U^v8, is used in a reactor* neutrons will fission with the IT ^ nuclei

and some of the D2tj8 nuclei but the remains of the D 8 will form Pu2' .*•
339 335 238 839PU may be separated from the D ,. D and Np by chemical means.*.

This separation, may be easier than the separation of D25tl from D2v8, how*

ever during the progress of the atomic bomb project during the war,' '

methods were devised to separate O25j on a mass production scale thus

providing its use*
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'In' the pretieding pages the disc us si on &f bombarding nuclei 

. with high energy particles was mentioned  ̂but the source on the production 

of those particles was eliminated< Also-the separation of isotopes was 

mentioned but never a method of separation-was diaeussedv Hdw we will 

discuss more fully all of this material* but before mentioning ’ hot? a 

cyclotron operates or any such equipment it may be best to review some of 

the basic physics involved« In cmr discussion we will not derive basic 

physics equations but■will discuss their use and work out examples *" Some 

of the symbols used are us follows*

T * potential difference (volts* abvolts)

P - force (dynes)

B ~ energy (ergs) 

m “ mass 1 •

e charge (generally charge on an electron) 

a •» acceleration 

, t *• time (sec)

•v ~ velocity em/sec.

B .1“ magnetic field strength (in oersteds)

A previous discussion included the use of equations

B =  Te (B)

E '=S- hr"" IS)

E # (S)
m

m  A  O -  ^ (6)
J T i j

I



lBie r.oree In dynes' on ati electron In an electrostatic field may' be cal* 
culaterl by ~

B* * x *
(»)

tfeero' T Is # e  potential difference In stafvel'tby d' the distance between 

the charged plates, in and e the charge on an electron in Siat*

cohl-ombsi,

fhe behavior ‘of m  elebW n 'in an electromagnetic field will be 

governed by the following two equations;

#T=&SV (I?)
H being the magnetic field strength In oerstedse the electronic charge 

in abcoulombs j; and v the velocity of the' electron in cm/see*.

(%G)

Where si is the mass of the electron in g r a m s t its velocity and R the 

radius of the path followed by'the particle in the 'magnetic field,

Brample !,'illustrated the use of equations B, 5 end 5■by means 
of an %wr@y tube, for this' wait: oxbmple 'we will use a cathode ray tube 

{figure 3 6) which will cause the'use of practically 111 of the above 

equations* Sbing' an .eletitroatWe field tor aceelereting the electrons end 

both electrostatic and .eleefromagnetic field' for- deflection,,' Before ' 

starting there are three basic mechanics equations that must be reviewed 

first, that force, is equal to' mass times acceleration

3T * *a {!$)
second that displacement during linear acceleration is equal to one half 

the product of acceleration and time squared.
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a = ^at2 (2o)

and third that linear (or average) velocity is equal to displacement 

divided by time

v = 3 (21)
t

Figure 20 Cathode ray tube with electrostatic and electromagnetic 
deflection

taking equations (IG) and (19)

F = Te (16)
d

F = ma (19)

or ma = Ve
a

the V being the difference in potential between the two deflection plates. 
Tiie amount of deflection of the electron beam between the plates will be 
represented by equation (20).
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(go)

the veloaity Baz&llel to t M  asfleetion Bletes

V=-^ or t = ™

#eza I, la the lem$% *f the plates ana T the teiool# et the elestzone I*

Waee^ %ez. aubetitntl% tMe value of t  W e equation (go)
S

s - ‘ia (80s)

solving fpr a in the abeve equation and easting it to the- value of a*
from the equation femed by (10) and (ID)-

Ve Ssv
/ a *s "T'.A.-^S'

am i,-

by applying an eleotzomgnetle field azotM the defleet ion pistes with a 
stzength of B Oszsteds Zeadtlng agaWt the defleetion ehnsed by the 
potential on the plates so that the/elsotZbn'beam will W  eontezea or

v

IT w Hev

Te=-Hev
a

(16) (electrostatic)

{19) (electro.rgsgzieti e)

T  =3 aa' ( #

tahlng equations (17), (10) and (20a) ana solving fo? a

&s!.8S3L*#%
r  ^ (a#,)

substituting the value of v from equation (8g)

SeS:8 (85a)



rStS1*
(S3&) shows the >aliae &t the ratio of the oharge on an electron 

to its mass,j this waa & method used. In' determining the' itass of e& 

electron.* ' '

In. the case of a cathode ray tube (Figure' 80 ) using only electro

magnetic means of deflection, the calculation of'e/m under these'con

ditions would be with the use of equation (SB)

IaajbSL (33)* BI,
All the terms in, the right hand side of this equation may he measured 

with the exception of'the velocity (y ) which must be calculated* In 

calculating, this velocity the use of equations (2) end (S) 1$ required ^

B e  Ye (&)

i Iislmys ’ (S)

or Te »■
where V ls the difference in' potential between the cathode and the anode

a JTe
* *.&-§ .

substituting this into equation (as)

a
m

„■
m.

Bh

B9Sy
h V '

when using this equation a Oohtorsioh must he. made because equation (as) 
has the units of emu/gm while equations (a) and (S) are Ih esu .units*. For 

this centers ion refer to the tables • Ih Iho Introduction*



The value of s In the preceding equations has been the displace

ment of the electron beam at the end of the electrostatic or electromag

netic fields. After leaving these forces the electron path will follow 

a straight line and by means of similar triangles the value of s may be 

calculated from the position of the electrons as they strike the fluores

cent screen.

• 96-

S = s
x 172

or s a SL
Zx

where x is the distance from the center of the deflection plates to the 

fluorescent screen and S the distance between thenposition of electrons 

on the screen and their position

when there is no deflection 

force applied as shown in 

Figure 21.

When studing 

the path of a charged 

particle in an electro

magnetic it is found that 

equation (18) shows the 

value of the force acting 

with respect to its 

mass, velocity and 

radius of curvature.

Figure 21 Use of similar triangles to
determine the deflection in a Cathode
Ray Tube
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F » mvS (18)
R

this force may also be calculated by means of equation (17).

F = Hev (17)

Example No. 5. An alpha particle with a velocity of 1.5 x IÔ  cm/sec. 

enters an electromagnetic field of 35,000 oersteds. Find the radius of 

curvature of the alpha particle i f  its  charge to mass ratio is 4820 

emu/gm. Taking equations (17) and (18) and equating
gHev = mv"

R

H( e/m)

= 1.5 x KT 
35,000 x 4320

R

Figure 22 ilustrates 

Example No. 5, and it  

should be noted in this 

example that the radius 

of curvature varies 

directly as the mass of 

the particle. This is  

the basis for the 

electromagnetic sep

aration of isotopes.

With the

background previously

8.9 cm

Figure 22 Path of a charged particle 
in a magnetic field



preserbe^ aoi betted tWprsta&a primclpla o.t operation 'gf

Ubs wTooXs of the Melear PbyslGisUV' G w  ae%t distiussloB' «ill ineluae 

various type$ of mas® speGti^ograph®' anrl Ubejr reldUionsMp 'Ud'rUbe 

aration of isotopes:*

m s s

The types of bbss" speeUregrepbs aooi e&menly nsed' W e  named 

after their founders being IstontS, Delator ŝ, Brainbridge ’a 'and the 

Bainbrjclge snd,' IordWifS m$8 '-speotrbgriph* The 'basin principle of 

operation is %ith the W e  of hn electromagnetIc field, electrostatic 

field or a combination of both fields. Using eouations (17) and (18) 

and ©tnating

Her w mv
R 

BV
Be

shoeing that the radins of curvature of a charged particle  ̂in an 

electromagnetic fields varies directly wl th the mass of the particles 

Therefore# if a, metallic gas 'was ionised and the positive ion (nuclei) 

were accelerated to a velocity (v) and then through m  electromagnetic 

field the different isotopes will focus at different positions because of 

their mass difference4'

In the case of the Aston mass spectrograph, positively charged 

ions of any substance pass through electric c M  imgaetio fields to de- 

fleet them eimllWly w  In the cniAode Rrevionely dlsouosed* Ae
shown in Figure S3, positive ions enter from a discharge tube' through the 

slits 8% and %»■ 'Tm ions after passing through will not all have the
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same velocity and those with higher velocity will be deflected less than

the slower ions as they pass between the two charged plates P and P9,
I ^

/-___

Figure 23 Schematic of the Aston Mass Spectrograph 
showing the path of the electrons

The ions next pass through a magnetic field  which deflects them in the 

opposite direction of the electric fie ld . The field intensities are ad

justed so that no matter what velocity the ions had, they w ill converge 

on a conmon focus on the photographic plate. All of the ions of the 

same mas and charge (e/m) will converge at one point while ions of 

another mass will converge at another point. Therefore, i f  only atoms of 

one element are ionized in the discharge tube, uranium for instance, and 

then pass through the mass snectrograpg, we find, upon observation, the

photographic plate with three lines caused by the three isotopes in 
234 835 238natural uranium P ,rtU and U . One of these lines would be more

9 4 7 2 9
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intense than the others, this line being foiraed by the more abundant 
238

isotope U • The exact mass of the isotope may be calculated by means

of the previously discussed equations. The voltages and magnetic field

intensities must be known and the distances measured very accurately.

Hie Dempster mass spectrograph uses magnetic deflection only,

but to have a ll of the same isotopes converge at one point they must have

the same velocity upon entering the magnetic fie ld . By means of a

difference in potential between S1 and Sg (Figure 24) a ll the particles

of !denticle mass and

charge will have the

same velocity as they

enter from equations

(2) and (5 ) .

E = Ve (2)

E = emv2 (5)

V2 = 2Ve 
m

After passing through

Sc the particles will

enter a magnetic field Figure 24 Ihe Dempster Mass Spectro
graph with energy selector

and be deflected

with a radius of R and through 180° to S . Ihe distance between Qe, and3 *
Sg w ill depend upon the energy at Sg, the mass of the particle, and the 

strength of the magnetic fie ld . If at only nuclei of one element 

enter and the magnetic field  strength held constant, then the point where
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the -nuclsi converge (at :B0 # #  be at several'points &H@ to the difference 

an mass of the- isotopes of to' elements ■ Also- any slight divergent at Bp 

will he oomponsaWfor an'the particles travel through the 180°, '

Bainhridgo- designed a mass spectrograph where- be uses ■ o velocity 
selector before the particles enter a' magnetic field, ' This velocity'■ 

selector of t w  '# AfffWMAqe in potential', of V
volts, parallel to the path of the particles, and a magnetic field* The 

velocity of particles leaving the selector are governed by equations (16) 
and (17).

p = ;p m )

f = Hev ' (17):

1 & *  Be*

T "4i-- :

!Bbe partiolee eye then Aefleated by % magnetic field in the same manner
as-in the Bempster mass spectrograph,-

Thaee are several other types of #&ea apectrogr&pha hot their
basic principles: are similar to those previously discussed, Our main 
purpose in studying mass spectrographs is as a source of separating 
Isotopes* The use Pf spectrographs has been Aaod in laboratories, to 
separate isotopes- but the amount separated was minute and if pure t]SSS 
was to be used- as a nuclear'fuel greater amounts would be needed.*- On a 
commercial seals this electromagnetic method of separation requires large 
amounts of electric power end complex electrics! Snd mechanical control 
equipment. The electromagnetic plant at oak Mdges Tennessee# consists
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of 175 buildings which cost 317 million dollars• The electromagnets 

were wound with more than 14,000 tons of pure silver, worth about 400 

million dollars. One advantage of the electromagnetic process is that 

i t  can he carried out in individual units independent of one another and

widely scattered throughout the country

Figure 25 Schematic of Gaseous Diffusion plant showingnthree of the 
possible 5000 stages.

GASEODB DIFFUSION:

In any method of isotope separation the only factor available 

is  the mass difference. A process that takes advantage of the fact that 

a gas composed of lighter weight molecules diffuses through a porous 

barrier faster than one composed of heavier molecules is  known as the 

Gaseous Diffusion Method. The gas used is  uranium hexafluoride, UF̂ , 

which is fed into a long cascade made up of individual barrier stages 

(Figure 25).



After eaob stage the gaa i& fid&er la a&a # e  r@mlad&r ia

etroulated taek and. fed i&'te « previous'' stage wkere further ref la Weat

’ta&ea p lace ? The gas fpdr#i t%e f fp a l  atagd la  thesi OMaged to: -arapitiM e r

a upaaim compound by chemical medha*- ' '

.By 1941 the gaseous diffusion method had been demonstrated in

principle.^ that lay & single stage separator had effected the ,enrichment
of the Tjsss op a laboratory sdsle#' to about the degree predicted "

theoroti:eal3.y>- from'this it was possible to estimate that about SOOO

stages would b$ aa**@#ai# f a r  a d if fu e io a  Gyatam'a&a that a to ta l  a rea .a f

many acres would be required in a pleat separating a Jcllogram of H8til5

each day, A gaseous diffusion plant m s  constructed at p&k, Ridge’ end is
esuitaleat to a building & mile long* & mile wide and & atari*# high

.{figure Sg) I it requires a peter plant supplying- nearly a quarter

million kilowatts of power and steamy The whole installation cost about .

500 million dollars, The main engineering problems, from a construction

atanapolht a&es that uranium hexafludrld# is one of the moat corrosive of
Chemioalsi the plant la of necessity a huge sprawling affair and cannot

be broken Up Into smaller independent units'! the construction of a
barrier with m  holes which are appreciably larger th# 0,01 micron 

*{d x Io inch) and must have billions' of holes this' size or smaller̂ , the 

use of pumps that will not leak or cause any chemical or radioactive fe* 

actions,

m w m ,  HWDSIOK;

The thermal diffusion method i.a sometimes used'to enrich the 

B'2*55 content of compounds and theh fed into' other separation plants*



Figure 26 Aerial view of the isotope separation plant at the Clinton 
Engineer Works at Oak Ridge, Tenn. 1945
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Sie .'possl'biiitf Of asowpliShbig'p$iet4#l OeparatiOtt of l*#op$» by 
thermal diifttsioh wae firot -Sttggestea by theoretical aiudlea of the de«i- 

tails of m&lackier dblliaiohA and of &b* SbfOaa bbtweea moleeales*. su<# 
etttdiea msda by *#s#og aad by ohapwaa before 19&0 aaggeeted that If there 
151'ero a temperature gradient in a mixed gaa there" would be a tendency for 
oae type pf golebula to coaoaatrate la the cola region and tMe other la 
the hot region« Sale tendency depends hot only Oft the mol.oahlar weights 
bnt hlBo oa the forces between the molecules, if the gas 1$ a- mixture 
of two isotope#^ the heavier isotope may acoumnlate at the hot region, of 
the cold region, or hot at all, depending on the nature of the late#* 
molecular forces, In f&et-j the direction of separation, ,may reverse a# 
the temperature or relative concentration Is changedg

$he aepar&tlon of isotope# by this thermal diffusion *a# first 
uaea by a, Olusiua SM &» Slohei in Germany In 19&8» %h@y built a 
vertical tub# containing & heated wire stretched along the a%l# of the . 
•tube and producing a temperature difference, of about SQO0G5 between the 

axle and the' periphery* 3ha heavy isotope# (in the substance# they 
studied) became concentrated "near the cool outer wall and then this cool 
gas on the'outside tended to sink while the hot gas. at the axis tended to 
rise*

Adapting' this principle' for the separation of the fluid#- 
•uranium hexafluoride Ie Introduced into the tub*, #be asm* •
ponent tends to collect at the top of the tube, i thermal diffusion ■

plant was built during the war and its output, enriched in. U sss3 m g ■
< • ' " , 

i
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to other separation plants for final separation*

W W i  StihtIeefea to gravitational forees isotopes a #  Os'soparatea 

because the gravitational forces tending to move fHe molecules dounward 

e re  proportional to  the w la o t ila r  weights *  &#)? W  th e in t'o W leo tila r  

■forcoa tending to r e s i s t  the doimwaM'motion, depend on th e  e l# t r o n ig  

oonflguratioa ,. not on aolect& ar w eigh ts, In the oentriftige method o f  

isotope separation^ a gaaeotis m ixture of the isotopes i s  planed in s ta l l*  

c y lin d r ic a l, high-speed centrifuge* This type of centrifuge was first 

developed by J* W.» Beofns and then H, C* Trey and proved successful where 

previous types had fa iled * . The d ifferen ce  in  mage o f  the iso to p es  o&uee# 

a difference in the effect of the Oemtfifuge oh then (much as with milk • 

and erase In a cream-separator)'*: The concentration of the lighter 

atoms tends to rise in the central or a x ia l region and the heavier atoms 

tend to flow downward in the outer part'of the centrifuge * Across the 

interface region between the two currents there is a constant diffusion 

of both types of atoms frotr one- current'to' the other until' W:ir sbbb 

difference puts them' in one - current or the' other, The centrifuge method 

reached th e pilot plant stage during the war* but a large production 

plant was never 'coustruoted. The reason being that advancements were 

made with other processes, gaseous diffusion* at a- much faster rate* Iloŵ  

ever, the centrifuge in the separation1 of heavy isotopes like uranium has 

the advantage that the separation-factor depends on the difference between 

the masses of the two isotopee, not on the square root of the ratio of 

the masses as in diffusion methods< The mathematics involved can get



eomplioated and bayon& the aooge of the text, ^b&ref&rai eli' wthemtiga 
has been eliminated except in the ease, o f the WKhetnemagnetie prebeaa 
' -eatiae its oaieoiations an© eiadiso? ta these #'#e. eyelotron and linear' 
aeeelerators to fee d.lseuseed later,

'!here are several other methods' of isotope separation- that' have 

proved snooesaful ih produeing deuterium‘sRtom hydrogen-, These methods 

■feeing ordinary chemieal reactions and electrolysis, 'for example;! in the 

Catalytic exchange of hydrogen atoms' between hydfbgea gas and 'water,' 

the wter contains between three 'and four times as' great a 'concentration 

of deuterium as the hydrogen gas in equilibrium wi% it. it is possible 

to adapt this-, method to a continuous countercurrent' flow arrangement like 

that used in distillation,'ehd such'arrhhgemeht# are actually in use for 

production of heavy water* The general 'method is well understood- and 

the separation effects are known to decrease'in general with increasing 

molecular weight., so that there is but a small Chance of applying it 

successfully to heavy isotopes lilte uranium* The electrolysis method 

of separating isotopes resulted from the discovery that the wafer con* 

tained in electrolytic cells used in the regular commercial production 

of hydrogen and =Oxygen has an increased concentration of heavy water 

molecules* h full- explanation of the effect has not yet been worked out. 

Before the war.practically the entire production of‘heavy hydrogen was by 

the' electrolysis method*- Bowevsr,- it must- he remember ed that the mass 

ratio-'between e. hydrogen nuclei'and deuterium, is one to two while the 

mass ratio of the iso topes of uranium are 330 to 388* This feeing the 

reason' that the heavy water processes cannot always- fee used for all



xgdttipe separat;i,03i«

, MBRBmS ' " " ' ' ' ' '

Previotes1Iy the iis$ 6t co'tentiag ^evioes'ĥ s beep aigeiAaged,
, . , ' v '̂ V

subh a@ . ihe Geiger Counter and Mie'Wilsoh Gleud Gtiainber i Aobuhlly there '

are several'.methods- of -detecting the pp***o*# of' Oherged and uadterged

perMeles« ' These methods may be broken do%' Into the'foIlOeihg oatagorieai'
■ ;/ ■

ionisation protiess f sointilMtioh*' pho.tograpMo^:' oloud- ohesiiber ana the 
electroscope* Zn the discussion, of the 'use Ond' operation of detection 

devices, only a relative survey will be mentioned,*" A more detailed dia^ 

cnssioti. is' beyond the scope of this to# but may be obtained from other' 

sources a

lOmZAClOR PBQGB85* . . .

A high-speed alpha, partible* or any charged particle loses 

energy* as it passes through matter by the process Of ionisation* Tteat' 

actually occurs Is that the particle disrupts the molecules that it 

.strikes by reason' Of the electrical forces1 between the charged particle 

Und the electrons in the molecule. If the materiel is gaseous, the re- 

suitomt fragments or ions may moye apart end if there is on electric field 

present, the electrons knocked out of the molecules move in one direction 

and the residual positive' Ioha in'another direction'depending on the pol

arity of the electric.field,' An initial beta particle with one Mev 1 

energy Will produce 18,000 ioniahd'atoms'before it is stopped completely, 

since oh the average It us.es up about #  ev energy in each ionination 

collision-* Ginch each, ionisation process given both a positive, and a 

negative ion, there is a total of 30,000 charges set free by one
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-19high-speed electron, but since each charge, is only 1.6 x 10 coulomb,, 

the total is only about 6 x 10~ ^ coulombs and is still very minute* .
The best galvonometer can be made to measure a charge of about 13"-*-® 
coulombs* However, it is possible to push the sensitivity of an electro- 

meter to about 10*16 coulombs, but the electrometer is a very inconven

ient 'instrument to use* ,

The rate at which the energy is lest depends on the charge, 

mass, and velocity of the particle* The total energy lost is, of course, 

the- initial energy of the particle* The distance the particle moves 

before losing all of it s energy (the range of the particle ifi a parti

cular substance) is thus determined by the type particle its charge, mass 

and ■ initial velocity* for instance an alpha particle with the came energy 
as a beta particle w01 have different ranges*- The .alpha particle being 

stopped more rapidly, but it produces more ions per unit of path*. HowL . 

ever, the amounts of ionisation are comparable.,. As for gismsb- rays aflS 

neutrons the Ionisation is produced by secondary particles* A gamma ray 
occasionally will set free an electron from ® molecule by Oompton 
scattering or the photoelectric effectm# this secondary electron has 
enough energy to produce ionization*- & neutron produces ionization holy 
indirectly by giving high velocity to a mcieus by elastic collision and 
the ionisation occurring as.* result of these.nuclei. When measuring %hd 
ionization effect of gamma rays or neutrons a great number of incident 
particles are reguired to cause any effect that can be measured* 
$OIWTI&&A%lQKi

It has been previously mentioned that when charged particles
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■strifes, a fluorescent eoreem a. bright fl#eh of light occurs, fhie Iluor^ ' 

ascent screen is generally a pieee of glass covered mth Blno sdlfide-i 

this is also the type of screen used on the oscilloscope^ the substance , ■ 

used for covering the glass Ie the factor governing the length of time-' 

that light #111 he- omitted (television screens- are of the above-mentioned 

type) . In order to count activity^ by the scintillation method & low- '. 
power' microscope, a d&rfe room, and a wll rested eye are needed» Badh' ■ 

sciatiliation must be counted end then' recorded by human means and for . 

this ,'reason the scintillation method for counting has been ■supersede.#'by' 

other means,

PMUBGGBapHiG

fhe use of the fact that when a charged" particle moves through # 

photographic emulsionthe ionization in its walfe sensitizes scsna' of the 

grains,̂ , the track of the particle xrill -appear ?A®n developing the 

emulsiono The use of this photographic /method will dhow more than just the 

prcseneG ef & p&rtl#9* it will also &hw the r*a#e of the particle^ Pro# 

the type of emulsion used (refinement and sensitivity) and.the length of 

the track (range) the energy of* the particle may be calculated-, fafeihg 

an example^ the tracks of fission, products are to be developed on photo^ 

graphic plates+ The natural radioactivity of #23# emitting alpha 

particles plus the number of beta ray emission* plus the fission products, 

track, the combination of all of these would cause the photograph plates 

to become black. &ut photographic emulsions have been developed which will 

not sufficiently react with the IenigAtiaa caused by the. electrons god
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alpha particles to show on the developed photographic plates. Therefore, 

only the tracks of the fission products will show on the developed plates. 

This photographic method id used quite extensively in health physics to 

tell the amount of radiation a person has been subjected to.

WILGON CLOUD CTiAMHER
In 1912, Mr. G. T. R. Wilson of Cambridge, England, introduced a 

method for detecting charges particles and finding their mass and charge 

(or identifying the particle). Hia method depends directly on Ionization 

but is not an electrical method. The Wilson Cloud Chamber (Figure 27)

Figuro 27 Vilson Cloud Chamber showing particle tracks in an 
electromagnetic field

uses the fact thatsupersatura ted vapor will condense more readily on 

ions than on neutral molecules. If air ia saturated with water vapor then 

cooled by expansion just after an alpha particle has passed through it,
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tiny Sropleta of wter ('fog) oondettae ott the- ions formed by the olpho'

partible and. «ill reflent a: bflghit .Iight strongly enough to be sees.'or'

photographed-* figure S7 ©htws thy eonst-podting of e olopd chaiiibef # if the

air in the chamber is saturated (or hear saturated)' with water vapor end

then the platen (P) Is instantly lowered pausing am expsBsiOti of this sat*

prated air and thus pro adding' a codling effect and 'superssturatidn'a if a

charged particle Is "emitted' from (U) the 'r&dioictire source it will form

& track of water droplets or fog.. 4 "light source from the side of the

chamber will illuminate the fog trnoh* This track will now definitely

prove the presence"of a charged particle but it cannot be- definitely

identified from t h i s I f  an electromagnetic - field is present in the

chamber the path {track) of the charged particle will have a radius of

curvature that may he measured end the e/m value of the particle calculated

by means of equations (17) and (18) > ri?be? plane'of the track may not be

perpendicular to the photograph taken; therefore) two photographs are 
,0

taken #  to one- enother and the true radian of curvature, of the truck 

calculated.*

a&BOT&osqppah ' - -

The electroscope is & piece of basic equipment that is found' in 

energetic and up*to-ahto -high school mid- college- physics laboratories* ■

It is. basically a device for measuring voltage hut can be used to- indicatei
the strength of radiations, of electromagnetic and charged particles*

The simplest'form of'electroscope (figure 38) is a strip of gold leaf a 

centimeter. long, suspended by a blh$e from a vertical insulated rod, Tf 

the rod is- charged; the gold leaf also takes the seme charge and stands out
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at an angle as a result of the repulsion of like charges. As the charge 

leaks away, the leaf gradually moves back to its original position. The 

separation is a measure of difference in potential and the rate at which 
the leaves move back is a 

measure of the rate at 

which the gas in the 

chamber is being ionized 

and thus, the intensity 

of the ionizing of 

radiation.

C. C. Laur-

ltsen substituted a very 

light quartz fiber for 

the gold leaf and uses 

the elasticity of the 

fiber as the restoring force instead of gravity. The fiber is coated with 

a thin layer of metal. This type of electroscope is more rugged than the 

gold leaf type and may be carried around in ones pocket and used for 

health physics to determine the intensity of radiation.

GEIGER COUNTER:

Probably the most publicized detector is the Geiger Counter. It 

was originally devised by the German physicists, H. Geiger and A. EUller. 

It consists of (Figure 29) a cylinder with a wire mounted parallel to the 

walls of the cylinder and insulated at one end, the wire then being 

corrected to an amplifying circuit end counter. There is a difference in

Figure 23 Electroscope

■1 
:• v
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potential between the wire and the cylinder walla, so great Is this 

difference that It Is on the verge of discharging.

Following

the operation of the 

counter on electron 

may enter the 

cylinder through 

aperture (a ), the 

electron then 

ionizes the gas 

along its path, the 

electric field then 

accelerates these 

ions and more ions

are formed which causes a momentary discharge through the large resistance 

(R). The momentary current Is then amplified and may be recorded by a 

mechanical or electronic counter or shown on an oscilloscope. Geiger 

Counters have been constructed that are able to count up to over 4 x IO^ 

discharges per second.

Geiger Counters have been used for finding ore deposits con

taining uranium or other radioactive elements. It has been very helpful 

in tracing amounts of uranium and plutonium in various separation and 

chemical processes. It has also been used in tracer experiments and for 

health physics. By changing tbs design of the aperture (A) and shielding 

the cylinder with lead a Geiger Counter will only function when charged

Sx<

Figure 29 Geiger Counter



py.rticltik eater tiirou-Ji the aperture* By this It e>:m be used as a 

directional Under for eoureeo of radiation*

Tbe detectors thus far discussed are not directly applicable 

for neutrons, but can only be detected by #eeom#.ry (indirectly) means* 

Heutrons cannot produce ionization nhem passing through, a substance but 

may cause ionisation by one of two methods, by elastic collision or by 

nuclear reaction* A fust neutron in passing through matter occasionally 

approaches an atonic nucleus so closely us to impart to it a large amount 

of momentufii and energy according to the laws of elastic collision*. The 

nucleus thereby becomes a high-speed charged particle which mill produce 

ionization* Tint in the case of thermal neutrons such an elastic collision 

would not pcoCmce enough energy to the collided nuclei to cause ony 

ionization* Therefore, in order to measure the eylatance of thermal 

neutrons % nuclear reaction must first take place and then the product 

nuclei and charged particles will cause the ionization. Thus, for the 

detection of high-speed neutrons one has u choice between elastic collisions 

mid nuclear reaction, but for thermal neutrons only nuclear reactions will 

produce ionization* The moot commonly used nuclear reaction is with 

boron which has a very high cross-section for neutrons, the reaction being-

B3"0 + nl — M  B1') — e=- Li7 + Be45 Q 5 3 8

this reaction releases about 2*5 Mev energy shared between the resultant
7alpha particle and the JLi nucleus which is sufficient to produce ioni

zation. This reaction is used by filling an ionization chamber with boron 

trifluoride gas so that the reaction occurs in the region where ionl-
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ZfJtlon Is desired; ss an alternative the interior of the chamber is 

lined with boron# The use of the fission of urardnm as the nuclear re

action is also used for neutron detection# Using the fact that neutrons 

of different energies will cause different reactions with U ,

Another method of neutron detection is with a foil know to be 

tobde radioactive by neutron bombardment is, inserted at a point where the 

neutron intensity is wanted. After a given time it is reroved and its 

activity measured, by an electroscope or counter# The degree of activity 

that hag been built up is then a measure of the nMber of neutrons that 

hove been absorbed per unit time. This method gives an overall intensity 

of neutrons while the ionization chambers give instantaneous responses as 

neutrons ore contacted.

figure’ 30 shows photographs of the ttOhang and M g tt instrument 

for neutron detection.# Figure 31 shows s basic schematic diagram of the 

tmit# ttOhnng and Ingtt is e portable lnsturmcnt for the detection of fast 

neutrons in the presence of gemma radiation. The model shown here is a 
modernization of the previous experimental designs built at the Clinton 

laboratories. The original idea of a differential ionization chamber of 

this type is 'attributed to I. Bh Creyjt and the various designs have been, 

used by others for neutron detection#

As chown Ih figures 30 and Kl the ffChang and Sngtt is a portable 

instrument for health physics surveying. It whs designed to be compact* 

rugged and adkple to operate# It consists of two ionization chambers of 

two ionization chambers, with their center electrodes connected in 

parallel and to the needle of mi electrometer to measure the difference in



Figure 30 "Chang and Eng" Neutron Detector 

the ionization currents in the two chambers. This principle of operation 

may be discussed with the help of Figure 31. Chamber A is filled  with 

argon at about 30 psi pressure and chamber B is lined with paraffin and is  

filled  with butane at 20 psi pressure. The relative pressures in the two 

chambers are adjusted so that the ionization currents are equal when both 

chambers are irradiated with gamma rays only. When placed in a fast 

neutron beam, recoil protons from the paraffin and butane produce a 

greater ionization in Chamber B. The difference in the ionization 

currents, as measured by the electrometer, is an indication of the neutron
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Figures 32 

and 33 show photo

graphs and schematics 

of the Cambridge 

Precision Ionization 

Meter (Failla Design),

The Instrument is de

signed primarily for 

high accuracy measure

ments of C14 activity, 

but is  not limited to 

use with this gas.

It may be used for

radon measurements and for almost any radioactive gas that may be enclosed 

safely in the copper ionization chambers. It also may be used for solid 

and liquid measurement with ionization chambers of proner design.

The method used is the "restitution" system where calibration 

of the electrometer is unimportant, i t  being necessary only to assure 

enough sensitivity to obtain the accuracy required. The accuracy required. 

The complete instrument consists of (a) the electrometer, projection 

lamp, microscope, and base assembly, (b) the dual ionization chambers, (o) 

a set of four standard condensers, (d) the adjustable voltage supply for 

the standard condensers and electrometer quadrants, (e) the fixed voltage 

supply for the ionization chambers. Figure 33 shows a simplified 

schematic of the circuit.

Figure 31 Schematic of the "Chang und 
jing" instrument for the detection of 
fast neutrons in the presence of gamma 
radiation
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The method employed may be summarized briefly as follows: The

Sas to be measured, after dilution by suitable means, is  introduced to the 

evacuated sampling chamber through the self-scaling rubber stopper by 

means of a hypodermic needle.

Figure 32 Cambridge Precision Ionization Meter
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Figure 55 Schematic of Cambridge Precision Ionization Meter

Pressure is brought to atmospheric, the needle removed, and the cap re

placed ovor the stopper. The evacuated compensating chamber is then 

filled to atmospheric pressure with a dry inert gas such as COg. The 

electrometer, after being set to zero and stabilized, is connected to the 

ionization chambers and the system grounded. To start the test, the 

electrometer is lowered from the chambers. This automatically breaks the 

ground to the chambers. At this time a stop-watch is started, ,,hen 

sufficient time has elapsed (length of tine depending upon activity and 

accuracy required), the electrometer, after being checked for zero and un

grounded, is reconnected to the chambers. A deflection is now noted.

Voltage built up due to the ionizing effect of the active gas is in 

opposition to the voltage applied through the standard condenser. Vhen 

this voltage equals the built-up voltage, as indicated by the electrometer’s



reading #  zero  ̂the siop-ti&teh to stopped # d  the eonelenser voltage read,

the oapaolty of the domaweer* i t  to a $$%16 maWof ' eo%M#b

the tos'ihatton OWtohtjl which to, OpQmivm4 proportional to the activity 
of the gas# '

A$8M g m o W B i ..... ' ' "" ' .............. '

Ihe name atom .emoheto io a feisleadtog' hnt' a' common name for 

Oqyi-,went, yoea to accelerate charged phrtidoe' to a wfftoiemt energy to
aano* nuclear reaction#* In prevto&e'i#g@9 it hto Men mmtlonod. that 
alpha pertieles, protons, etc, mttst h»vs at least a definite energy in 

order to proata# certain rmcttonsi, kowevhr, *e did not mantton the 
matbed need t* pp&ance the## energtoê  me foilawi&g dlaaizeeian will cover 
the various types of atom iiaeSers# M'ohahly the- cyclotron M s  been, the 

aost publi@taea#'t&to. type o* equipment hut there eleo are* the linear 
accelerator, the betatlon, the synchrotron, the fan Se Gmaff ..generaW , 
the Synehro^oyetotronj,: the bev&tfon and. others 
m e  h i m m  A C G W W r m : -

Th# linear accelerator'is the simplest of energy producing 

equipment.. ' $t uses the fact that a cMrged. particle is attracted’ to points 

Cf opposite charge and also that it is linearly .accelerated htong its 

path of attraction^

figure $4 sbows the basic parts of a line# W c  clem tori- If an 

electron is to be accelerated and it is followed step by step,through 6 

linear acceleration 6 we would 'find the following; using a heated filament 

(enfhoae) as a source of electrons, these- electrons then attracted by 

a positively charged electrodp. Ihia electrode will be a hollow Cylinder
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Osc.

Figure 34 The Linear Accelerator

permitting electrons to pass through the cylinder* As the electrons pass 

from the cathode to the positive electrode it w ill be accelerated 

following the equations (2) and (5).

E » Ve (2)
E = -jjmv (5)

>hO Ve = ôv2

v2 = 2Ve/m

this value of v (velocity) is  the final velocity of the electron as it  

approaches the electrode. The acceleration can also be calculated by 

equations (16) and (19)

F =Ve (16)
d

F = ma

a = Ve/m 
d

(19)
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Tbe elegtro&e *111 t&g% peas Ikbpugb the oylWWr (eleottede) *l$h *9 i%_ 
epeaaa la veleclty ma a* l* Baeaee t&@ other ea@ of the oylt&ae# the 
voltage OhABgea to W c m e  meg&tlve aa& the aezt eleetpode beooawa # 6 *  
Itive agela eogela&atlKg t&e elect##. t%wa glvt&& It a"&lok* la Yeloeitpv 
Tble proceas then eoatiaaee a*$& the length of tW tab#* 8&ne& W

eleotfoaa gain Veloolty with each ^WcB", the aoeelemtlag eleowosea are 
progB&salveiy greater la isagtb (Bigaro 34)*

Tm amsLTRom
Tho hetatseto _ i> tiaei $<?*■ eogelemtlag eloottoBe* It uses the 

principle that m  electron in an eleetrorm^etIe fiela will increases in.
Velooltp ( W  -energy) aireotl̂ ' ah' the magaetio f W A  'la laoraaa#, %e 
het&Wn eahaiats of a aongksat^dbapea glass tube, evaouatpa* A begtea 
filament &,&y he Wet W  a aouree of electrons ehfl a potential difference 
to aognlre an laWsl velocity* 1# aecmps&W by a Ohahgmg
Sagnetlo 1-ield* ' The magnetic field gives the electrons additional energy
aa *611 ae oahelag t&e gltbtfaa p*t& to %* cir&uisv Vitbm the Goaabnut* 
abapea tubs, The electrons mahe several boBdaea thowaBl revolytioae *&&&* 
the magnetic fie ld  Iacrhaasa from %@*o to a mzimm, The magnetic field

alternates 180 times per second-#, hut acceleration only occurs during a 
quarter of the cycle* ®h'o velocities of the electrons will approach the 
speed of light in W  betatron.

$%RGBR#3#0#;

The synchrotron la similar to the betatron* It hag a dbughont* 
Shaped Vaounm tube looatad within a *0* Shaped mgneti The magaat la 
powered by an alternating current* The electrans are accelerated by



taettias of tk# lnereaelng ftola "wMeti a l W  iKe^ps eiedtrost # #

foeneed" wltbia W  Oirpwlar W W ' '# m  Wm 'elecWae aie' aeceiarated by 

Setes of sii aceeieratiag eleetjtode' -wlWa' t W  'v&caum ttfbe end cxroaected. 

W a fragaesey eecllletor* W  elea’Wne i% -Be emchr#%% #'1% 
approacb tbe Velocity of light;,. Wott $, particle approaches the velocity 

of light it#  mae ihoraaeea "and approaches W W ty*  SmieteifitP-, theory. ■ 

of relativity proSueed m  -mm&i.m - for this*

It is used to ghtterhte M'Sf wltases that ia turn Jaay he used to accelerate 

charged partiPlep:*- fW  principle $t hpefstiOtt I*. comparatively simple apd 
may he best, explained hy means of Fignfe @5» It consists of G a hollo# 

metal term inal ( - g # .e # l ly  a portion" of @ sphere) -mounted ■ on an in stil® tin s  

eolnam. and entirely enclosed in a press-yre.- shell; a mhher belt 9 driven 

on pulleys -H sM. I by means hf a motor; aid -a'pc-ne-r'supply, supplying 

a small amount of negative - electricity to several corona points, G« W e  

air la the hear vicinity of' ilia points h W m a s  lonlaed @Stl electro^ 

static forces cause electrons to bo attracted and deposited on the belt*

Ihe belt, by its movement,, carried these negative charges-- {.electrons.)- until 

attracted by the corona points D* Tha points 3. distribute the electrons 
to the upper pulley, H then becomes sore negative than points ?, therefore" 

causing the air to become Ionited and positive,charges to be attracted #

<4

t&s Van Be Granff Generator la % t@tm -of1’ elcctroptatib- maehin#*



and deposited on the belt 

as it passes over 

pulley H. As this 

process continues the 

terminal G gains more 

negative charge.

Figure 35 shows only 

basically the 

operation of the 

Van De Graaff 

Generator and none 

of the controlling 

circuits.

THE CYCLOTRON:

The cyclo

tron is probably the 

most interesting in 

design of the atom smashers. It uses both electromagnetic and electro

static fields, the electromagnetic used only for focusing the path of the 

charged particles and the electrostatic field used as the only acceler

ating force. Figure 36 shows basically the operation of the cyclotron. 

The main portion being the large electromagnet and the two accelerating 

electrodes which are the shape of the letter D (dee) and hollow. The 

electrodes are placed between the poles of the electromagnet and are 

connected to a high frequency oscillator. To start there must be an ion
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Figure 35 Van De Graaff Generator
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eource in the center of the cyclotron. The positive ion will be attracted 

to the negative electrode and be accelerated in doing so. After entering 

the hollow electrode the magnetic field  will cause the ion to follow a 

circular path of radius fi.

Hev a  mva 
R

causing theion to 

again return to the 

gap between the 

electrode but the 

oscillator has 

changed the 

polarity on the 

electrodes thus 

causing the ion to 

be attracted to and 

accelerated towards
Figure 36 The Cyclotron

the other electrode.

The magnetic field  again focusing the ion in a circular arc but this 

time with a greater radius (r) because of the increased velocity. The 

greater the velocities, the greater their mass becomes. If enough mass 

is  gained the ions will not be synchronized with the oscillator and will 

fa il to reach the electrode at the time its  polarity changes. Th prevent 

this the larger cyclotrons use a gradual lowering of the frequency as the 

particles gain velocity and mass. Equipment using this have been named
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TAB# VII
O0RPA&I8OB OF mMSKAGBBBB

lame
Highest 
Energy 

■ Obtained
(mev) •

Highest
Energy
Proposed
(mev)

Particles
Accelerated

...... mvmi w

Characteristics :

Linear
Aocelerutor 

Van do Oraaff

30 200 - Electrons, protons 
denteroils 5 alpha 
particles

E1Ulses of .charged 
particles, - medium 
current

■'Oenerater $ Electrons, protons
deuterons, alpha 
particles

Very steady voltage- 
continuous- M gh or 
low current

Cyclotron go 20 Protons, deUterons5 
alpha particles-

High voltage, high 
average current

Synchro-
Cyclotron
. •

400 w o Protonsj detiterons, 
alpha particles

Very high voltage, 
low current *> pulses

Betatron IQO 300 Electrons Pulses of electrons, 
very low current

Bysehrotroa- 70 1000 Electrons Pulses of electrons.,
very low current

'■Courtesy of ^estahgEouse
If '‘f

£ 3 ' SB. -52U

' Electric Corporation)' "

K a k2ir

this of oomf8$-'nmst bo altered in- the ease of the gynchro-oyelotroh.

< k$ a comparison of the above types of Atom Smashers? Table Vll shows

x their output and particles Used6-
x Several other types- of atom smashers are the voltage multiplier^ the

1-1 surge generator3 the cascade transformer and the proton synchrotron. The first
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thre$ uee elaatma a M  tramafoWei'B W t  WVe & W W & w a

SB t& thel# yee In pfadaei&g &l@& wey&y paetiolee* A Iimttaitea &a
using tr@a$#&%mere is that at %#age» Iiiffeii than about BQO-MW talM
’ : '' . . .  . . ; '

it- is' diffienli to InanZata the:' t t a n s i f gindlngs. !the WeQBde- tpaaa^

fwmar utilises &"g#oa& of transformers adaing np m e  energies< ''gpeeve# 

they get Iientyj htilky and ah aadsleWting- ̂ oltaga m i  oh ta not steady,

IiMe proton synchrotron is similar to the synchrotron hut is 

designed to, a-ecelerate protoss instead of electrons.̂  Iquipmont of this 

nature is being built to produce protons of several billion, electron 

volts, It -also uses a Tan’ho- Ghanff generator' for initial 

acceleration^

BBAOBQa (38&B) D W G #  '

Before d iscu ssin g  types of reactors in detail it may be ad

vantageous to diapuss the first reactor (pile) constructed, The inform.- 

attoh aooumuleted by the end of 1^41# ’an to’ the pOMih-ility >f■ producing' 

an atomic bomb and nuclear power> % s  such @b to Wrrant ex-pane ion of the 

pork-s- It must be- remembered that all the work .tone from !$#! until 1$45 

was under the supepvlaion of the W l ted' Stufes Gorerumout and -ma specifi

cally aimed for military use,' 'Bowever much of the preliminary' bomb work 

leads directly to industrial UsOa of nuclear power* such aa, isotope 

separation, purification and reactor desi#-,- 

' PROOBRBMBBlt

One of the first problems- to occur ubs the procurement of 

matW l ole of 'nnfficient purity, && far m  uranium wa; concerned, it seemed



' l ik e ly  t t e t  I t  would be needed in  M # 3 y  y u r iA e a  isetaiid fo * a  or at least 

as highly-purified uranium oxide, fhe other materials which were going 

to he needed f as moderators) were either ,graphite* heavy watery/hr 

possibly beryllium,. It was" clear at this- time tMt> however. advantageous 

heavy water might be as a moderator, no large, ^uahtities of 'it' would be 

available for months Ar possibly'years*• Beryllium seemed less'advantage 

eons and almost as d i f f i c u l t  to get, ' Ihe choice o f  a material used as a 

moderator must be Sneh that they have & low Ofeas^eeeiion to heetfone and 

also low- in- etoMa mass ̂ 'Proeurement efforts were then centered on 

graphite (car-bon),

The sources of uranium metal- su'd urmli# easide wofe'surveyed^ .

.At the end of 164-1 the only uWiiui. metal In existence wee e few grems-yOf • 

good material made on m  experimental basis by the' Westinghouse 'ileetrle 

end Manufsoturltig Company end others - A few pounds of highly impure 

pyrophoric powder was found At the Metal Bydrldes Sompanye. The only 

considerable amount of raw material then available in th is  country was in 

the form, of a commercial grade of black uranium oxide, which could be 

obtained in limited fuentitie.s from the Oetiadien BUdium end IJraiiIw 

Company. It contained 3 to 5' pen' cent of "impurities .and was the material 

which gave a factor-K on only about 0*87 wheh'ueed In an exponential pile. 

By May 1943* deliveries averaging 15 tons & month of black oxide of 

higher^purity and more uniform grade stated coming in. Total impurities 

. were less than I per Cent*, boron comprised a few parts per million, and the 

fUctor-C was, about 0.98. Boron lias a very high .cross-section for 

neutrons. (It is to be remembered that the factortK also depends'or the



parity o f the grapMis)» 5ballv<KPlee of W o materiel foamed a ttizi $ 

day Aa September IMfy* '

BiepeyAtidttbs at the' Sati waX Bureau of "StaMarde by'37 J*
Borfiaaa SemaetratM Wt#"by the use of an other Oxtractioa method, ali 

the impurities are remvefl by a single extractiou' of "urahyl nitrate* fhe 

rise of this method removes the great bulk of the 8iffieulti.es in securing 

pure oxide end pure materials for the proStietiph of motel. Early In 

lay 1948, arrangements were completed %itk the MelliuekroSt Gheiaieal 

Works in gt* lotiis to put the new' grade of oriS#' through an .ether extract* 

ion process on a production basis'for & further reduction ip. impurity' 

Content, and to deliver the final product as brown SiustiSe* Deliveries 

started in Inly 1948. at & rate of BQ tone, a month* Ehis oid.Se $s non 
uses as a starting point for all metal production,* and no higher degree of 

purity can be expected oa a commercial scale*' in foot* it was a remark* 
able achievement to have ShvelopeQ and put ■into' production on- a scale of 
the order of one ton, pep Say s proceo's for traps forming- grossly Impure 

commercisS. oxide to Oxide of a degree of purity aelSom achieved even on 

a laboratory se&le*

She 'process'wMdh Ifeotinghouse hod boon using to produce the 

metal was the electrolysis of 'at a post of about #1000 a pound,*

Binpe the JfEBl15 was produced phetor-hemicully under the action of sun* 

light this method constituted & potential bottleneck Sn production* It- 

was foWM that uranium tetrufluoriSe could he' used instead of IBJS15 4 end 

steps were token to have this salt produced 4t the Berehuw Oh#ic@l.

Gompuny in Cleveland end at the duMont plant In Perms Grove* Bew kersey*.



rflBS-i*'
:Production started in Sngust ‘ 104-8 tif October min'up to 700
{ ’• '

' pounds per day at Sabsbaw a M  500 pounds nor day nt duPnntV, 'M" tbb' result

■ of- this supply Bf materials to Wedilnghbuee, 'and as a resist b* plant 

SXpeneioa4 deliveries'from.' ̂ estlagghouse had aeetBulatett to a -totnl of 

,more than SboO' pounds by Hovesibier 1#4S end were expected' to be'at the rate
■ &i 500 pounds per day by jaiitxary The parity' of the metal was "goad*

I • • • .y

and the cost had dropped to #38 per pound# " •"

Intensive "hotivlty 'designed to accelerate metal production was 

also, carried out" independently by f>- Si spudding: end his associates, at 

Iowa State .College and by C„ j:K Sodden at the Ifetional Bureau of ■' 

StsnSardsi resulting In a satisfactory method, production facilities were 

set up at Ames, Iowa in the fall of 194B and had already produced more than 

one ton by the end of Hovember. The process was extremely simple, 

rapid and low cost, further research indicated additional changes that 

could be made to advantage,' and’by the, middle ©f 1943, Speddlng at, Joha 

and other producers who entered the picture wore using the final pro™ 

Auction metlio d adopted > '

AS previously mentioned graphite, seemed'to be the best material 

for a moderator. The graphite produced prior' to the war was'not accept** 

able from a purity standpoint-. But it #s *' of course,, in CtuStev-'&■.different 
condition from the metal production since' the industrial production of 

graphite had already been very large* The problem was merely one of 
purity end priority* largely through the efforts of Sr* Hilberryi the 

Ifational Carbon Oempany and- the ,Opeer Carbon, company sere, both' drawn, into ■ 

the picture* Following suggestions made by the experts of the Hatlonal
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Buseau' of StaaSarfis, these companies were able to pro fittee ‘ jhighly purified 

graphite with a neutron abserbtion some SO per cent less than the 

standard eommercisi material.s previously used. Although further efforts 

to reduce the impurities have had some success,#, the purity problem was 

essentialIy solved, by the iaiddle of 1942 end large orders were placed 

with the cooperation of the War Production Board,

' Another problem that arose was the type of lattice formation of 

the uranium, within the graphite moderator. One lattice formation would be 

lumps of uranium imbedded in the graphite moderator» fhere are two ob

jections to such a type of lattice for production purposes: first, it is

difficult to remove the uranium without disassembling the pile; second, 

it is difficult to concentrate the coolant at the uranium lumps, which are 

the points of maximum production of heat» BOTever, a pile was built of a 

lattice of Iwips of uranium and oxide within the graphite moderator because 

of1 design and calculation convenience, The following description of the 

first self-sustaining chain-reacting pile,, at the University of Ghieago, is 

taken directly from the Smyth report*

DESOMFTIOK Of EilB- P i l l :

The original plan called for an approximately spherical pile with 

' the best materials near the center. Actually control measurements showed 

that the critical size had been reached before the sphere was complete, 

and the construction was modified accordingly, The final structure may 

be roughly described as an oblate spheroid flattened at the top, i , e . , 

like a door knob* It was desired to have the uranium or uranium oxide 

lumps spaced in a cubic lattice imbedded" In graphite* Consequently, the



graphite ms tint in brinks, ait's built up in IayefXiSj alternate ones on 
.whitih otintainea- lumps'of ureniiua at' the Wrnern of squares.* f-fhe oMtioal

size was reaohea %hen the p ile  ha& been built to a height only, three*
...;.. ................i$r.-.t;

quarters of that needs# aotionaing to the W a t  onUtious est,UititQf.,, v‘ Oon^

Bequeatly o%ly o&e more layer wag added+ 3&e graphite used m&a ohia&ly
from the Eationai Sarbon Vmpmp and the Speer Srnphite company.' The pile

qoutatagd 1%,409 pounda "of metal* part of Wdb mas euBplled by Beating* 

houae* part by Metal Bydrideej and part of maa, Biaoe there were many

more lattice points th&n lumps' of metal, the remaining ones were filled

With pressed PitMe lumps'+,........ ' ' • '

. lor purposes of control and axperiraent there were' ten Plots 

passing completely through the pile, ThreP of those near the center

used for control end'safety'rode, further to facilitate e&perlwe&tf
particularly the rariowl Of samples> one row of bricks' carrying uranium 

and passing near the center of the pile' m s  arranged so' that it could be 

pushed completely out of the pile*
This whole graphite sphere' wa8 supported by a timber framework.

resting oa the float of a aquaeb aodrt h&ddr tb* W t  Btaada of Btsgg
J1Ield.+

35&0XBZMB) IMSRFORM&BGB W  W P I & E :

The metal lattice' at the center of the.pile and the two other 

major lattices making up the bulk Of the rest of the pile had. each been 

studied separately in exponential experiments', 'These had given a fuc.tor>E: 

Of Ie£)7 for the metal lattice and !<#' and 1&00 for the oxide lattices*, 

the difference in the laet, two resulting Prba difference in the grade of
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|g?8pMt8 use3¥ It- is- to ho yeoepibertid tMt these: figures oro ■ f 

for lattices of ln fia lte size. Therefore a prediction of the actual 

effective f&ctor-K^ (prt&e #i&& as oo&atr&pted dapeuded ou the validity  

of the deduct tea of K  from the exponential experiments,' on a proper 

averaging for the different la ttice , ahd on a proper GeduetloG of EL* 

from the average E for in fin ite  ai%e* Altbeggb the-original W igu of t%e 

pile had been deliberately generous#i its 'swoess when only partly completed 

indicated that the values of the wltiplication factors as Calculated 

from exponential 'experimants' had been too low, The observed'effective 

multiplication factor of the part of the planned structure actually built 

vss -about Xi000.6 Vjh-Sh all neutron 'absorbers were removess

GowwoeftoKi -

A series of measurements was made while- the pile was being esaem*
I

bled in order to be stare that the critical dimensions were- not reached in- 

advertently* These measurements served also to - check the neutron multi

plication properties'of the structure during assembly* making possible 

a prediction of whore the critical point would bo reached* ' '

In general, ary detector of neutrons or gamma radiation can bo 

used for measuring the intensity of the reaction, Seutron detectors are 

somewhat preferable since they give response mere quickly and Ore not 

affected by fission-product radiations after shut down. 'Actually both 

neutron detectors (boron trifluoride countersJ and gamma ray ionisation 

Chambers were distributed in and around the pile's Certain of the Ioni-. 

ZGtlon chembers- wore used to operate recording instruments and automatic 

safety controls»



the pIXe itseXf measurements were ss4# lWith two î rpeti of &&*

' t.eeto^e* &. "botOh" 'ir ifXu»y£46 'eohhter was 'iAse îiea' "la i s s la t 'sWht <$S«

£sm the grotiM. m &  its''headisags "takes «t f>e#,Wt' isfhr̂ hXa..'' "Is ahSitioh* 

an Indinm foil m$ irradiates et-efy night 1W  a 'pdsitieh' as elhhh' a$ ' 

possible, to the effe'otifB e.entes of' the pile  ̂"ash' Ith"!.ndneed1-hotifity was 

».ea,snrea the followins ffiohaiag and eompahed with the weaittgs of the heron 

trifluoride eouBter:?

Ihe results of such" aoasuheiaenta ehn be expressed itt two ways ̂

Slnoe the number of. BeooMary neutrons proSneed by fission will InefeMe

steadily as the pile is eohstrueted, the' activity »&*• lndnoed in a

standard indium fell at the center will laereese steadily as the number of

layers of the pile is increased. Once the effective multiplication factor
is- above one, would theofetically increase to infinity.. Bueh dn

approach to infinity Ie herd to observeso & second way of expressing the

results was tised> Bhpposb the lattice spacing #*A purity of materials of

a graphite^urtmiW  structure are. such that,' the multiplication factor would

be exactly one if the structure were a shpere, of infinite radius^

for an actual sphere Of similar, construction but lbfinite radius, the

activation of a detbetor placed at the center would be proportiouai to the

square- of the- radius." It -was possible' to- determine a corresponding effective

paai&e for f^al 'pile ln m c h  df ltd yarioW It followed^

therefore* thnt,jp i f  the factor-# were precisely me on the average for the

la ttice  in the Pilei the - activity M&» Cf the detector at the center should
' PjffZji remained constant,

increase with increasing ia sueil *^7 that B



feuty if K tat #e lattice werfe greats tM& itesi aa tjie- giie. size 
.̂gyiroaotea t&e cajîiesil vajtf©* *M>b is* as apgiroaetieS OttSk,' 'Jk etettii 
■ agproae^ IttfSttity mtt tlWsiWe B abpmaoh tte$0* Dy sxtasa*

polatittg '& sttMS of $l%e of #a pile? $#*»* aiia&sf of JLaysps*
t o  lW l t e t o  i t  o a t  t h e  a x i s ,' i t  w a s  p o s s i b l e  to p r e d i c t  a t  w h t t t  . ' ' I k y e t t  g
WQttld become <m@* Sueli a oWve*. shown- in jpiĝ e'e # iitdieated at WMt • 
layer the critica l size would be reached. '' '

Stitttttg the eb&stwcilott, appreciably 'before reaching this- criti« 

cal layer* some cadmittm strips were inserted In suitable slots,. '!IDey were 

removed once '$■ day with the' proper preoabtibna in order to. htoeS the 

approach to the critical, cbhdt'tionsi fhe- eonsWtietiott was carried- in this 

way to the critical layerc 

0OSS&O&* ' ' '

fhe rettotloh was controlled by inserting in the pile seme strips 

of libutrott absorbing imteyfel+^mWa* or boron Stedlv When the pile was- 

not in .operatiott? several -such OaSBiWtt strips were inserted In h,’-Stttnber of 

slots? bringing the effective mttitiglie&tim factor eeasMafabie' :below 

ona-i Iti fact-!, m y  one of the eedstitth strips -alone was- sufficient to 

bring the pile below the critical condition* Besides- ead®iw' Stnpe that 

could be used for mttttWl opertttion of the pile-?, t #  safety tods apd one 

atttoBatlc dottttoi tod wore proVSdod,? fhe automatic -control tod # $  Ope-to-, 

a ted by two electric motors'- responding to- ttn IettlMfcion dhtebe-r and ©mp^ 

llfylcg system so that? "If the Intensity of the reaction Mcreasod above 

the desired level?, the rod was- pushed ltt* Md'Viee'Vtttott.
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Figure 37 Graphically showing vfhen critical 
size was reached with respect to the number 
of completed layers



"  ' ' ' "  ' '

9% o'par&ts the pile' a&l W  *#* *# W  q e W g m  eWpi.wei'g 

taken e#% ffee teml&l&g om' ̂ m  &en'a^owZy 'outs Mi W  c$>iMdal

coaaitle&e we#@ ietGaeity 'ef the a$*Waa''W#@a hy't&e

pile began to. laareaae faplaiy.* It ahoull be aotloel, however* that,
%

when this last ati*ip of Saie so far liteiae' the pile thet 'the effea*

tive Mltlplieatiaa factor m ®  just below m®-* it took a rather long time 

for the lataaelty to reach the SaturatW mlae, Bimilarly, if the ea&» 
mi%m atrip was jyet fey enough out.# #a&» %#ff afastgh th*a pae, the * 

Inteaeity reae at a rather glow rate, #%r earniple, if o&e roa 1& only 
I em* out from the. Wtlgail pomltio% the'*F8&ex&tio6 time,* l*e*» the 
time for the Intensity to ioubls," is about 'four Bows * tJSibaO long »ra* 
laaatioh times* were the raeult of the bmail pwaatege of aG&aye& 
neutrons sncl make it relatively easy to. keep, the pile operating at a con
stant level of intensity.« ' ..... ■ • .

the pile' was" tifst, o’pefntuoV oh" SeoemBer 8,'1948 to a m a m W m  ah# 

orgy production of about § Wtt-. on December is, t w 'intensity wee r #  up 

to about 200 watts, but it was not fel't -safe to go higher because of the 

danger ot the fadlation to personnel in and around the buildings During 

this high intensify run..* MabweMftts were made- of radiation best# the 

P H e j in the building* end on the sidewalk ou,folde>

fhe purpose Of this'first pile # s  not only to' produce nuclear J 
power but also &@ 4 source of plutonium, Uie uranium end uranium .©aside  ̂

used was not modified In any respect as to its isotope concentration* 

Therefore the t/^8 formed the plufouim while t #  caused the self-



sustaining ehain-reaetion by means' of nuclear .-rission=' This also caused 
the critical size to be very large and' the . facto2-11 to be lov? :(approaching 

pae}+ There are several other problems *a& they ere pot hie buss eA' above, 
ohch asj loading mi. unloading; corrosion; protection of the Uranium from 
■ co nr o s ion. J1- controls, shielding; maintenance, whs to disposal *■ recovery 
uranium, and health of personnel*

As previously mentioned an increase in temperatune vdili cause 

the factor-E to decrease and possibly belou one* Therefore there'is a. need 
for s-omo type of coolant.* The advantages of one type of coolant over 

another rill be discussed later, while for b w  immediate discussion let u® 
consider water as the coolant*' But we must now design some type of 
.channels to carry the water whore the heat is generated» Ii1Ofii a neutron 

cross-section standpoint graphite pipes would be best to carry the water, 
but cannot be considered from a practical, standpoint; some other type of 
pipe must be used* The pipes (channels)- must be made of some material 

whose cross-section for neutrons was not large' enough to bring the value of 

factor*#: below one* Furthermore, the pipes moat be made of ab&e materiel 
which would not disintegrate under the heavy density of neutron end game, 

radiation present in the pile* Finally, the pipee must meet all ordin* 
ary requirements of cooling system pipes* Bhepmat not leek; be able to 
withstand some stress; they must- not corrode; they must not warp,;' and 

also they must exhibit these properties -at elevated temperatures, possibly 
up to 1000°-. front the nuclear physics point of view there were seven 
possible materials (86* Al, Bi* Hg; Zn, Pb, 8n)$ none of Which had high 
neutron absorption (cross-sections)* Of the above mentioned materials



s l w i n w  Ie best qualified 'ftoia a .standpoint of abundance, oipeag#, form-

• ^iMtSTy pufity-y a-W fsonpp^ai.ases-isfeiieei Soieteii',,' wken f i n #  WeS 1*

*8» Sobatabie w' to'the yomosion jeo-istanee of alwinw pip##;i,inSer 

Sense reSiation•»- But slWimm, proves ew#iwfmi m  pipee to. earry # e  

coolant. ■ . . ', ..'

Swpor’atwe measuring' Seviees,,. ,taSiatiOn meters # and oiber Instru

ments most also be inserted into t&e pile for eeeitrate iresults. i w  

oertlon of- tMse pWbo$ Into the pile causes their design to. be of such 

oiaWlel that they will withstand intense radiation en& still'^iye 
accurate i'eadingS-# Another interesting Ohaege tafces place in the pfayslosl 

properties of graphite under neutron radiate oh? for instance,, the 'electric 

resistance,, the Slosticityi. and th# beat cohdnctitity all chaagS *■

,

Is Mechanical Sngiti1Chrs wb are. most interested in the energy

available, its form anfi 'how it can he' converted into useful power.* As

previously stated .water nm  wad' ha a ' coolant., for conveniebea, to regw.
>

Ulate the operating temperature of the pilot In fact several pilot plant 

reactors used water» She heated water was of a nuisance because in & 

closed system it had to be cdOled and' thm'used over again; and if used In 

an open system its radioactive'properties may prove a hazard. ■' This #  one 

of the reasons why water may not' be the beet coolant {or heating-median 

for our purposes.) to use-. Another reason being If the pile- is to operate, 

at a temperature range of" between SGO-IOOO "S’ water will form high pressure 

stem end will -cause the use of high pressure fittings-*.' High pressure 

'fittings arm ruled .-out in C reactor because steel cannot be Used-and we



liave previously on, slwainum, duete (pipes) to 'pass tke coolant,
Wateii 'may also decompose at tBe^e'high'tempOiotuitesV' 3’rom this it touli 

sees that tW- water'coolant should he replaced hy'possihly tr gas ei' some 
liquid that will not yolitaliae-.' Beveial of'tlie possihle ooolmts. are 

ail, helium, hydrogen, mixture of helium aaet carbon dioxidej heavy ivatsr,, 

sodium or a eutectic mixture o t sodium and potassium, Bf the mentioned 

gaseous coolants hydrogen is the best folia from a heat transmission 

standpoint hut probably never will be us§4- because of its hazardous 
properties* ' '

Cohering air with helitun or 'helium mi-xtiiresi the use of one 

coolant over the other would depend primarily on the type of. cycle used.
If a open cycle Is used air or Wter would bo the only practical -Coolants 
because of their fact supply and low cost, -ItOh instance to cool a re* 

actor with helium Using an open cycle would require'a large supply of 

helium at & great cost, because-the helium would only pans through the 

roaetdr once said then efh&uhtcd' into - the' sphere. While in.h closed

cycle the coolant is used over and w ar a g a i n ahd the cost - being, the
■

initial amount plus small additions caused by minute leakage-, Houefor 

helium has approximately twice the'heat transfer- of air at pressures of 

from 100*800 PS-1& which makes" it a better noolMt than air, and elements 

under any conditions. It may bo of interest et. this 'time to reflow 

several reactorss that hafe boon built, as to their coolant.

from- fable till it is interesting to noth that none of the 

■named reactors use helium or any liquid meiol for the coolant, The reason, 

being that these reactors were built during the war (world fur SI) us part
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Ook Ridge {Clinton)

Argsnne 

Eanfoya 

Argonne 

Ion Alamm

v # i '

.:.:...._% POWBB
Dec* 12/ 1942 Hone 200' Watts

5&v*'4/ 1945 "Mr ' ' 2000'
1843 ' ifone

10 44 "5 " ' ' Vhtef IQOd %* .
m y  15, 1946 .Heavy later BOO &

1944 Vifater m m

of tl$e atomic tomb program and no {or little) ttongUt wan made of using 

, these realtors an a eowee of praotloal power*, Praoficaiiy all ouggesteS 

post war realtors will tine- Jxeliwjr Jxelium mixtures or liquid metals as

Oqelentar* fay the u@e of lignid metals W  not been Maoueeea ee to
their adoption &a coolants. liquid metals as coolants haw been 
Buggeate* Wqauea they m y  prow to W  the teat eeolant in the hl#i 
peratnre breeder type reatitora ♦ gediW h a s  Tery good thermal properties* 

not m a &  matron aWorbtloh, end Ita meltlAB 3W#*t m y  *# co&aiaerably 
lowered by wane of forming & auteotle mixture with potasbium. Sonever 
sodium will become radioactive but the' radioactivity has .a short life* 

Other advantage* of metal eoolanta la their high.boiling point and the 
fact that it can be pumped electrically* fhe electric pumping is that by 
running the molt# metal through d spiral 'pipe the metal itself can be 
used as the rotor of an electric motor* thus eliminating possible leakage 
during BWpingf A. pun# Of this nature w @  used in one Of the Oak Ridge
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iiM itsllationg* Ose' 4isB4v9nt$,g@ o t ' the iseiai GOole&t (the eicp^Stioil.‘ 4s 

the use of jaerGwy} 'is .tbieS the heated Mciuid'metal tiasnot be used, 
t&X Wetonioal ,IngitieexeIng purposes IpfcSm Wtere)' hut must first' oonrei** 

the heat by .means of a" heat exotoager whieh in' tufa m y  proiube Wteam for 

practical Iiaea* Also the temperature of the Wtal coolant must 'be kept'' 

■above It# melting point* ' v: '

At the present time (^brnary 1950) there are several res e to re 

An the process of design or' construetlo'&9'' of vMoh the following four are 
considered the CowrmiesionfS resotof^detolopaent program#

1*} An Experimental breeder reactor to. bo constructed of 

Arco j- Idaho.

Bij Saterialsfriesiing realtor at Oak Mdgo»

®*) Ship propulsion reactor* Idaho*

4:») Intermediate ̂ ower -» breeder type at lcnoils Atomic 

power'1 laboratory at Seheneetady#•

She axporWent&l' breeder reactor to be constructed in AaNo,

Idaho was designed (nuclear)' by. the Argontie Hatiotiol laboratory* the other 

by Austin Company of Cleveland  ̂Stid the BeohtGl' Corporation of Sah 1'ran# 

cisdo will Complete all of the construction at a total cost of approri- 

mutely |@v§OOfOOO« Shis reactor will use fast neutrons because of their 

breeding characteristics and also to teat'the us© of liquid metal coolant 

fas a possible coolant) • at high' temperatures.. Tto 'use of a ,llguld metal 

coolant is one of the differences between"thia' experi®ental̂ b:re'eS,er re-* 

actor and the already operating fast neutron reactor at loti Ahooti * the 

ssain other difference being the much higher power level and- Operating
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'

geyatttre.# This rsaat^r ws» to' hs' dyiglbally eoBstMetai at

Pb fage Gotmty> Illinois (irgpnne) but b^cabss of the high poser lethal a

mote apereely pogblatsA atm #.a .s'eatohel --EQtt aai M e o 1 Idaho chooaeâ .
■

This reacts#, ie primarily aay e%pAplmaatal readfof aiid' atiy "tiietul poter 

obtalaed may’ be' 'etiasiIerad as more or less & by^frodaet* Alep, along those 

same ltees it most 'bo'romeabofed "that omr 'yseotor program is at the present 

' time ('Marqh 1980) In & recchTorsion process, i.e«, all of the- reactors 

constrooted dnrihg the isar were solely 'for bomb production and bomb re» 

search., and any power produced (heating of the coolants), was a hsasr&k 

while now we are building our reactors with the outlook toward 'industrial 

power and yaylodi propulsion-ttasŝ,-,

The' future trend for'-reactors' seems to be of hi#;' neutron denr- 

sity tyys which is the basic p-hrposc for cenctructihg a materials©sting 
reactor at G-ah MSge1 ,%t- an e-itpceiM cost of 4’$8-iOGG ̂OOG-- Materials that 

may be used in future .reactors will be tested as to their properties under 

■ la tense nehtron- bombardment«- "& reactor -of this type will be of p&rticuleb 

Udrcmtagp in tbs' field of aircraft propulsion 'because of the neutron Sea* 

sity per unit Volume or tWposmibl# oompaatmess' of such a - reactor.*, The 

6@&an*ifl9 Ssslgh ia' bdihg comploted'by' t #  m d  Gek MSgs'-Nstiohml'

laboratories csd' the -Sngiheering work by W  Blswt-Saox Construction Com

pany of MtW W w g h *  GOaotructioh' should start by this: summer (1080)*

The' Weatih^ouee' Electric Corporation, and the. Argonne Bfatlcmhl 

Laboratory ere dsveloyihg *. reeictof to produce' lstgs smouhts' of host* - 

This reactor'will be built at the Buclear Reactor'Testing Stsstion in Idaho 

at % cost of# at least * $S8.#P0O'.,OOO>, The engineering work will be- .per* 

formed b-y the fcstfngho-use Atomte Power Division at the old Bettis
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Airport near P l The final gdnsSraetiiLon of' thia'reagtiof «111 prob»" 

ably not be completion until! 1902.» The' purpose uf this, reactor is ta pro

duce large aisonatis of heat that may b& conyertiel into power for the use
. .

of' marine propulsion, primarily submarine ua-e# One of tile main ',nlvaatiagad 

. of nuclear power for maria® use is the ellmlnatilon of refuelIngj 'a; potml
p Qgr "

of 11'" ' would last many months as will be- shorn in later e&ampies*

fhe fourth sad last reactor proposes"la the Oommissloner's r@m 

&ctior-̂ deyelopmeat program Is the Inoll’s reactor being developed by the 

ItoollfS Atomic Power laboratory near ©cheaectiady,», ©la reactor will he the 

first to use neutrons of the intermediate energy range and will he u breeder 
type* It will also use liquid metal %a a coolant and the heat liberated 
will he converted to'generate power* Breeding by "use of intermediate 

energy neutrons will be Oh an experimental basis and if successful will add 

to the already'existing sources'of fiselondhle materials* The cost should 

not exceed $40,^000^000 and const,ruction should be completed by I9bl.>

In the above I have estimated final construction dates- of the 

various reactors.. These dates m y  'vary he much as two' years as shorn in 

the problems that have occurred 'In the couetnmctibh of the BrdoMiaven 

Uationel l&bof&tofy aewotof. The Arookheven reaetan (at Oe# %ton long 

Island, law fork) was originally scheduled to shaft operation 'In the fall 

of 1949 but it now appears that its completion will net Occur until late 

this summer (1950).* The' Goolmt to be used is- air and the complications, 

encountered were in a new type' air duct system*. The coolant system would 

not etaa* up i*aw operating Gonaitiona #&& W d  to be yeawlgW#  
output of this reactor is to be SO,.000 Sw*- Testing of m y  reactor m@t be



ogarati# 'dtaate taeWsaWoe tBa rsagtet dtarta 
rgpalra or md&fl&atioaa aye epmet&Bea 'lgpOBelble*'

3% 4o%j*netlo& *S4h' Bb6 6&oiee of a ^ o e W t ' W  t^p@ of aasta# 

'beweea the'ooolsat'$&& ̂ be'f%aeldBab$6"Matepiai i#8t W' ohoeoeB.+ '

ohoi&e must t&ke't&W Wt''WrWWk' la  W y ' BohyeeA^ *MWy

W  eoh&ltWt SBut W*';. W t 'tW m f e»"e W '  W t  ' 

#4tw%0te.%y' ay#hgme*i* m W  W to  &W thg ooolaiat 1«"^iroot W ta #  

vith the #mk%m t th:ts fe eeasMaying? that wemitse. is neea as % #  -jflssiw 

ehls mtayiei)*, # $ &  ̂ lreet''e e h # #  #oW.^ haVe'the AleaWhteges that the 

oeelaat' (let xm u m  mter &d the coehant 'for simplicity) would W e t  ohani- 

daily with the i W a l w  to a At*A%el#t extent to'W  e'geh^erom m o w t  of 

hWleegtiee mteriel into ,eoWl#, m d  yrohehly to the point of 4i$i»te» 

G^ottBg the w e a l w  hlAggf ^erafoye it is h&eeseeyy to find some t # W  

o f protecting the Whiom''from &Wht honthot with the W or (coolont) ,,' ' 

During the war two possibilities' #et@ coneMerea: one m e  some #o# of 

•edatltigy either Uy eleotrdplhimig' Or' 'Sipplhgf ' the other m\& to s#al the ■ 

uranium slug is a protOotlW jacket' or rfOuh4H- ‘- Ihe Oak Bldge (1*40) anet 

Hanford (1944^5) reaetoha used' the first method, the' W t l a g  or the 

uranium rod* with- p ws &lumMum*' $hle Wtihg' m e  Ax d&Q&*& trmt:m:t 

similar to the ooetihg put oa daralWhuaH ske^ts' ahfi rods.. H o W e r  with • 

the present trend' to w e  moiteh' metals 'm the #ole&t severei net W  " - 

etaolus must be omreotne. The molten metale'hWt be nan at a higher tw» 

perature and fill probably hauee the reactors to be dealgued q$i the iPxito* 
cIple M  standard heat ê ccMageiŜ .
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Ste 6f sitielS&g isitfc fegarde to hceltk phy&loa i@ very

.|<s$$6j*titot bsdflateii1 of tto imiigArifW ofdyatiig po^soaaol'* fM» •

pTO'bleta os cuts »oi> oi^y aesy ^##etor# b #  'also near the eept&gthiGk #%>- 

■cesses and tnear otii'en Sotitie of radititititiTre' SititetltilIe»' Hnwrer ra&i* 

at Ion is most dnnsetbai- # a& 'teWiiotti "ftedâ iso 'df' fbs- Vast number of 

netitrons in, exist&mee as we%3, as Qipha4. Bete1 m &  $$tm& rei&i&itm* fhe 

neutrons also fenvo the property of Being etie to leak out through snail 

holes Oi:' #a#e0 tft tstirti'lersw AS for '#' fiOSptifieon of the ehiflSiiig netidtid 

for these tar ions psrt-teles it ’ has hetih estimated that & sheet; Of paper 

will somehow stop alpha par'ftoles >' -S@0 sheets of paper t.o total a stop for 

beta particltiti (electrons) two inches of lead for gama rays * m d  the . 

.Qqtiivaient of sia? fe.et of- water to PhitilS -agtiinot #%trwa-*

iEiti two inches of Iend required to stop g m m  rayti la misleading 

because gWfta teyo do not have a m W # # -  nnh# in ah absorb dry W t  are 

merely absorbed'dsponsnllally in pneflhg thranS the'absorber* iShis ah* 
sorption follows t w  equation

jiUt
$ * #4)

where X% is the- initial intensity, I- tke final intensity, u ps the linear 

absorpti on Po tiff Itiiehty and t the' thitihtletiti' of t'hti absorber ̂

#lQ' Qjttowt of shielding needtid' does, not fake into accoynt any 

sources of lealmge w|iieh"wtild require a greater OAOtint of shielding*- 

Another source -of ptidiation leaks- are in the coolant, the- mount of lealcagti-, 

depending Upon the coolant Used 1Uhd- itti rate of flow* Gaution Stibt bo t&keh

\

C
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that' the .will not saprgr vapors * or air

tvm dattgor areas {radivo) to the Wstrwenf panois or rooms .-' itie use of 

pnenmatlo- oontrois ObS' WotiiOiients i W  #n#e a aeniee of..WdloaOtlfe 

materials to eso-ape from the reactor. (We name ^radifew has: recently 

been adopted for radiation aboire the to.lersnce level) ■« As- a1 general rule 

concrete mli& are nsid for '■ ths sSlsldlns of reaetoW with slots in- the 

sides for loading and unlbading' fit a. Ionable materials' and the radioactive 

by-products* figures' 39,»- 46 end 41 show the handling of 'radioactive 

material frbte the .Oiiaton Pile at Oak. Sidge Sfational laborstory-I note 

the use of health physics metering device used to measure the amount of 

radiation present« further handling of radioactive materials is done by 

remote control, QeBeral Uloctrie- has developed as apparetw used' for remote 

handling., Badges- wrn by personnel # 1 1  contain film that will change color 

under radive conditionsthe ariw may use a similar method- by means of 

treating the men’s tags’'they will be able to determine the m m w t  

Of radiation encountered and thereby know what medical treatment is needed.: 

IMs is a precaution'In'eaao W  a futur#' atomic war.

' it is interesting to note that the raw materiel -(ul?dhfŵ  is not 

dangerously radioactive, Sven the product plutonium does not give off 

penetrating; radio,tiom> tot the combihation of its .alpha^ray activity-and 

,Chemical properties- make it one'of the most sMgerbis substances' M b M  if 

it once gets into the body, however, the really troublesome materials are 

the fission products* i.e., the Mjor fragments Into which uranium is 

split by fission., 'Bie fission products are extremely active and' include 

some thirty elements, Among- them, are radioactive xenon and radioactive



Figure 39 Radioisotopes applied t peacetime development at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Operators are pulling an isotope stringer from the pile. Health physicist is 
monitoring the job.
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Figure 40 Opera tor removes the can radioisotopes from pile. Health physicist 
is monitoring sample at Oak Ridge.
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Figure 41 Start of a neutron bombardment for producing radioisotopes in Clinton 
chain-reacting uranium "pile". Dr. Waldo Cohn and to. Barker demonstrating 

at Oak Ridge.

3 Q
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iodine, These ere released in considerable quantity Mien the. slugs (the 
fias.ion are diseolred" and w t  be disposed at With bpeoial eare*

This problem of disposed has eatxbed OonMdernbiGr work because' in the 
process of reclaiming the unused uranium and the' produced plutonium from 
the .produbtb df fission smot&X of tiib' rMloa'CtiW fission prbdtthih' are in 

the form of gases.' H i # 'staehs' .tmst'he built #lbh'will carry' off these 

edohg with tha dpid w #  W  #%%#&#) first

dissolving unit and if must'be ’ established that the mixing' of "'radioactive 
^nes vlth the dtmspheire Mil not #
in all other matters' of health* the folerahoe Standards that are set and
met are so rigid as to leave not the slightest probability of danger fd the

)

health of the' cowemity w  operating personneix,- %k>m of the other fission

products can be retained in solution but mist eventually be disposed of*
Of eowne, possible pollution of *Sy adjaP'e%t W e r  mppiy'Wiat. W  bon-*
sidered. In fact, the standards of safety set and met with regard to 

river poilutloh aro so.' strict that neither people nor fish'down the river 
-can possibly be affected?, Thia problem of mter pollution M s  occurred in 

the dissipation of the'War coolant at W  Eenford plant.* A very #w%&
paper on health physics and the handling of radioisotopes was presented 
by 6» Cf. #anoy and D* Oi Linta called I'Bafe Handling, of Rsdioisotopesi
end vas pnhlishsd #  the mombor 1*39 l#sne of XsoWloal mglneor

The maintenance of reactors brings about a difficult problem 

which sometimes proves ■ impossible#-' There, can not be any maintenance 

inside the shield or reactor once the reactor had operated* ' This else 

holds true,,- to a somehhst lesser extent? to the- separation unit* It is



Figure 42 Aerial view of pilot plant, Oak , Teanessee♦
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pyotet?!© that a, fof’ servicing could Ixe effected* pitoirided# of

COnrsej; that adequate, reitio tely cdatrodled' deodntafldnatioti, process as- are

carried out id order to reduce the radiation, intensity heldw the iewi

dangerous to personnel, 'ffifee riaiitenahee prehlem for the other; hu^illdry

parts of the plant is normal except SLOr the extreme importance of hating.

Standhf pumping and poser equipment to prevent- '& sudddh accidental hreek- 
dona of -the cooling systems. ' if - the coolant pumping system should fall ho

controls could react fast enough to keep the tempera two of the reactor

within a safe range and an explosion tmnld probably result* lherefcrc the

only solution would he as stated shove to have a standby auxiliary system.!

'fhere are seyeral more sitixat-ions which should he- discussed

briefly before we start on the actual physical design of a reactor, Xf we

* study u reactor using natural uranium a-s the f lssidnshle material.#, water #A

the coolant and carbon aa the moderator# several things rill be confronted* 
SS5As #e know the n '. will fission into a nu#er of fadiomctive aWsi ,end 

the- will #80fh a neutron and be converted imto-%^^' atom*' liiese- 

newly formed plutonium atoms'undergo fission (with neutrons of. any energy)1 

and will tend to maintain * chain reaction# But the fission pmxduets. from 

with large era subsections from neutrons tend to stop the chain re- 

. action* *f #a*-$ oper&ting uhould' W $ # $  down
and the plutonium extracted involves, e: balancing of these factors against 

MMdwlesyamterMla acet» aepuretMn gxwdee# ^ffluiewy* adze of t&$ 
unit# if plutonium is to be 'a by product# cost of loading and un,loadings 

This nrobl.em of scheduling the unloading, time is hot directly connected-
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Wl1B  realtor design but 'indirectly' goVesapts tit© anrangewnt end $oxm er W  

fissionstble materialf Srefc if Ifee m w i m  were left in the reactor uaiii
ggjg

all the I' tea undergone fission* there would a till' be a la%e amount of 

shieh .had not been ebwarted to gl#on'lmf" Waaite' is at ,etpohslte 

material and the total" available anyply'ia -seriously IiBitedi ‘ "Woreforo 

the possibility Of recovering it after' the ylufo&itim is s-epemtbd must be 

Considered^ Howevbr' this pro bios may be partially or completely eliminated 

by one of several methods« ' It may be partially eliminated by the use of 

enriched piles* l*e?j increase the ratio of to a'point-'where

all of the will be concerted 'to plutoaits before the' supply of is 

used of the faetor-»K becomes less than one, (However it must, be remembered 

that the natural and enriched piles during': the war were used primarily for 

■plutonium production) -« If pure piutonim, 6v %*** are used so the 
fissionable materiel'the problem of recovery is -somewhat lessened because ■ 

the only products*, in either case, are life® products of fission. ’ fbe re-*- 
actor may Operate until the factor*K decreases below on® and then the W 

,(or plutbhiisi) enpafutdi' ffom'tte 'prodneto of fission s-nd reinserted Uith a 

sufficient amount of new fuel, (fissionable material)».

m  104® a separation plant wte 'deslgted in connection with the 
Clinton Pile to be.'constructed'at Onk Hldge-V- ' #c.- design' Included the 

building of a eeWbfc Which. Would consist of '& series of compartments with 
heavy concrete walls arranged in a line and almost completely buried in the 
ground* S'ach compartment would contain' the' necessary dissolving or pro*1-

■p
clpibating' tanks or centrifuges to perform their ’function,, i- slug-Of g w *. 

T3̂ S^  plutonium and the products of fission would come into the -compartment



Figure 45 One of tLe t ret- mu in plutonium urean in the Fanford urea at 
ttckland, ..askington.
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at ana end &£ the canyon; they nzeula then be diamelved and thnei^h the 

va*&908 ats&es df ee&otSoa# pr8el&i,W$(%'Wd&t&o%t ar feawhti&By beta#
pumped £nem ene eonipantjaent to the next until a solution of 'free #ntenlw 

fnem uraniwti and fleeion Onodncts "eomeh Ohf the last' compartments' As. the
. ■ ■■; ;• p.

ease of reactorŝ :' etetythlhg « a W  he eperated' 'Sf henhte control "f#m 

above gnonhdf but the eyey&twmc #ntd' bh fan m r e  co%»l!o&te& th^n In a

reactor-* fhe' e-hesistr^ 'behind Sttch m  Opemtioh is. 'essentially the same as 

any normal fields 'of "'chemical separation* Hohover & 'problem of seYere- 

oorrosion did occur in Wls 'seynWtios-'proness'dh# to’the. M g h 'density of 

radiation* Wis corrosion created a scrio# p'rdhlem becahso of the un# 
accessible locations' of its occnrranco* Wis Mtnation has now' been 

partin3J*y remedied with' new processes" and
J

Vary little h w  been said for W e  choice 'of a moderator*. The. 

moderator material Mst be such that It Will have a very low cross-section 

for .neutrons,, withstand medium M g h  tempclaWres f600-lOQO%) * net react 

Chemically with the lincionahle material  ̂have % low atomic weight* and.

available in the chemically' pure state* The moderator must have a lot?
_

atomic weight so as to reduce the speed (energy) of the neutron with each 

elastic collision-;;, the lower the weight the greater the mount of energy 

absorbed by W e  moderator and thereby lost by the neutron. However with, 

the use of fast and intermediate neutron reactors moderators of higher 

 ̂ atomic weight'arc IOsihed so- Os not to slo*' dotm the neutrons' below the 

, required rate* For instance'Ict- Us take m  to calculate the number

of elastic Collisions requited to reduce the energy of a neutron a speei- 

 ̂ fled amount».

C ;
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Example No* 6; W&at 1© t W  minimum awhep of collisions wMeft a neubron

MTlng RH energy of I Kwr (1^000*000 ev) , W l ^  make , with nnciel to 
have its energy re clue el to I ev* '.'

IB
0 # 18.00888 a m

n1 w I,.00893 mm.
p

assuming the d^8 nuclei to be at rest and letting

T1 * velocity of neutron before -collision

v w velocity of neutron after collision (final)
t<>

'Ta, «* velocity of O- w after collision ■ -■■
V

' Xg
M - mass, of 8' in s w

i
a  v men©' of ^n in amu,-

KJsing the law of the conservation of energy and momentum the following 

equation is derivedI

# SlT1 + 0 = I- mv

a #- v^)
S

(Bnergy)

W .  * 0 * w  * JSrfj,

T0 = I i S v t i l

T.*=

(Momentum)



-ICO'*

# V) a f V)
:T $ (89)

V * A (1^009# * 1^00099) ,:,
t± {l8^9S@a 4 1.00899)

' 13.01281

the original energy of the seuhpah la

$ * &

and the final energy after one collision, is 

or

%,. =- i ms/'

21* iLaJi* *
Bf & %  * ?1

#la la jwt for one eOlllslOAf .tke m t W  of the ^ergiea for n oollieiono

ionld he

S a v
%

m

for this e)tot&$le the ratio, of the energies' is to W  1*900,006 - to I and «6

hare alfe&ay oaloylatea the retie of the yeleolties and only leave % the 
number of collisionss to be caleblated ’

%
- J U  -
10* 18*01881

to"6 * (.8i«)Sft

&A e &Bt9 

& * 41.36



lWasi -fes OaXwlaMeato X't 'em be seen tlmt W  the m #  of the m>A-

nuclei It till take less elastic collisions to dec^eaae

the eaet^r of a ietitem W  t W  &&m awenatt '

AS- tWi# in fable fXll ’&ent’y wten1 nsa’' v/ate# Wve bŝ a, #pe4 as 

soe'lantg» Ba oases of this aatwe the 'OooXant W teWal "Wta" alee Wsi as 4 

ffioderatOxVf Siweeref wS.% the new tfeai' of l i in i l  Wteiie to coolants, 

gwayMte is still being ns el' 4s the W&eWtof#" Sifâ fiitie is also wed ss a 

reflection eunroyhdlhs the 'neaetbn ( Inside of tiie' eibietiixig}' to Wdvaj© the 

number of nentrons lost by'escape»

KSAGBOR TZPBGt

Thus fsr In this dlsousotbn we have b e m  aah&eraW_ with the 

major problems involved in the desiring of'mtOlear resotors?. So® lot ua 

dieowto the types of reaotora and their aclnhl plyaitol cbixstimetion,* As 

to the awattgewyt of the flss lohhble material realtors ere Classified as 

homogeneous or heterbseheou'a reaelors* These tiW bwaio types &f. reactors 
are further classified Into four- other groups *@ to their h@#ron energy*. 

These four gseups are fast* intermediate,  ̂resonance and ther&al* 

the resonance energy will undoubtedly fell IhtO- one of the other three, 

gronpa but may- not eluays be used.

Freyiowiy we discussed the use of boron or cadmium rods to 

control reactofe* 'The use of- boron sad cedmfem' is- very sneeesbful in W v  

actors, using theraal neutrons but‘their crosoveectiion for neutrons 

creases as the energy of the neutrons ihcrcasct« Therefore In reactors of 

the fasti neutron type the control m y  -prove tie be more complicated Or at 

least cause the w o  of new control rods (some of this material on



6£osg*seci>i;em of fait aeutiiaas ts still classified) *
Of - re&ctq&a eogia'fcyuated during # e  «a^, «od w»t lotted Itt .$able

TiXl9. ottly the log Alsos Is <if 'the iofirogottosms i$$e m 4  all itse. tfcoxwal 
'ttots.iirott3.ji fhlg doos' tt<>t lttclitdo tie' fiTC atomic (ttmoleaf) "bomba vM,eh. 
JattTg tieett mgplodM* all of tie ioifiis'' are of- ts&e '®6taf>$$8.$hto' t$p8 'wf# fast 
lieUtroaa * If a Iwmgetteotta typo reactor Is' to' fee MeS witi tie ttee' of 
tttttttral tueaaim t&efe is s sajof froiletti f© is o.feifmm* ' Qki&.'pwsfolm is 
tiat tie factor'̂ : mll'ttot 'iMii. one wittt tie aso' Cf y$oa.t too delators* fie 
Ottly exception to thi& is tty using heavy wtef as the moderator*'' Hô evor 
heavy nfator Is very OjtpettsiTe t?hioh is atodt&aar iltiadvastegs#. ijl.th.the m &  

of graphite as tie mOoerMer th# faotor̂ S' Till only reach approximately 
*85 a.Rtl most other moderators Mil" have a maximni'a factor-*̂  of less* fhere 
aye -several, methods of solvtiitg this problem* Oae is to use sa. -wfieted 
pile as vj&@ done in the lee Alraoe reactory Aaother so lutioa is to use 
plutottium or possibly eoiee other aiiclear fuel* A third method voull tte to 
use the fissidttsble Hisrterial ia lumps or rode, im.t this of couree wall .. 
Ohttttge Oirr- basic type # homggettebtte to. a herl;erogaaeous- reactor* 
m m o a m w o s  #%pja, RS6#co#;.

Ztt the- deslgtt'Of % hOBio-geheoua 'typo' reactor a m  of- the first 

COttSideratiOM co-ttfreaW Is" hot 1st the iis&Xomttle material to be mixed 

(homogeneous) tilth the moderators- 1,0*, #ht form shoMd this homogeneous 

mixture tte solid, liquid or gaseoiis,

Xf a solid' mixture' Is ■ used' it must qoaMst of the fissionable' 
material (tf88,3 - o f attd a dllueht̂  ' Ifee choice of a diluent (which 
will also act as a moderator) will depend; m , the- -energy of- the- neutron#
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aealz#.* Wia alemaat* as Wie #1%@# W e '
less energy 'tiiey tjiil 's'Ssor'b %om the aetitrons thereby causing & fast 
nentrah ,feaator* " %is dliuctith, Wetl' 'fot « 'Weatot %#$#»' $$&e$6T $6siy W  
graphitê : beuylli#, mgnesiW* althKititim.'. or bsidc's Of;;Wese

- elements» f o r ' a Wst' "nsutran' yeactafthc Glltwtl b e 'c^pphiW ^Wgstbu^ 

VtihaGiSt^ .or aga% ptisalbly OixlGeb' of Wea'e eleSohtsiw 4lse; % $  ur&alw 
or plutahiw m y  be in "a abtitpound"bry^chf ■ c@#ah W  sulfnr*' the 'famlhg, 
of these compounds 'soaetisies !aids W  Wa processing of hrehl'M. ores to a 
dhismioally purs prodne't̂ "'

Thla solid BiiKtura swill hd statldhafy 'hithih ihe re*c#r, 
there will he- :ao flow $r aoveaestt of this miztura within the reaoW*. This 
uon f̂low process will have several disadvantages'* The heat' (energy) Iih*- 
efated by the ituolear reactions will he m i t & m  throughout this 
homogeneous miaetufe* therefore tM cooling effect produced by the eael&uh 
(.which is piped th#u# the reuctof) will #use a great temperature 
gradient* This temperature gradient is caused hy the conduction'of heat 
through, the adtsrbofe to t$M coolant tubes.,' thereby Causing the- choieo of 
the diluent to Mte-a' MgB thnrml conductivity'*. In conjunction with. the. 
tWmal properties the diluent phst WvA' d' low thermal CKpansioa or 62c* 
0-e.ssivd stresses m y  • he Prestcd' 'by operating the rhuctor at fairly high 
■tempcratur.es> '.Another diSMvsntage-' of the solid' 'homogeneous reactor Ie- 
the d iff icu lty  in  IoadihS' and uhlodcWg dSeil. aimuitte o f ' the mWure to, 

refuel without "Cfmelng:'TW t  spots" * The reactor will have to he com* , 
pletely dhut down Md all of the depleted mixture reMVed'Md''new'miiidre 
loaded:̂  figure' 44 shows s sChetihtiC drawing Of & hosogeheeus reactor.
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HlSAT

Flgure44 Homogeneous Reactor using a liquid coolant and 
solid fuel

The use of a liquid mixture in a homogeneous reactor is probably 
the most feasible of the homogeneous type reactors, however it too has 
limitations. Ihe choice of Tithe diluent is one of two types; first the 
use of low melting point alloys of uranium (or plutonium) such as lead, 
bismuth, sodium, antimony, ( the uranium or plutonium ally would probably 
have to form a binary or ternary eutectic in order to get the melting temp
erature low enough) or even possibly mercury; second the use of uranium 
or plutonium salts in solution, i.e., in solution with water or heavy 
water. The second type lias the disadvantage that the waters will form 
steam and possibly decompos at high temneratures, therefore their use
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should be restricted to low temperature reactors which will not be very 
useful as a power source.

This liquid type reactor does have the advantage that the fis
sion material may be pumped (see Figure 45) ao that all of the mixture,

V  J  >

R l =  ACT-O R

v  ’ y

Figure 45 Homogeneous Doactor using liquid fuel and the diluent 
as the moderator

at one time or another, will come into direct contact with the cooling 
coils or pipes. This will aid greatly to the amount of heat transferred. 
Also an expansion tank will eliminate any thermal stresses that may form 
due to thermal expansion. The problem of loading nd unloading will be 
eliminated because the used mixture may be pumped out at one end while a 
new mixture enters at another point, eliminating a shut down period.

The use of a homogeneous gaseous mixture has the same advantages 
as the liquid type but has several more strong disadvantages. The
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dilneat -tor this type- &£ reactor could be ura#i#i bexa-tiouj?iae as aatd 1% 
the gaseous diffttslon separation process* The strong disadvantages, are:
The reactor•itself must he appreciably larger to b e■&£ critical'si%e* or 

greater^ leaka# Wiye easily shielding #  re%#r#y

The amount of shielding {Bee Figures' M  and 45} depends On the 

type of homogeneous reactor W W  For the soTid type as' shorn'ih Figure'

44 a greater amount of shielding is required around'the reactor then
?

srehsft the h#t eWhahgef + -while ih the fluid "tisfpe> as show- -in'

4 §^ the same amount of shielding'is needed around the reactor'and heat

'9%cbi*ager* ' . ...

W B m w m B M B  V W  R#WMB0#8k
The heterogeneous type of reactor has the great advantage over the 

homogeneous type* in that natural uranium may t& used with nay-practical 

moderator and sustain a chain reaction* The basic difference'between the 

W  types is that in the heterogehebw type the fisaidmhle material is in 

the foam of lh#a Wpo the ehape of a M&arA,
cylinder or rod, Ife the Tanuafy 10, 1947 issue of the tfScleneh6r mag* 
ezine, Oarlea Fermi M d  an article on the site of those lumps *ltb respect 
to the value of factor*!* -Sf course there Is- one other consideration that 

must he fatten info account5 that is* the choice of a moderator will change 

the factor-! with the base, site lumps hechuse Cf the different" ©robs* 
■section of the various' moderators* The -facfor*! had been calculated 

theoretionlly nn **11 aa e^erimentaliy for hctefogenehnn reectera vlth 
various .lump sizes, Because this type of r e e e W  will sustain' a chain re- 
aotlon *ith nntnral m w l i m  And It '99? he epereted in one of



W *  mays! dae, Zpa. p a w  output, ina s^eoa^y for power gut-put

aftd plutouimn production, which has bees previously discussed^ ' .'. :

Hauy problems ape overcome with' the use Pt the 'heterogehdous' 
piles-,, the W m  % e  bpia® tMt the. u#h!um rods (asaWlBg Ur&hl#' rods hre 

used ae the source of fls.siesable'materiel) may he located &  a ' deflhite 

lattice erra$i®ement M t M h  the reuetdr ahd 'vacilities oah be %de- to tlth* 

draw these rods Bhd new oheb insOrtsdil' see figures' $9T 40 ehd Al* -She 

actual construction of such's reactor would be sMllar to the reactor in 

figure 44; However the c'oolihg could be accomplished tiers efficiently 

because the cooling tubes Jtey be placed near the main concentrations of 

heat thus eliminating .'any great'"heat gradient#' fhe heat will be concent 

tratefi where fissioflt occurs or around .(or within) the uranium rods#

fhe heierogeheous reactors are also classified us to whether the 

fuel coolant end moderator are. ip the solids liquid of gaseous-, -stato-# ©to 

first type'could use solid fuel and a liguid moderator* This was illus* 

trated in the IrgeBbe end S&alte Mver reactors where natural uranium rods- 

were- used end henvy water performed the functions -of the coOlhnt as well 

as the moderator a- ' This duel function is not always recoiwjended because 

it is difficult to find a material that- Will the nuclear and thermal 

requirements as well'ad its choMcal • properties- at high temperatures * M  
preciously ■ didc.ws.ed heavy water cannot' withstand the high t.ompora-t#'e@ 

of power reactors ahd may therefore be subOt-ifUted by molten metulo pro

vided they cap have the proper-nuclear properties for a moderator*

4 second, type could w o  0 holid fuel and moderator* &dd a liquid
\

coolant.* This' is the. type wed in the Hanford reactor where w&niws



A$d6MS # #  trea?e set 'in gffegfciie "»M mWr'pwAeA thron#.' the'e^alaiit

Bl#eek

A tbiM t$pe <?0w3.'Cnsd M. IjL̂ uiot'fuel'ittS A solid iedi^AW* #$- 

fuel eotzld hA a W l a r 't& %#$ used is the reaetq*' e^d "would

Alsh he w e d  As iitd edh-laat* She MDdAfKtCKp' ccishld h$ the Atrueta&*& 

i@3: us.ad la lha aeaetbf' m d  be# exehshgw^ #  .a".pu>floa'of 'fete solatiaa ••

la the liquid fuel«/ A large amount of shleldiag'# u!d fee. heeded.'W w W e

ef the loege# volusie'end area la boataal 'with the' flasWaable Wterldl 

add highly radioactive ifission produets* ’

' ' I N W M A t

She oomiag of nuclear (atomic) power will probably not tie as ■ 

eventful as tsny people estiwte* Sucleaf po#er - will only fee -a. new fuel 
a@ in the changed ei f Wd td cdsl to gee or dll* # e  aource ol heat 

energy will hot change the Male design la tdpbo^gMerator■ units Peeawe 

the turbine in independent of the steam g*a#eati*g unit* IW-Oslf go-ss** 

lble chaugd woUild be in the -shielding of the reactor and heat • exchanger 

|rom the- power producing units# it- the- present time the amount of 

shielding that mmt fee used eattsee the rehotor to be very buiUs# but in 

the-near future it la *ee#e& that- a shielding material will bb Sbtet-* 

oped that is of H^it weight' and only small amounts *###*&$ fte- -use @£ 
light weight- shielding IS- practically esachtial. for aircraft we., fhe. m$ 
Of nuclear power■» of course j has s 'grbat advantage for various naval and 

aircraft use in the fact that Calf-Veif email- amounts of fuel, (fibsio-nable 

material) ere needed* A' -submarine or ship could' ®'W at me#' for Verf 

great lengths of time*. AS ab -for the disposal of the fission products^
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I*# s W e  that the seeah waCt-4 not tie come stint amtMterl if they we$'e 
os the ship progressed=

&%%%### SB##; ' " " ' "

At'th# present time tli'e SiziSj range $$nd speed of -aii airtiraft 

sre limited W  the .amount of fuel to "kOep the aircraft in flight for a 

definite duration of time.,s' fhe' design of' aircraft spotiify. it© max* 

Au»aa range and from "this determine the height, of fuel needed and then the ' 

.operating epeed to eochmplish1 this' radge■* ' $he total' ̂ elgM of the aif* 

creft mast include the structure* ehgia© end required fuel*’ tTsing' this' 

weight, m  aircraft will h a #  a MXlmsa range 'at a giren' speed* • fhi© max* 

immt range cannot he extended under any 'conditions':*, unless a lighter 

weight fuel As used that will'still gits the same performance* %be solution 

to the aircraft prohlem'scesa to tie In finding a new fuel* Sutilesr power 

may he the source of feel (power.) that the ariatton industry has hecn . 

locking for* At the present time supersonic planes run out of fuel in a 

■■' sBtter of minutes, hut. with nuclear power the fuel supply 4s practically 

stable* Also- high speeds may he obtained by' the..use of nnclcdr -power*

!here w e  scversl things that must h# ©hired In the designing of 

a nuclear reactor for aircraft use* fh@ eise- o M  weight- is- of greatest 

importance ? therefore, a reactor that is -sroll in ©iae* ligitt in weight 

and operating &t -vhry high temperatures should ho'01 the typo required*. If 

high tompert.ureti tins high- power output are rc^ulred from a reactor*, it 

must he of--a- ycry- high neutron flux tyio.ei $ho 'hi# he.utron' flu$ ('or .rudi^ 

at ion ) ■ mil require- the w.e of a very good shield* , Another problem will- 

tie in the choice of materials to withstand th-eas very high temperatures =
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Klgb aeuteaa l# jw&t a simple matter of ooatrdl a&a the tempefatgre 
range Af a re&ot&f most be pr&et&eeily W-tmlW*. as a%os& la the tern* 
peaetereq obtaispa is the atemie bomb ( M i l i W  #  &eg?eea Behreaheit) *

$he type 4f aircraft which may aae molear power *111. pa&hably 
.be rocket* tws&o+jet @%a rs&*jetf # e  w #  of r#ket& &&*'%*#& speaw* 
lated to u great extent and several presbated types are mot feasible or 
practical*. Oh# type "that is mot practical' is shorn dm figure "daiU this 

rocket must get its t W W t  'from the 'aeedil mvtmtimi of particles • emitted*.

It must be granted that there will Bo some force pfeseat but it will mot 
be sufficient to even move such a rocket* '

f i g u r e ' 4 q B  , s h o w s '  a  t y p e  " o f  ' f o c k i t  t h a t  m a y  o p e r a t e *  I n  t h i s  t y p e  
O f  b r o c k e t *  a i r  S s  e m i t t e d  t h r o u g h '  t W  h O a e  o f  t h e  r o c k e t  a n d  i s  t h e m  
h e a t e d  a s  i t  p a s s e s  t h r o u g h  t h e  r e a c t o r #  A c t u a l l y  t h e  a i r  l a  c o m p r e s s e d  
b y  t h e  f o r w a r d  s p a e d  a n d  I s  t h e n  h e a t e d  b y  t h e  r e a c t o r  a n d  e x p a n d s  g i v i n g  a  
f o r w a r d  t h r u s t *  A p r o b l e m  w i l l  o c c u r  i a  g e t t i n g  t h e  p r o p e r  a m o u n t  o f  h e a t  
t r a n s f e r  f r o m  t h e  r e a c t o r  t o  t h e  a i r  a a  i t  p a s s e s ' t h r o u g h  t h e  r e a c t o r * :  
l i s f t i t a t i o n s '  f o r  t h i s  t y p e  w o u l d  b e  t h a t  i t s  e f f i c i e n c y  w o u l d  d e c r e a s e  a s
i t s  a l t i t u d e  i n c r e a s e d  a n d  i t  c o U 3 . d  n o t  e r e  e n d  t h e  a t m o s p h e r e  o f  t h e  e a r t h *  
% l s  r o c k e t  w o u l d  p r o b a b l y  n o t  b e  s e l f ^ a t e r t i s g  a n d  w u l d  n e e d  s o m e

m e c h a n i c a l  d e v i c e  t o  p u t  i t  i n t o  m o t i o n *
In. ShOi designs of & rocket that' is more efficient m$, may *&#* 

beyond the earth's atmosphere the heating of air may be replaced by eats# 

other fluid* Sie choice of this field should take'info consideration the 

atomic (molecuiar) weight of the fluid for1 most evident operation* #f 

the IigkWt elements hydrogen or hslim s-eems- to be the most practical*.
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Figure 46 Practical and impractical uses cf nuclear power 
for rocket propulsion

The boiling 0̂Int of hydrogen is -253.?°C ond helium is -86S.9°C. The 

fluid could be stored in the nose of the rocket allowing a small stream to 

come into the reactor making this type self-starting and able to exceed 

the earth’s atmosphere. Its limitation is the amount of fuel that may be 

stored which will directly effect the maximum range (Figure 46C).

The turbO- jet may be more practical than the rocket for commer

cial and military aircraft use. Figure 47 shows an idealised sketch of a 

turbo-jet engine for aircraft use. In this figure the letters A, B, C,

D, and E locate the following parts respectively: air Intake, axial flow 

compressor, combustion chamber, turbine, and exhaust cone (or ball nozzle). 

Figure 48 shows an actual cutaway model of the Wcstlnghouse J-34 Turbo-



C

Figure 47 Idealized sketch of a turbo-jet (Courtesy General Electric Company)
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Figure 48 Westinghouse J-34 turbo-jet engine, cutaway model.
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jet Bagi&e. wseii m i aia^afi. #f@ar» ***54 slow t M  'torlows 

p&rfcs of the ettgiae and savara.lt test iastaXiaiiosi views* fbe designj^g’ 

aaS OBXswXating of effielanbioa ef ‘is nmt thorauglUy' within, the

scsope of this Otir problem is to eoatert the aambostioa ehW)er from

the woe of the eombwstxO'W of a dhemXeCL ftiei to a realtor for it© heat 

source, fhe roaotien ia the dombustioa oliamber or reactor is just % means 

of beating and expanding the- ■■$.$%? for efficient operation.*, very high %#@* 

peretwres are required., iwkiii® the SesisgB of a pe&otor eImiXar to those 

used, in types B and $ Bisewssd mder rotkets* Again the maim #ifflcwXty 
is in obtaining th# required amownt'of heat transfer from the reactor to 

'the passing air*- this' difficulty irlsee be#6me'of the M gh VeXeeity of 

the airmid the fekperhture to' which it shist he heated^ lhe turbojet 

here discussed is aeed* in sircreit, without the use of a ,propellers. How*** 

ever, there is another type called prop jet. (or' turboprop) that uses a 
propeller,. Ihe 'prepjet Ms- the advantages over the standard reciproc-ating 

engines with & propeller # that'is, they are light weight * small diameter *. 

good perfoitBhce at higher altitudes and faster speeds.- If also has. the 

advantage over the turbo-jet in that higher temperatures in the turbine 

will improve its performance while the turbo-jet will benefit only by

flying faster;*., Shie is. quite <bWieito heeiause the propellers action will 
directly govern the aircraft# performance* fhe Consolidated Vwltee S1̂Bl

long range jet escort fighter is a good example of jet usee as it has a 

prop jet in the ao.se and a turbo-jet In the fail,, thereby combining speed 

with performance*
Ihe ram*jet use© the principle© similar to the rocket© as show

3



Jirure 49 Axial flow Corjre^ror blades,

Figure bO -.ssembled J-34 unit.
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Figure 52 J-34 test installation
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Vt

J-34 test installation, end view showing second stage turbine blades 
and exhaust nozzle.

Figure 54 J-34 test installation front view.



i& il̂ tgwe » * .  A t #  un'tite tfee if It# so Ooagxpeeear tmt -#ega%@$

©n tfto m m $ $ g effeot o f the efteriag- air (preasope fteacl) $hr:os#. e vwi* 
.teiri t5pe arraagsw^M ' Ifif #%& h#$#a e®g gaea iato the'^^-ust #**1# 
where- it efpeade aa4 inereases Ih velocity^ thus oreatis^ a forviard thr-usti, 

the heating may W  &<*# >y a reaetor in jplhew ©if the &©#ii#ion of 

'ohetioal fuels* Another sWtlar type is MaW- as the pulse^et .but is 
■still in the prellalmapy desi^i stage,*.

2#W8mTlQB8;- ..................

The use of rmeleax' Tisaion in reactors" for the prd'4ti<$tlon of 
useful eiectpiosl energy may he ao'oosplieliM''i» w r l o w  manners* The sim* 

pleat conyersion of fission to elaot-rieiiy ioulS ft# to use water as the 
coolant |of coolant and moderator)' and W e  the; fester 'to ’s'tenin conversion 

occur in the reactor * The stoes may then he used in a tturbot-generator 

unit for the final ss-mrsysiba*. The- pre-s&ws end temperature of the ate#, 

could he regulated by etotfels within the reactor* The exhaust steam from 

the turbine would he. coudemhM and then. p#p#d hack into the' tsactor he 
feedwater* During World War II}- the Sanford forks operates a nuclear re* 

actor using water so -the .coolant 6 However, this reactor was specifically 

designed for plutonium production and not useful power* The water coolant 

was not heated to- the extent of forming stham and the hot water was just 

dumped into the Oolwtibla Siver* This reactor did not "incorporate high 

temperattire and pressure steam and therefore made the design of its 

coolant system oompsratively simple*. But for our use, wo must design & 

reactor for those high temperature' oad .pressures*; The limitations of this 

tj'pe of reactor have boon previously di 3cussed and whereat no fw?ta©r



Figure 55 Kestinghouse stein turbo-generator power station.
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mention., previousljr diwwee* ias the "we ef woltm metal as the

gool&gti; %i8 tyge of wat&a Seat the #etal to a hlg#' t6aB#p4tn&e '
aoA #9mp It tba&ngb a heat e#e&aR#ep # e w  it. %enia"tnenefen ite W&t -to
WbeiP thus- fonsdng ete&m,' in eithea?' ease.#•'• the greatest less. &f heat 'ieJ
in- the eeMensing of the exlmust etesm before it is' need for feedmeter and' 

ieonnrented to stew, ' for' tMo >eweni- the ns%feg»*' p w w w ; is' qwt* 

efte# need to ntillB* were of'the .aYailabie' Wat t&ecebf iae&eaaia® the' 

.Offielonoy of the Wit* ' '^odtWad "3$T ti# b'dllen':|or noacW)

will be of greater pressure ana; temperature.' %Wn actually needoel., it «11% 

be used for a weful putp# in- some' prime moter' beforo1 going to its actual 

designed use* tile basis of fbo Utoppihgti' proewt | W  .inotsMe', lot w  

consider tm IndusWa,!' pl#t that st#am fogb ',WWn^*- % e  .WefUl q # -  

put from th& boiler (bn reactor) m y  bo increased .groatiy per pound of 

fuel used if the 'boiler would produce steam at a higher temperature and 

pressure. The steam may then' be used to turn a- turbine that may generate 

electrical energy b* possibly coupled to a COEpreaser^ She OKhuust' pt#m 

from the turbine le #en used fbf beating putposesk A good mcample of this 

is hero at Montana gtata' College campus where the exhaust 'dfteam from the 

exhaust pumps and Peddwater pumps is used; to heat the engineering lab* 

oratory and building* lBie reason, for '#$' Increased "efficiency is the 
Stesm that-id -utilised more than once before being condensed and used, for 

feedwtdr* gstis may be more readily understood if w  assume the steam 

from the boiler to hare ear enthalpy of IsqQ--SWs's/lb* Of which 

97Q ffi B W t s/ib* were' used in donyerti^ t M ' feedwater to steam# showing" that 

appronimutely of the steam’s enthulph was consumed to latent hest,
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Therefore, if the s-teesi is' used more, thm m oe before .Oettdeasiugsh 'the 
effieiency of the entire unit may double,

VAPOB PR00&B8*

The "topping" process is not new, in fact, a binary type system 
*aa used #  early a$ 19@0 by the Bertfora 'Blectrle tight Gempany at their 
genth Meadow Btetloa with a oepeoity of 10,.OQO Bmt Several other'install*
at ions have since been made with capacity up to 20,000 Hwa 'These binary

/

systems all used a mercury turbine superposed, on a steam, turbines The

saturation pressures of mercury vapor ape considerably lower than those 
of mater vapor so that mercury vapor may be employed at relatively bl@b 
temperatures without encountering the high pressures that occur with steam. 

The. General Bleetric Company have lead in # @  development of the mercury 
vapor proeeea and mercury turbine, Blguree 6@ and 8? show a schematic 
flow diagram, and isometric section respectively of a mercury vapor power 
plant,'

As shown in Figures SB and Sf heat from the burning fuel is 
absorbed by liquid mercury within the tubes of the mercury boiler to form 
mercury vapor,' which passes from the boiler to the mercury*turbine  ̂where 

it releases a portion of its energy to produce electric power. The vapor 

from the turbine is exhausted to the vacuum shell of the mercury bon- 

denser boiler,* There it condenses and releases it heat of vaporisation to 

water within the tube's.*. The liquid mercury is returned from the sump,, or 

hat welli to the boiler by a mercury feed pump, or by gravity as the 
ease may be. It is interesting to note that if the liquid mercury is SO 

feet above the lowest boiler tubes, approximately 000 PSl is available to
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# 6 0 1 9 0 0 3 000-WW UNIT NCRCURY ROWlR PLANT. SCHEMATIC PLOW OIAQRAM. 

F IL IN O  N O .4 6 0  1 3 2 3  2 - 1 0 - 4 4

Figure 56 5000-Kw unit mercury power plant
Schematic flow diagram.
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m
4^7750 lERCURV-VAPCR POwtH-STATION EQUIPMENT. 13C7ETRIC ''CTtON 

AND SECTION OF BOILER DRUM A .0 TU3ES. (PHOTOGRAPH 'F ^ A ^  
ING BY COURTESY OF POPUL-R SCIENCE O nThLY)

Figure 57 Mercury-vapor power-station equipment. 
Isometric section, and section of boiler drum and tubes
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oauee clfculaMoa at aa opa%st&ng pressure of ISO #@l, without the y@e of
' ■■; .

a pWp*' Going hack to the feedwater which absorbs heat from the condensing
msrcur&.yeBo# is balled lata ateaa at any desired praseure* Bhia stews i
is theh superheated ia tubes located in gas passages of the 'mercury

boiler (Eigares SB effid 57}» Ihis superheated steam is then available to
drive the steam tuihi&Q, if the mercury boiler Is replaced by a nuclear
reactor the Buperhe&tiagj&ay have to be doa# && themarcury eeadeuaef

boiler for reasons explained uMor Beactor B'eaigh*'
It is.Interesting to note that the steam thus produced by the 

binary cycle is only slightly less in amount than it would be if the equivw 

aldnt fuel were burned directly in a ateam boiler, thus greatly Indraaalng 

the efficiency of the tdtpl unit* In fact a steam turbine plant capacity 

may be increased some '60 percent for the same yu&nlty of condensing water 

by mercury topping* pop example, the new Aabillep Gtatloa at Portsmouth 

includes a 85,000 A? a team turbine which in effect is tdppad with 

15000 Kw of mercury capacity-* for the 40,000 Kw total capacity, only

85,000 Kw are effected by the usual condenser losses*

Sib question may'arise, as to the heat transfer of mercury,in the 

tubes because of 'its son^contact characteristic* fhis is oyascose by using 

titeniw-mnszteaiw  treated mercury in the boiler which produces Sn in* 

tiraate and perfect contact between the metal of the tubes and the flowing 

mercury forming d 'Netted” surface*.

She original South Meadow Elant was rebuilt in, 19S1 and not dis

mantled until 1947'after operating more than 116,OOO hours* The turbine is 

. of the single flew type, fire stage and operating at 780 ££££# KO appreci*-



able wear wae ©town even thoxigh no malnlemnbe or internal 'repairs were 

done daring Its 16 yeer operation. ' It has now been replaced by a 15000 Kw 

mereury turbine but the majority of the original parts were used for the 

new installation, the following table was made'during'a test run. in 

February 1040»

#&B&B 1% .

15000 &#' ̂ ou th Mendow Seroury Unit 

fwenty^eight consecutive days: operation at full load

Pounds oil burned 18*281,169 

Pounds steem generated at 886B8I& & ?0GBT% l&@tl%8;000
Kw^hr gross output from vapor driven generator 10,048,000 

Kw-hr gross generated from steam 11,509,000 

Kw-hr total auxiliary usage 565,000 

Kw^hr net total unit output so,8W , 000 

fuel rate <* lb. oil/net Ew-hr 0 «588 

Seat- rate, BTU/net KWhr 10 ,200
M*+* •*»T»

fable IK shows that to produce 80,870,000 Kw^hr of available energy

18,281,109 pounds of fuel oil were used. It should be of interest to
..88$

calculate the amount of oil used in comparison to the amount of u ' re-, 

guircd in a reactor to produce the seme amount of heat» MsUme the oil to 

have a density of 40 lbs, per cubic foot and a cost of #0*15 per gallon.
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Figure 58 G. E. outdoor mercury -steam-electric 
power station.
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Figure 59 G. E. outdoor mercury-steam-electric power station vertical 
semi-section.

68
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40#/#., ft.
V*48 galp/eu.ft, * 5f$9#/gal,

M»i§lz2^2£ = 2*29 sr XO6 gals,

#0,19 3:8*29 x 10* * W#,00@ 

assime ea,Qh fissXoB Of -reXeoses' BOO ISotr* ’ ' " ■'
11(%O,890,ObG 8**&r)(10,a0b a 0,13 % XO 'apo

this is the amount Ot heat released by. the .oil

Ha6toie
000 Uet-

235each fission requires one atom of Xf with a miss of @33^X809 amu*

(9*qi.&,X0%(83S^2# ami#,,65 $ l0^t.#a/#uL ^
(453,8 gma/lh)

the reactor would use o»ly 6,08 pphftds of Xf^, iasualhg the price of W^uS 

to be |100 a pound, the ratio- of the costs between Chetticssl (oil) fuel and 
nuclear fuel whld be 580:1, this m y  hot be a good comparison, because the 

nuclear reactor will probably dost more initially than the mercury boiler*
Whmihjg # e  initial wets of cow traction to be Khl the ratio of the 
total costs would still be 88:1 in favor of nuclear fuel* This ratio

could bp farther inorbaaed by using naWsl'w&hlu#. (at #9*00 per- peund)
835

rather than 5 •«.

Syan thou^i the gee turbine has been In exlstance for mere then



years there ere only a tew 1% ac-imal nee, -bhe reesea for this is 

probably elite to the faet- that few eesireers miderstand the gas turbine anci 

the high temperatures that- it must operate at to fietelop more power than is 

cemstiraerl by its.own oompreseorv . Tbe- simple.gas turbine eyele comprises three 

devices; ani air. compressor, a combustor and a turbine< As shown i& 

figure 60 air enters the axial flow-compressor at atmospheric pressure where 
it is compressed to the required pressure- and "is then heated in the- com- . 

bastion chamber*' the hot air -under pressure then strikes the blades- of the 

turbine- thus causing it to rotate, 'fhe compressor* turbine and generator' 

are all mounted bn one' shaft* causing the # s  turbine cycle to require an 

,-external source of starting until the compressor 1$ functioning. There 

are two- general types $ the Open cycle- where the' gas (air} passes through 

the cycle once and is them exhausted to the atwspher-e; and the ■ closed 

cycle where the same gas la -circulated through the 'cycle over again* The 

open cycle is the same as used in the turbojet* 'Figure 45% The gas turbine 

may be summed up with the followingt.

I,* Ae compared to steam* the gaa turbine cycle uses very large 

volumes and email temperature and pressure drops * The gee 

turbine cycle uses from four to six times more air than is 

required for perfect fuel combustion* instead of 20 to 85 per 
cent more as in the steam cycle,

Si The gas turbine is not self-starting*.

■ Si. fhe -simple gas turbine cycle requires no- water* either for use 

in the cycle or for Cooling*

4* The gas turbine is not reversiblei.



5» fto efficiency of a gas tttrM&c at full load ia satisfactory 

and the control is simple* Howev'erV at partial load tke 

efficiency of the open cycle gas turbine falls off sharply 

■unless complicated features’ are added,

$» fhe high temperatures required has caused deterioration of 

structural .materials used-, this is. being overcome with the 

advancements' more in metallurgy during the war# 

fhe eimpie open cycle has s mâ ikaurft output' of approximately 

7-500 Kw and may be increased with. the addition of one or more features.i ■ 

The efficiency may also be increased by' using one or more of the following:

(a) Begenerator^ use the'exhaust gas from the turbine to pro* ,

' heat the. gad' before going into the combustion chamber,

(b) ' Sse two stage compreasion with an intercooler, between, this

may reduce the power consumed by'the compressors 'as much as 

18#,
(e) Buel reheater, use a-two stage'turbine with combustion 

chamber between*' ■

(d) Use of a. closed cycle,.

With the nee of a, b and a in. an open cycle, operating at 1800*#,
the thermal efficiency may be raised from S0% to with respect to the

' Biepla open cycle, This efficiency may still, be increased with the use of
a closed cycle or increased temperatures,

, Brom a purely theoretical standpoint the combustion gas turbine
cycle holds forth greater promise of efficiency than the steam cycle* Of 
more value as a basis of judgement are the thermal efficiencies obtainable
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Figure 60 The Simple Open-cycle Gee-turbine Power Plant
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Figure ml Complex Gqb- turbine Cycle using Regeneration, Intercoo] ing and 
Air Preheating
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in practical appli.tiatj.ons. Above JDQO degrees: t W  gas cycle efficiency 
,Increases approximately three times &» fast M  the steam cycle efficiency,

important# In the sample open cycle for smell capacity end the closed 

cycle units for larger, the device offers possibilities of competing with ' 

most types of engines and prime movers*

for an example, use an open cycle with a regineraior end Iater- 

cooling between compression stages (figure SB)„ If the power from the gen* 

orator is. IQOD Xw find the need in 84 hour a day operation for one
O'year* Annmaing a g&e temperature of ISQO 'F the overall thermal efficiency

The possible applications of the’'gas turbine are numerous and

. would be -UQfm

output IOQO Kw x Bi hr x $00 # 6*76 x 10 Ewthrs *

input
.89

assuming the efficiency of the reactor to he 80$L
89.8 %  IO^ a 69.75 

*80

Kneh fission will require 835.1269 amu of V
(At24 3 (298.12691(1.66 % 1»"!% =, 5,0? Ibs/yr*

485*6
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Figure 62 An Open-cycle Gas-tubine with Regeneration, and Intercooling 
between a two stage compressor
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S1OT an.output of 10,000 ICtr for one year would require only $0,? pounds of 

USv5, an amount that could he carried around by hand* as compared'to the 
equivalent amount of coal required in a ateam unit (approximately IlO 

billion pounds of cog£)» ' Sowever it is interesting to note that coal,' 
in the pulverised ioma, will he used as fuel for gas turbines in the vary 

near future, A great deal of development work has been performed by the 
LdceBiotlve Development Oomaittee of the Bituminous Coal Research Insti

tute under the able direction of "Dr* Jv I* YelXotti. lBxeimin obstacle la 

the coal ash which eats away the turbine blades* Yor our problem, using 

a nuclear reactor in place of the standard combustion chamber, will be in 

getting the required heat transfer to the gas flowing through the reactor* 

As previously mentioned the gas turbine cycle requires great amounts of gas 

(air) that must be. heated to a very high temperature. The,best transfer 

from the reactor will be, in'the most part, by means of conduction* 

Therefore* the air will have to pass through many parallel connected tubes 

in the reactor to insure maximum conduction* ■

LOCOMOTIVB?

The simple, open' gas- cycle requires ho water-* It is IbW in 

wight and it combines simplicity of design with small space requirements-* 

With an efficiency approximately of SO per cent at ISOO0Yj and the expected 
low maintenance of turbine apparatus it should prove a good locomotive 

drive* It possibly will offer strong competition'to Diesel powered IOco- - 

motives. The Oeaieral Electric Oompany has constructed a gas turbine for 

4800 HP locomotive drive, shown in Figures 55-68»

J
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Figure 63 G# Er gas-turbine locomotive cut-away section#
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Figure 64 G. E. turbine for 4800 HP locomotive drive. General view of

test installation.
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TMy General Sleoiric 4800 EP unit is of the straight through 

type, in line arrangement of compressor* combustion chambers and turbine 

which results in a maximum of simplicity and & minimum of pressure losses. 

This simple design was decided upon both on the basis of the study of the 

economies of the railway application and because simplicity is inherently 

desirable* Simplicity was particularly desirable in the first power plant 

designed for relatively long life and for heavy fuels compared with air

craft practice. On the economic side* when Spade, weight, and cost of 

apparatus, as well as cost of fuel were considered, it seemed quite con- 

Clnslve that neither a regenerator or other elaborations of the cycle were 

justified.

The plant is rated 4800 shaft horsepower for the locomotive 

application when, running 6700 BEM with'1400? turbine inlet temperature*

The design altitude is 1500 feet with SO0? ambient air temperature*

The 15 stage axial flow compressor pumps approximately 70*GQO 

cfm through a pressure ratio of about 6 to I* The wheels Cf. the first 

six stages are of aluminum alloy to reduce weight and rotating inertia*

There are small, gaps between the wheels at the rim to eliminate as far as 

possible any rotor bending effects caused by local heating as possible 

rubbing„ The blades were made from 13 per cent chrome steel, lubrication 

for the compressor creates a problem because experience with similar com

pressors for aircraft service has shown that if lubrication oil is per

mitted to enter the compressor with the air over any extended period of time 

a dirty v a r n ish -lik e  coating is formed on the: blades and the efficiency
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flecreaties appreciably,,- This plant was Sesigned so that no liibricatihg oil 

from the Unit can enter the air path of the compressor and the favorable- 

results of the test runs show this precaution, to be fruitful*

There are six all metal combustion chambers (figure 68), In 

which the Bunker "0* fuel is burned, generally similar to that developed 

for the aircraft units, The outer casing-'is carbon steel* while the inner 

is stainless material,. Bach liner is approximately 35 inches long, and 10 

inches in diameter. Air enters the inner liner through the annular slits 

between the various sections, through radial holes and through louvers 

holes, excellent combustion is obtained over h wide range with good 

Stability and ignition characteristics, and with good cooling of the liner. 

Ignition is by means of spark plugs located in two of the six combustors,. 

When these two chambers fire , the others are ignited through the cross- 

ignition tubes- interconnecting the chambers at the forward end. The unit 

uses diesel fuel when starting and. after attaining idling speed is changed 

over to Bunker rtOfi fuel. The Bunker rtOrt fuel is preheated to between 200 

and SdO6B before atomization.

The unit is started by means of ohe -of the main locomotive gen* • 

erators used as a motor, the power for which'is supplied by a diesel engine 

driven generator. The motor brings it to fifing speed, about 55 HEM* in 

about 45 seconds, When the ignition is turned on and diesel fuel is ad* 

mltted to the nozzles i Within a few seconds Ignition takes place,. During 

the next 185 seconds the unit accelerates, to idle speed* 4700 RBI, where 

it runs under control of the governor* ready for load but with diesel 

fuel. The unit is then ready for load operation and conversion to
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Figure 65
G. E. gas turbine for 4800 EP locomotive drive, longitudinal semisection
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Figure 66 G. E. gas turbin6 for 4800 HP locomotive drive. Shaded 
longitudinal semisection.
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- JBunker "C" fuel.

4s installed in a locomotive it would drive d-c generators through 

a reduction gear. The general arrangement can be seen in Figure 64 

showing the test set up. ' The base of girder construction resembles.-part 

of a main frame of a locomotive. ,

The conversion of the combustion chamber to a nuclear reactor 

will require much engineering to overcome the present day problems. Most 

of these problems are the same as those confronted In the turbo-jet used, 

for aircraft. Proper heat transfer may prove to be the greatest problem 

second to size and weight* for locomotive use'the size limitation is 

very exact while in the aircraft field ,weight is generally most important*. 

The size of a locomotive (for railway service)' must not exceed- IO feet 

in width in order to be used ,on standard existing rails. In this General- 

Bleetric unit six combustion chambers are- used, while for nuclear reactor 

use the reactor may have to be doughnut shape with the drive shaft from 

the turbine- to the compressor running through the hole.- Through the 

reactor must pass many tubes to allow the flow of air to pass from the 

■compressor to the. turbine and be heated in doing- so * The air must be 

heated to at least ISOO0F for efficient operation which may require the 

use of more than one reactor-; the first for preheating to approximately 

SOO0F and the second for the final heating. With the use of two reactors 

the first may be of moderate neutron flux and the second of high neutron 

flux which, may keep the reactors within the 10 feet limit. However, 

operation of a reactor, at least at these high temperatures, may not be 

practical and only used to preheat the fuel and air. The reactors being



Figure 67 G. E. gas turbine power plant for 4800 HP locomotive drive. Oblique 
left-side view.

i
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SesigaeS snd.Coastruetied, will tell of this feasibility* However, (assum

ing that nuclear fuel is solely used) a loeotiotive would, have an infinite 

range and no fuel tender would be needed as for coal and oil# The coal 
. tenders for long run trains contain as much as SG tons of coal which will 
be eliminated in the advent of nuclear power.

The above discussion dealt only vtith the'gas turbine in coni 
junction with locomotive use which may be the least practical of nuclear 

powered locomotives.* The simplest and. possibly'the most practical may be 

the conversion of the common steam engine* fjhere the productioh of the 

steam will he the only change. That is* producing steam in the reactor 

(or its heat-exchanger) instead of a coal fired boiler* Again the Coal 

tender will be eliminated* ' Along these lines a realtor may be used for 

generating steam for a steam turbine,' '

The General Electric 4800 HP unit may have more than just loco- 

'motive application* it is expected this unit will prove attractive for 

other applications such- as for industrial power* automatic peak lead 

plants for power systems* -oil field, or pipe line applications* and so on* 
Por some applications* steam might be produced from the exhaust gases* An. 

outline of this plant used as an a-e generator drive is shown in S1IgUre 70 j- 

Td reduce costs to a' reasonable' low level, manufacture of identical Units in 

fairly large numbers is essential, so it is expected gas turbine plants, 

and particularly the power units* will be standardized* Thus, the power 

unit as shown in Figure 70 is essentially identical with the unit applied 
to locomotives.
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Figure 69 4-stage axial flow compressor without stator half, 
for 0. E. gas turbine.
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Figure 70 Q. E. 3500 Kw gas turbines-generator set
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tPiSEE X
Gomparisop.'.of. diesel and gas turbine locomotives

TYPE . POWM O W W WEIGHT

Diesel - electric .40# BP
(two 2000 HP engines) 506*000 lbs.

Diesel - electric ■ 4200 HP
(six 700' HP engines) 404*550 lbs,,

Diesel -• electric 6000 BP
(eight 750 HP engines) 650*000 lbs.

Gas turbine - electric 2200 HP 
(one unit) 202*000 lbs.-

'I
GaS turbine - electric 4500 HP 

(one unit) 064,000 lbs.

m n t m  TJfflBS ? ■ ■ ■
At the present time, and in the foreseeable future, all nuclear 

reactor use and development is under the direct-supervision of 'the 

government, therefore the first nuclear powered ship will probably be for 

military use. whether the vessel be a submarine, battleship or aircraft 

carrier, it will have unlimited range and may stay in enemy waters for 

matiy months .

In the future an aircraft carrier may he an unique device; try to

visualize the power unit to he a nuclear reactor using natural uranium*

!he energy from the tf385 fission could be used to generate steam, turbo-

electric units, or in place-' of combustion chambers in gas turbine-electric
238units. If the reactor Is of the breeder type the U ' isotope in - the
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Mgure 71 Model in cut-away section, of G. E. 3000 HP marine gas turbine.
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natural w a n i w  will form plutonium (PuSv9) * fTiio plutonium then may 'he sep

arated and. used for the production of atomic Pombs„ This would probably be 

a militarists dream come true, the production of an offensive weapon from the 

by-product of the power unit# The size of the reactor for large ships is of 

little importance and as for shielding it can also be used for armor plating 

thereby serving two purposes* An advantage for using the gas turbine unit is- 

that of the vast supply of water that may be used for intercoolers, thereby 

allowing the use of a closed cycle to operate effectively,

for smaller marine vessels (and submarines) provisions rriust be 

made for maneuvering and astern.operation, For d-c electric drive, the high- 

torque requirements at the time of reversing ca.n be met by maintaining 

nearly full speed on the set. Reversing can, of course, be accomplished ' 

electrically. Another very promising arrangement for marine applications is 

offered by the variable pitch propeller - or preferably the reversible, pitch 

propeller, Use of this device permits independent control of the gas 

- turbine speed, thus allowing the operator to obtain beat thermal performance 

from the gas turbine at all times, and greatly facilitating the maneuvering 

problem, Figure ?1 shows a cross-section of a marine unit for a gas turbine 

plant,

BSERIfflEftATICJU:
As previously mentioned a nuclear is'just another source of heat. 

There are two types of standard refrigeration units that require a heat source, 

these being, the Slectrolux-servel and■the Silica Gel, The ElectrolUx- 

servel cycle is common in household and commercial 'units, For an example 

let us calculate the amount of uranium required to operate a Electrolux-



s e n re l  r e f r i g e r a t o r  xm it,
3S5Example 7: Calculate the amount of U" required to Operate 100

lockers of '1000 CtthiC feet each at 50 W for one year#

Assume 10 foot cube- and all surfaces to have a heat transmission of 
S o3 BTU per Ft per F per day. ‘ ,

q s (g)(6)(100).(70-30) * 72,000 BTO/day
-assuming three air changes per day 

q == 2170 BTU/day 

Total heat loss

Q,= 78,000 + 2170 = 74*170 BTU/day
The ratio of refrigerating effect to heat supply is 58#

74,170 =: 195,000 BTU/day 
«38

195.000 X 365 55 20,800 Ew-hr/yr,
3413 :

assuming, the reactor to he 85# efficient 

20,800 ~ 24,400 Kw-hr/yr.

assuming 200 Mev per fission

84,400 X 8,26 x 10^ = 6,49 x 1 0 ^  Mev/yr,

5,49 X lQss «! 2,746 x IOsl fissiotis/yr,
, " 200
(2,745 x 10^)(29S»1269) (1,659 x 1 0~^) = 1 . 0 5 9  ̂ msyr.
1.056 = ,00233 lbs, per yr* per locker,
450.0



Totel for ell 100 locker#,
(,00885)(100) * 8*@88 Ita*/#,

naia& a Oelloa Gol w&t the awwat of reyot#e& soB&d be
0.0840 lba* per ye* gey lo#ey 

or 8+49 l&e/ypf for 100 l&g&eye

ATOBBO BOBS)
Attem&tlu# t@ look la*@ the d&etaat fot&pe $e m y  *@@ a #eal&<mt 

h o m e  u e l s g  t i u c l a e r  e a a e s s y  t o  v e r y  # e o < l  a A o a e t a g e *  A  a a e l e a v  y e a a t o *  m y  b e  
g&ed to beat t&e home, beat Sbe domagtic hot %*$*#, eeed la a refrtgeratioB 
eyole end Q@e& #e* coaklB#, All *f thee* beea soul# b&ve to be @Bac*to& 
byjmeaae of dloaed ayolee* *be W a t # #  eoo&a as* the prlaolpla of rad* 
iaat beating end the oammoa oontrole need &# een^metlon mitb a be* water 
boiler, fho dome tie hot water cowld also be tbe^matatlaally ooRtwHed* 
Refrigeration nee W a  W e b  prevlowly dlaaneW* AO for eookiag the 
lnetltnte of Gaa Teebbolegy, Cbloage W e  derelopW a aatorel gaa homer 
obera the flue # e  doee not go dlreotly late the nmoepbere but la e ^  
h a u n t e d  a t  o  i s o r e  g e u v a a l a h t  l o o a t i o n #  T h e  W l l a  o f  t h e  o v e n  w o u l d  o o m  
Into ooutuot olth the hot fluid from the rcaotor* or the fluid wuld flow 
through t W  wile thus hsetiug the o v w  radlmtly eo #  eu eleetrlo etova,

,Sggf
'Si fsMSs an efe-rege ht̂ m aauel̂ &v f-uel I If )

to opereto the above meuMohed mite qaioulute the mount of 0 required 

for one years operation*
Aeewe beet Ioee of home to be

CO »000 W / b r *  (#*000 B$0/yr, w o r e #  loee)



(60.000) (S4) (365) (I) ~ 8*625 Sc 10® BTTJ/yr.

Tieat required for'domestic hot water assume

100,000 BTll/day
7(100.000) (365) = 3d6S t 10 DTU/yr. 

heat required for refrigeration assume
1500 BrW d a y

5
(1500) (gG6) * 3*475 * io W /yr,

heat required for cooking assume 8000 BTU/day 

2000 B W d a y

(2000)1368) =i 7*30 % B%#/yr* ;

Total heat required

5,002 Z 10S BTO/yr. '

(5*008 x 10®) (6*58 * 10%®) * 1,977 2  IO** agy/ye*

each fission of O855 releases 200 Bev '

1.97? x IOg4 » 9p89 x 108® fiaslons/yr*
8

(9*89 % 10^) (235*1209) (1»659 X 10~**) = 386 8*8/??'

386 a 0,851 Ihs/yr,
453*6

This is assuming the reactor to be 100% efficient H s  actual 

efficiency would increase the amount of uranium needed« At this rate a con 

simer could afford to pay approximately $250 a pound for XS taking W  

initial cost of the reactor to be comparable to that of a boiler and hot 

water heater* A greater amount of insulation would be required in con

junction with the piping leading- from the reactor to the stove,because it
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would, carry fluid of u teaperatwe of from SGO^SOO0!1=

For industrial plants the nuclear reactor may be a source of heat 

used to generate- power'by means of - a gas turbine cycle and the exhaust 

from the turbine used for heating or industrial drying. This may be of 

great advantage for chemical processing plants where great sources of heat 

are required.

The aforementioned uses of nuclear power are only a sample of Its 

uses. Any process that requires heat may "he converted to use nuclear fuel.,

A DIRECT SOURCE 0? 'ELECTRICITY:

Upon the fission of US35 unstable nuclei are the fission pro

ducts which are.beta emittersi, During this process approximately seven 

electrons are emitted before stable nuclei are formed* Zf these electrons 

can be controlled and gathered they may form a direct source of electrical 

power or at least a difference in potential*

Example 0: Calculate the electrostatic charge created by the

electrons omitted during the fission of one gram of DSS5* Assuming seven 

electrons per fission*
36355,1269 - I»415 x 10 atoms/gram.

(1,415 X IO66) (7) ~ 9,905 x IO^ electrons/gm

(9*905 % IO86)(1.602 X IO*^9) - 1,585 X IO8 coulombs

or (1*085 X- IO3) (0*00378) ^ 4*39 x IO4 afflpe-pe-hrs.,-
The probability of using these electrons is not very great because

of.the difficulty in controlling them* It may very easily require more 
power for their control than is created*

I
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